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Abstract A number of scholars have demonstrated that voter turnout is influenced by the
costs of processing information and going to the polls, and the policy benefits associated
with the outcome of the election. However, no one has yet noted that the costs of voting are
paid on or before Election Day, while policy benefits may not materialize until several days,
months, or even years later. Since the costs of voting must be borne before the benefits are
realized, people who are more patient should be more willing to vote. We use a ‘‘choice
game’’ from experimental economics to estimate individual discount factors which are used
to measure patience. We then show that patience significantly increases voter turnout.
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Patience as a Political Virtue: Delayed Gratification and Turnout
Does the aphorism, ‘‘Patience is a virtue’’ apply to political life? Is patience a political
virtue? We argue that it is, and we show that patient citizens are more likely to participate
in political life. Our account of patience as a political virtue contributes to the abundant
literature that has sought to explain why citizens turn out to vote and participate in other
activities (Campbell, Converse, Miller, & Stokes, 1960; Rosenstone & Hansen, 1993;
Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995; Wolfinger & Rosenstone, 1980). Several empirical
studies suggest that voter turnout is influenced by the costs of processing information and
going to the polls, and the policy benefits associated with the outcome of the election
(Franklin & Grier, 1997; Hansen, Palfrey, & Rosenthal, 1987; Highton, 1997; Jackson,
2000; Kaempfer & Lowenberg, 1993; Knack 1997, 2001; Nagler, 1991). However, none of
these studies considers the fact that the costs and benefits of turning out to vote are borne at
different times. The costs of voting are paid on or before Election Day, while policy
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benefits may not materialize until several days, months, or even years after Election Day. If
an individual must bear the costs of participation long before the benefits are received, then
an individual’s level of patience should also affect the decision to turn out. Patient individuals—that is, those who place greater value on the future benefits of participation—should be more likely to vote, while impatient individuals, who place greater value
on the immediate costs of participation, should be less likely to vote.
This article provides an initial examination of the relationship between patience and
turnout. To do so, we incorporate a technique from experimental economics, where subjects play a ‘‘choice game’’ (Coller & Williams, 1999; Harrison, Lau, & Williams, 2002;
Harrison, Lau, Ruström, & Sullivan, 2004) in which they are asked to make a series of
choices between a prize that will be awarded in 30 days and a larger prize that will be
awarded in 60 days. The choices made reveal the degree to which subjects are willing to
wait for future benefits and can be used to estimate how much they discount future payoffs.
In other words, this procedure yields an innovative measure of the patience of each
individual that does not require introspection or self-report.
We begin with a brief overview of our conceptualization of patience and why we think
it should propel citizens to turn out to vote. We then review the meaning and measurement
of patience in the literatures in psychology and economics, with special attention to laboratory-based research methodology. We conduct two analyses: first, we uncover the
structural correlates of patience, as we have measured it. Second, we identify the relationship between patience and turnout. We find, indeed, that patience predicts turnout. We
conclude with a discussion of the generalizability of our approach and its potential
applications to other aspects of political life.

Patience and Political Life
Is patience a virtue that is relevant to political life? Normative theory suggests it may
indeed be. In his discussion of liberal virtues, Galston (1988) characterizes patience as a
virtue required by modern markets. Modern market economies require several virtues,
among them ‘‘the achievement of a mean between ascetic self-denial and untrammeled
self-indulgence—call it a capacity for moderate delay of gratification; for while market
economies rely on the liberation and multiplication of consumer desires, they cannot
prosper in the long run without a certain level of saving, which rests on the ability to
subordinate immediate gratification to longer-run self-interest’’ (p. 1283). Additionally,
liberal polities also require long-term time horizons: ‘‘The greatest vices of popular
governments are the propensity to gratify short-term desires at the expense of long-term
interests’’ (Galston, 1988, p. 1283).
What is the empirical link between patience and political life? Here, we pose the
question of whether patience predicts a willingness to engage in political action, specifically, to turn out to vote. A wide range of empirical studies of voting has shown that
turnout is influenced by the costs associated with making a decision and going to the polls
and the benefits associated with the outcome of the election (Aldrich, 1993). For example,
Verba, Schlozman, & Brady (1995) argue that socioeconomic status measures like education affect turnout because they influence the cost of obtaining and processing political
information. Restrictive registration laws increase the cost of voting and thereby
discourage turnout (Franklin & Grier, 1997; Highton, 1997; Knack, 1997, 2001; Nagler,
1991), while liberal absentee ballot laws and all-mail elections encourage it (Karp &
Banducci, 2000; Oliver, 1996; Southwell & Burchett, 2000). Even rainfall on Election Day
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has been shown to depress turnout among some voters (Knack, 1994). Although less well
documented, benefits related to the election outcome also have an effect on turnout. For
example, people are more likely to vote in ‘‘high stakes’’ elections that have larger policy
effects (Hansen et al., 1987; Jackson, 2000; Wolfinger & Rosenstone, 1980) and when they
think there is a larger difference in the policies offered by the competing parties (Kaempfer
& Lowenberg, 1993).
An important oversight in this literature is that there is a time dimension to the costs and
benefits of voting. While the costs of voting are paid on or before Election Day, any
benefits related to the policy outcome are not obtained until after Election Day. In fact, it
may take several years for an election result to yield the policy outcomes that motivated
citizens to go to the polls. Given that present costs are being compared to future benefits,
subjective time preferences may influence the decision to vote. Citizens who are patient
might be willing to bear the immediate costs of voting because they place a high value on
future policy benefits. In contrast, citizens who are impatient might place more weight on
the costs of voting, which are felt immediately, and be less likely to gain utility from future
policy benefits. Thus variation in patience may be an important factor in explaining
individual turnout decisions.
The expressive benefits of voting and benefits related to fulfilling a social obligation
may also invite patience to play a role in the turnout decision. If respondents experienced
only immediate costs from the act of voting and immediate gains from the act of voting
(for example, immediate social affirmation from wearing the ‘‘I voted’’ sticker), then
patience would be irrelevant, since all voters could receive immediate benefits. However,
the act of voting arguably taps both immediate and future-oriented expressive benefits.
These future benefits might be understood, according to Riker and Ordeshook (1968), as
supporting, in the long-term, the democratic form of governance. Patient citizens might
therefore have a greater stake in using the vote as a means of affirming system support for
the future stability of the regime. As Downs (1957) notes, a citizen might even throw his
support behind a ‘‘hopeless’’ party ‘‘in the belief that his support will enable it to grow and
someday become a likely winner—thus giving him a wider range of selection in the
future’’ (p. 49). Patient citizens would be more likely to use the vote as a means of
affirming allegiance to a party, again for the future benefit of the party. For these various
reasons, we expect to see a relationship emerge between turnout and patience: for patience
to be a political virtue that propels citizens to turn out.
We have found little in the political science literature to guide our conceptual understanding of patience, and no studies empirically test for a relationship between patience
and political participation.1 As a result, we have grounded our conceptualization and
empirical approach in the existing literature on delayed gratifications, time orientations,
and future time horizons from psychology and economics.
Following the existing approach in psychology and economics, we conceptualize patience as an individual-level disposition. Patience is a more or less stable propensity to react
to situational demands with a willingness to defer immediate (or short-term) gratification for
future rewards. Some individuals are more patient than others, and these individuals would
be more likely to exhibit delayed gratification behaviors. Contextual conditions can also set
1
Renshon’s (1977) piece deals explicitly with the concept of time horizons and political behavior, but the
concept Renshon develops is very different from ours. Renshon analyzes individual’s views about ‘‘the
propensity to expect or desire immediate rather than long-term rewards from the political system’’ (p. 263).
Instead of identifying an individual’s generalized time horizon in willingness to wait for returns, Renshon
focuses on an individual’s beliefs about how quickly (or slowly) the political system should operate.
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up incentives for individuals, even those who are not predisposed to delay gratification, to
exhibit delayed gratification behaviors. Thus, delayed gratification behavior is determined
by both individual-level dispositions (e.g., patience) and contextual inducements.2 For our
purposes, we are interested in the individual-level disposition, patience.
In the psychological literature, patience, delay behavior, and more generally, time
preference, have been conceptualized as a psychological disposition—a more or less stable
individual difference that influences how a person responds to situations that arise. The
willingness to delay gratification has been ‘‘an enduring focus’’ of study within the field of
personality psychology (Funder & Block, 1989, p. 1041). Variation in willingness to delay
immediate gratification for the promise of future rewards appears among children as young
as four years old and correlates with dispositions measured later in life (Funder, Block, &
Block, 1983). A willingness to delay gratification has relevance for a wide range of
behaviors, including drug addiction, educational attainment, savings and investment, and
gambling (Funder et al., 1983; see Mischel, 1974 for a review).
Patience also plays a prominent role in the economics literature. As Becker and Mulligan (1997) note, ‘‘Time preference plays a fundamental role in theories of savings and
investment, economic growth, interest rate determination and asset pricing, addiction, and
many other issues that are getting increasing attention from economists’’ (p. 729). The
economics literature, according to Becker and Mulligan, equates ‘‘‘time preference’ with
the marginal rate of substitution between current and future consumption’’ (p. 731).
Researchers have measured patience with both self-reports and with choice behaviors.
Self-report scales require subjects to rate their own characteristics. Ray and Najman (1986)
have compiled a 12-item self-report scale that has been used in studies of pathological
gambling (Parke, Griffiths, & Irwing, 2004) and educational achievement (Bembenutty &
Karebenick, 2004). Strathman, Gleicher, Boninger, and Edwards (1994) develop a Consideration of Future Consequences scale to measure the willingness to sacrifice immediate
benefits (and absorb immediate costs) for future benefits. They argue that ‘‘there are clear
and reliable individual differences in the extent to which individuals are likely to consider
distant outcomes in choosing their present behavior’’ (p. 724). Strathman et al. (1994)
further note that patience can be viewed as a continuum, anchored at one end by ‘‘those
individuals who consider future outcomes as a matter of course...They are willing to
sacrifice immediate benefits like pleasure or convenience to achieve more desirable future
states’’ (p. 724) and anchored at the other by ‘‘individuals who are not interested in
considering possible future consequences. These individuals are more concerned with
maximizing immediate benefits at the expense of costs or benefits that will not occur for
some time, and they place a high priority on such immediate benefits’’ (p. 724).
Self-reports, especially for questions that trigger social desirability concerns or that
require individuals to introspect, may be less reliable and less valid indicators than other
measures, such as those derived from behavioral observation (Berinsky, 2004; Kagan,
19883; Mischel, 1974; Schwarz, 1999; Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 2000). As
2
As an example of the latter approach, Dubin and Kalsow (1996), discuss ‘‘patience’’ in the context of
whether individuals will vote on ballot propositions. In their analysis, the length of the ballot propositions
tries an individual’s patience; ‘‘the longer the description of the proposition, the more impatient the voter
becomes, and the less support the proposition receives’’ (p. 407). We conceptualize patience as an individual-level disposition, whereas Dubin and Kalsow (1996) view (im-) patience as induced by the political
environment, the length of ballot propositions.
3

‘‘A serious limitation of self-report information is that each person has only a limited awareness of his or
her moods, motives, and bases for behavior, and it is not obvious that only conscious intentions and moods
make up the main basis for variation (Wilson, Hull, & John 1981)’’, cited in Kagan (1988, p. 617).
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such, patience, or willingness to delay gratification, has also been measured with observation of behavioral choices. In psychological studies of children, for example, researchers
have examined the extent to which subjects forego some prize that is immediately available in order to obtain a more desirable prize in the future (Mischel, 1974).
Economists have also used a similar choice-based approach to measure willingness to
delay gratification. In these studies, subjects are presented with a series of choices between
two payoffs, a smaller amount paid now and a larger amount paid later. Each choice yields
information about how much a subject discounts future payoffs, which allows us to estimate the subject’s discount factor (d). For example, if a subject chooses $90 now instead of
$100 later, we know that she values the earlier payment more than the later payment. This
implies a subjective inequality for her discount factor: $90 > d100 or d < 0.9 for the period
between the present and future payoff. If the same subject also chooses $100 later instead
of $80 now for the same time period, then we know that $80 < d $100 and the discount
factor must lie in the interval 0.8 < d < 0.9. A series of choices with different values for
the same time period allows us to identify the interval in which the discount factor falls for
each subject. Those who more frequently choose the future payoff will have higher discount factors. Thus, there should be a positive relationship between the discount factor and
patience (for a discussion, see Becker & Mulligan, 1997).
One potential wrinkle in the procedure for measuring patience is that discount factors
may be hyperbolic, meaning that people tend to value the present much more strongly than
other periods (Laibson, 1997). As a result, recent efforts by economists to elicit discount
factors usually avoid choices with immediate payments and instead give subjects two
future choices (Coller & Williams, 1999; Harrison et al., 2002). This work suggests that
beyond the immediate present the discount factor is approximately constant—people make
consistent choices when they are faced with similar future time intervals. For example,
subjects make the same choices between a smaller payment in 30 days and a larger
payment in 60 days as they do when they must choose between a smaller payment in
90 days and a larger payment in 120 days.

Research Design and Subject Profile
We took advantage of a laboratory setting to examine the relationship between patience
and turnout. The laboratory setting enables us to implement a choice-based measure of
patience, as yet unseen in political science, and it enables us to do so in an environment
that allows for a high degree of anonymity. In May 2004, about 350 subjects were recruited
from two introductory undergraduate political science courses to participate in a computerbased survey. Subjects were offered credit towards their course grade for their participation
in the study, and 249 (about 70%) of them chose to participate. Of these, 235 were eligible
to vote in the March 2004 California primary election. Each subject answered several
standard socioeconomic and political attitude questions (exact question wording can be
found in the appendix).4

4
Subjects ranged in age from 18 to 27 years, were evenly divided between women and men, and about 53%
were minorities. This convenience sample is similar to the undergraduate body from which it is drawn (the
undergraduate body is 56% female and 51% minority). The average subject leaned left and Democratic,
placing herself at 3.57 on the seven-point liberal conservative scale and 3.27 on the seven-point party
identification scale. Admittedly, we rely on a convenience sample of undergraduates for our study. We
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this sample in the conclusion.
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Subjects were asked whether or not they voted in the March 2004 California primary,
which included nominations for national and local offices and four widely publicized ballot
measures related to the California budget crisis. Typical for a younger population, about
21% of those eligible say they voted, compared to 31% in the population as a whole. About
39% said they were very interested in the election campaign, but only 34% agreed that
voting in elections is a duty.
At the end of the survey, each subject was informed that he or she was eligible to win a
prize and then asked to make a series of choices between a $100 prize in 30 days or a
larger prize in 60 days5 (see the appendix for a full description). Following Harrison et al.
(2002) both a dollar amount and an effective annual interest rate were displayed in order to
help subjects think about their choices. At the conclusion of the survey a lottery was used
to choose a single prize winner and another lottery to decide which set of alternatives
determined the payoff. It should be noted that just like previous experiments using this
method (Coller & Williams, 1999; Harrison et al., 2002), the expected value of the prize to
each subject in this experiment is quite low (approximately $100/N ! $0.40 to each
subject). However, Camerer and Hogarth (1999) show that stake size has only a small
effect on average behavior in experiments like these and the biggest effect of stakes on
behavior is changing from zero to positive stakes. Coller and Williams (1999) specifically
show that discount factors elicited with a single prize are significantly different from
discount factors implied by hypothetical choices, suggesting that even a small prize
incentive causes subjects to take their decisions seriously.
If subjects are consistent and make no mistakes, they should always choose the earlier
payoff, always choose the later payoff, or switch from the earlier payoff to the later payoff
at exactly one point during their series of choices. The point at which they switch indicates
the interval of the implied discount factor. For example, a subject may choose the earlier
$100 prize when the later prize is less than or equal to $104.25 and then switch to the later
prize for all values greater than or equal to $106.44. If so, then the implied discount factor
is estimated to fall somewhere between $100/$106.44 ! 0.94 and $100/$104.25 ! 0.96.
About 82% of the subjects in the experiment made consistent decisions across all 20
choices, while 15% made only one ‘mistake’. Inconsistent choices are dropped from the
data as in Harrison et al. (2002) and Coller and Williams (1999), but none of the analysis
changes significantly when the first observed choice of the larger prize, the last observed
choice of the smaller prize, or multiple imputation is used to estimate the remaining
discount factors.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of monthly discount factors implied by subjects’
responses in this choice game.6 For subjects who always choose the earlier or later prize,
discount factors are set to the value implied by maximum and minimum values, respectively. All other values are set to the midpoints of the estimated intervals. Notice that there
are modes at the endpoints, suggesting that several subjects were either willing to wait for
all future prizes (the patient), or not willing to wait for any of them (the impatient). There
5

To be sure all students would be present at the time of the future awards, the survey was administered more
than 60 days prior to the end of the quarter. Specific discount factors and the dollar amounts they imply for
the future prize are taken directly from Harrison et al. (2002). This and other discount factor studies suggest
that results are robust to different gradations of choices.

6

Although these experimental discount factors may be high relative to those implied by annual market rates
of interest, they fall within the wide range of discount factors estimated by other scholars in the literature
(see Frederick, Loewenstein, & O’Donoghue, 2002 for a comprehensive review) and should still be useful
for resolving whether or not people who prefer the earlier prize behave differently from people who prefer
the later prize.
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Patience
(Discount Factor)
Fig. 1 Distribution of patience in the discount factor choice game

is another mode in the center where subjects chose the future prize once its value rose
above $110. This is consistent with evidence from Harrison et al. (2004) showing that
subjects sometimes focus on dollar values instead of rates of return and thus may be
influenced by ‘‘focal points’’ in the dollar amount. The rest of the discount factor estimates
span the distribution, ensuring a wide range of variation for evaluating the influence of
patience on turnout.

Who Is Patient?
Before we test the hypothesis that patient individuals are more likely to vote, we analyze
the structural correlates of patience, as we have measured it. Table 1 displays the pairwise
correlations between patience and a number of factors that are widely thought to affect
turnout, including socioeconomic status, political engagement, political efficacy, civic
duty, and church attendance.
Consistent with earlier findings by Harrison et al. (2002) and Coller and Williams
(1999), patience does not correlate significantly with any of our demographic or socioeconomic status variables. However, we do observe two intriguing relationships. First,
patience correlates positively with political interest, suggesting that individuals who are
more oriented towards future rewards are more likely to pay attention to politics. Most
campaign issues revolve around policies and political outcomes that will not have an
immediate effect—it usually takes months to legislate such changes, years to implement
them, and it may be even longer before typical voters notice a change in their own lives.
Individuals who only care about the present thus may not pay attention to political campaigns because they prefer to pay attention to other events that are more likely to affect
them immediately. Second, patience correlates positively with church attendance, consistent with other studies that indicate a link between patience and church attendance. For
example, Iannaccone (1998) shows that those who believe in an afterlife are more likely to
attend church, and Becker and Mulligan (1997, p. 741) argue that religious people have
higher discount factors because they believe in an afterlife and thus have longer time
horizons. Given that patience correlates with both political interest and church attendance,
it will be important to include these variables as controls in our models of turnout to be
sure that the relationship between patience and the decision to vote is not epiphenomenal.
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Table 1 Individual-level variables and their correlations with patience
Variable

Correlation with patience

p-value

Turnout
Age
Female
Nonwhite
Parents’ income
Parents’ education
Strength of party ID
Political interest
Reads news
Watches news
Political information
External efficacy
Internal efficacy
Civic duty
Church attendance

0.15
)0.01
0.08
)0.06
)0.01
)0.06
0.08
0.20
0.02
0.00
0.03
)0.01
0.07
)0.12
0.20

0.04
0.88
0.25
0.37
0.86
0.37
0.25
0.00
0.73
0.99
0.71
0.93
0.32
0.08
0.00

Patience and Turnout
In Table 1, we see that there is a significant bivariate correlation between patience and
turnout (0.15, p = 0.04). Examination of the raw data makes this relationship more concrete.
Subjects who had higher than average discount factors (d > 0.91) turned out at a rate of 26%
compared to 16% turnout for those with lower than average discount factors. Among
subjects who always chose the earlier prize (the least patient), only 13% voted. Among
subjects who always chose the later prize (the most patient), 20% voted. Voters also tended
to be more patient, with significantly higher discount factors than nonvoters (two-sided
t-test, p = 0.02). People who are more willing to wait for a larger prize in the choice game
are more likely to vote, supporting the connection between patience and turnout.
To be sure this correlation is not the result of other confounding relationships, we
present results from three logit models of turnout in Table 2. Model 1 is a simple bivariate
regression of individual turnout on the discount factor measured in the study. The results
confirm that the relationship between patience and turnout is positive and significant. In
Models 2 and 3, we include a number of factors that are widely thought to affect turnout. In
Model 2, we run the ‘‘standard’’ model of turnout, excluding patience, in order to provide
a baseline for comparison between a standard model of turnout and one that includes these
standard predictors along with patience. These standard predictors include socioeconomic
status (SES), political engagement, political efficacy, civic duty, and church attendance.
SES is included on the idea that individuals with higher SES are more likely to vote
because their costs are lower (Verba et al., 1995; Wolfinger & Rosenstone, 1980). To
capture SES, we include variables such as age, gender, and race, as well as subjects’
reports of parental income and education, since parental characteristics are influential in
the development of turnout behavior among young people (Plutzer, 2002). Interest in
politics, the frequency of news reading or viewing, and the ability to answer basic questions about government indicate political engagement, which tends to correlate with
turnout. Moreover, if individuals feel that they can understand political issues (internal
efficacy) and their government responds to them (external efficacy), then they are more
likely to go to the polls. Church attendance has also been found to be significantly related
to turnout (e.g. Timpone, 1998). In particular, Verba et al. (1995) argue that church
attendance is important because people acquire civic skills in religious organizations
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Table 2 Effect of patience and other variables on voter turnout
Variable

Dependent variable: Did subject vote?
Model 1
Coef.

Patience
Age
Female
Nonwhite
Parents’ income
Parents’ education
Strength of party ID
Political interest
Reads the news
Watches the news
Political information
External efficacy
Internal efficacy
Civic duty
Church attendance
Constant
Deviance residual
Null deviance
N

4.91

)5.71
198.7
194.8
186

Model 2
S.E.

p -value

2.54

0.05

2.34

0.01

Model 3

Coef.

S.E.

p -value

0.27
)0.76
)0.66
0.21
)0.16
0.15
0.52
0.27
0.18
0.12
0.16
)0.03
0.17
0.03
)11.18
143.7
185.5
170

0.14
0.51
0.52
0.15
0.18
0.28
0.43
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.28
0.18
0.17
0.18
3.52

0.06
0.13
0.20
0.16
0.37
0.60
0.23
0.02
0.09
0.45
0.56
0.88
0.31
0.88
0.00

Coef.

S.E.

p -value

7.98
0.29
)0.91
)0.61
0.21
)0.14
0.14
0.25
0.32
0.21
0.17
0.19
)0.03
0.11
)0.04
)18.50
138.1
185.5
170

3.49
0.14
0.52
0.54
0.15
0.18
0.28
0.45
0.12
0.11
0.17
0.29
0.19
0.17
0.18
4.95

0.02
0.05
0.08
0.26
0.17
0.45
0.63
0.58
0.01
0.05
0.32
0.50
0.86
0.53
0.82
0.00

Note: Model estimated using GLM with logit link function

(writing letters, public speaking, and so on) that may make it easier for them to participate
in politics. Finally, we include a variable for civic duty (Riker & Ordeshook, 1968) to
control for the possibility that the feeling that voting is an obligation induces turnout.
Details on coding, question wording, and sufficient statistics for all these controls can be
found in the Appendix.
In Model 2, we see that turnout is positively influenced by age, parents’ income,
strength of party identification, political interest, media exposure, political information,
external efficacy, civic duty, and church attendance. It is also related to race and gender,
with males and whites being more likely to vote. While most of these results are only
weakly significant, they are consistent with past studies that utilize much larger sample
sizes to show small but significant relationships between these variables and turnout (Verba
et al., 1995; Wolfinger & Rosenstone, 1980). We also note that many of these relationships
are significant in simple bivariate correlations (see the appendix).
Since our goal is a strong test of the hypothesis that patience influences turnout, we
retain all of these variables—including those that are not significant—in Model 3. Note
that in spite of the small sample size and even with the addition of numerous controls, the
coefficient on patience continues to be strong and significant. A v2 test confirms that adding
patience to the model significantly improves model fit (deviance reduction of 5.6, df = 1,
p = 0.02) and suggests that we should reject Model 2 in favor of Model 3. To make these
results more concrete, Fig. 2 shows the predicted effect of patience on the probability of
voting while holding race at nonwhite, gender at male, and all other values at their means.
The least patient subjects vote at a rate of about 9% compared to 32% for the most patient
subjects. These results suggest that subjective time preferences have an important effect on
the decision to vote.
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Fig. 2 Effect of patience on turnout
Note: Predicted turnout probabilities and 95% confidence intervals calculated from Model 3 in Table 2 by
varying patience and holding race at nonwhite, gender at male, and all other values at their means

Conclusions
A number of scholars have demonstrated that individual decisions to vote depend on the
costs of processing information and going to the polls, and the benefits associated with the
outcome of the election. This article draws attention to the fact that the costs of turnout are
borne on or before Election Day, while benefits related to the outcome of the election are not
reaped until much later. As a consequence, patience should play an important role in the
turnout decision. Patient citizens who are willing to wait for future benefits should be more
likely to vote because they place a greater value on the impact of the election on future policy
changes. Impatient citizens should be less likely to vote because they are more influenced by
the immediate burdens of decision-making and physical participation.
Evidence from the laboratory supports this hypothesis. Subjects were given a series of
choices between an earlier, smaller prize and a later, larger prize. Those who consistently
chose the later prize were significantly more likely to vote than those who consistently
chose the earlier prize. The statistical relationship between patience and turnout remains
even when we control for numerous other factors thought to affect the decision to vote.
We argue that behavior in the choice game represents patience: the willingness to defer
short-term gains in order to obtain larger long-term gains. However, we concede that it is
entirely possible that alternative mechanisms could explain the empirical relationship between an individual’s discount factor and an individual’s likelihood of turning out to vote.
Perhaps a third individual-level factor structures both choice behavior and turnout; possibilities include SES or intelligence. With our data we can be confident that SES is probably
not the confounding variable, since we control for it in our analysis. We do not, however,
have a measure of intelligence, so we cannot dispute this as an alternative explanation.
One might worry that these results are of limited value because they are based on the
behavior of a group of college students who are neither representative of the population as
a whole, nor representative of college students as a whole. College students, admittedly,
represent a group of individuals who by virtue of matriculating into higher education have
already engaged in ‘‘one form of investment in future-oriented capital’’ (Becker & Mulligan, 1997, p. 751). These individuals already possess some disposition for delayed
gratification—a baseline level of patience, one might argue. As a consequence, variation in
the underlying level of patience is likely to be smaller within our convenience sample,
compared with what we might see using a more representative sample. This limited
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variation makes for a more, not less, difficult test of our proposition. In fact, we do see
effects attributable to our measure of patience, despite the likely truncation in the
underlying construct. We might expect to see even larger effects manifested in a more
representative sample, where we would capture wider variation in level of patience. We
believe our results would still hold, and might be strengthened, if the study were replicated
with a more representative sample.
We also note that the setting of our study is unique: it was a low salience, primary
election. Conceptually, we believe that patience should predict electoral behavior across
elections—be they national, subnational, general, or primary. However, the magnitude of
the relationship between patience and turnout could vary with the salience of the election.
One might imagine that highly publicized elections provide adequate gratification in the
short-term for individuals such that the effect of patience could be crowded out in these
elections. As a consequence, patience might be more likely to propel individuals into
political action when more immediate costs and benefits recede into the background. That
is, patience might be more consequential in propelling individuals to the voting booths in
lower salience elections compared with higher salience elections. To the extent that patience
is systematically correlated with other demographics and dispositions of interest (e.g.,
education), it would in these circumstances accentuate systematic inequalities in who votes.
In this initial examination of patience as a political virtue, we have focused exclusively
on the relationship between patience and turnout, and our evidence suggests the relationship
is strong and substantial. Extensions to this research trajectory come readily to mind—patience might be linked with other acts of political participation, or the relationship between patience and political participation might be contingent upon the type of act; e.g.,
patient individuals might be more likely to engage in letter-writing than to join demonstrations. The concept of patience might also be relevant in considering citizens’ views
towards policy issues. To what extent are citizens willing to make sacrifices in the presentday in order to enact policies with long-run benefits? Variation in patience might be linked
with policy priorities and the direction of policy preference. This possibility is directly
relevant to contemporary issues, from the more mundane discussions about whether and to
what extent citizens are willing to tolerate delays in airport security lines; to larger issues
about Social Security and its long-run solvency; to discussions about the federal budget
deficit; to tradeoffs that must be made between policies designed to provide employment
opportunities in the short-run that might pose environmental consequences in the long-run.
Our evidence so far suggests that patient citizens are more likely to turn out to vote, and it is
easy to imagine that patience could pose even broader political consequences.
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Appendix: Variable Description and Question Wording
The discount factor is based on behavior in the choice game. The game was described to
subjects as follows: ‘‘Two prizes will be awarded in class at the conclusion of this study. If
you are chosen to receive the second prize7, your answers to the following series of
7

There was another prize related to a dictator game experiment that came earlier in the omnibus survey.
Responses in the other experiment are not correlated with those made in the choice game.
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questions will determine the amount of the award and the date of payment. You will be
asked to choose the payment option that you would prefer in each of 20 different payoff
alternatives. Note that each of the 20 payoff alternatives will pay $100 in 30 days (option
A) or $100 + $x in 60 days (option B), where x differs under each payoff alternative. For
each payoff alternative you will select the payment option (A or B) that you would prefer if
you are chosen to receive the prize. When the study is completed, a random drawing will
be held in class to choose which one of the 20 payoff alternatives will determine the prize
and another random drawing will be held to determine the one person who will receive the
second prize. When and how much the winner will be paid will be based on the payment
option he or she chooses under the payoff alternative selected.
‘‘In the table of alternatives there is a column labeled ‘‘Annual Interest Rate.’’ This is
the interest rate required on the initial balance of $100 (option A) that would yield the
amount in option B, after accounting for the fact that interest is compounded daily on the
initial balance. For comparison, most banks are currently paying 1%–2% interest on
savings accounts or certificates of deposits. Most credit card companies are charging
college students 12%–16% interest to borrow money. Thus, you have an opportunity to
earn money at much higher rates of interest in this study. Below is the table of the payment
options for the 20 different alternatives. For payoff alternative 1, would you prefer option
A ($100 in 30 days) or option B ($100.17 in 60 days)?’’ Subjects were asked to make
choices over twenty sets of alternatives. Table A1 shows each set of alternatives as they
were displayed to the subjects.
Political information is the number of correct answers to the following 8 multiple choice
and open answer questions. ‘‘Which party currently has the most members in the House of
Representatives in Washington?’’ (Republican/Democrat) ‘‘Which party currently has the
most members in the Senate in Washington?’’ (Republican/Democrat) ‘‘Who has the final
responsibility to decide if a law is constitutional or not?’’ (President/Congress/Supreme
Appendix 1 Choices available to subjects
Payoff
alternative

Payment option A
(pays amount ($)
below in 30 days)

Payment option B
(pays amount ($)
below in 60 days)

Annual
interest rate (%)

Payment option
preferred
(choose A or B)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.17
100.25
100.33
100.42
100.63
100.84
101.05
101.26
101.47
101.68
102.10
102.96
104.25
106.44
108.68
110.96
113.29
115.66
118.08
123.07

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
7.5
10.0
12.5
15.0
17.5
20.0
25.0
35.0
50.0
75.0
100.0
125.0
150.0
175.0
200.0
250.0

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
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Appendix 2 Sufficient statistics

Vote
Patience
Age
Female
Nonwhite
Parents’ income
Parents’ education
Strength of party ID
Political interest
Reads news
Watches news
Political information
External efficacy
Internal efficacy
Civic duty
Church attendance

Mean

S.D.

Min.

Max.

0.21
0.91
19.77
0.49
0.53
5.73
4.23
2.99
2.32
2.89
2.58
4.76
2.37
3.29
2.67
2.31

0.41
0.07
1.62
0.5
0.5
2.19
1.59
0.84
0.6
2.24
2.21
1.6
0.83
1.29
1.32
1.34

0
0.81
17
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1

1
1
27
1
1
8
7
4
3
7
7
8
4
5
5
5

Court) ‘‘Whose responsibility is it to nominate judges to the Federal Courts?’’ (President/
Congress/Supreme Court) ‘‘What is the job held by William Rehnquist?’’ ‘‘What is the job
held by Tony Blair?’’ ‘‘What is the job held by John Ashcroft?’’ ‘‘What is the job held by
Bill Frist?’’
Reads the News and Watches the News were based on answers to these two questions:
‘‘During the past week, about how many days did you read a daily newspaper (other than
the CALIFORNIA AGGIE) or consult an online news source?’’ and ‘‘During the past
week, about how many days did you watch a national network news program on television?’’
Parents’ Income is the answer to: ‘‘Please choose the category that describes the total
amount of INCOME earned in 2003 by your PARENTS or GUARDIANS. Consider all
forms of income, including salaries, tips, interest and dividend payments, scholarship
support, student loans, parental support, social security, alimony, and child support, and
others.’’ (1 = $15,000 or under, 2 = $15,001–$25,000, 3 = $25,001–$35,000,
4 = $35,001–$50,000, 5 = $50,001–$65,000, 6 = $65,001–$80,000, 7 = $80,001–
$100,000, 8 = over $100,000). Parents’ Education is the average for both parents on
‘‘What was the highest level of education that your father [mother] (or male [female]
guardian) completed?’’ 1 = Less than high school, 2 = High school diploma, 3 = Vocational School, 4 = Attended College, 5 = Bachelor’s, 6 = Graduate School.
For external efficacy, we follow Craig, Niemi, and Silver (1990) and Niemi, Craig, and
Mattei (1991) by creating an index that sums responses from four questions: ‘‘People like
me don’t have any say about what the government does’’, ‘‘I don’t think public officials
care much what people like me think’’, ‘‘How much do you feel that having elections
makes the government pay attention to what the people think?’’, and ‘‘Over the years, how
much attention do you feel the government pays to what the people think when it decides
what to do?’’. The first two questions are coded 0 = agree, 0.5 = neither, and 1 = disagree.
The third and fourth questions are coded 1 = a good deal, 0.5 = some, and 0 = not much.
For the remaining variables, we follow the coding procedure in Timpone (1998) and the
question wording used in the NES. Age is in number of years. Church attendance is an
index of religious attendance, 1 = never/no religious preference, 2 = a few times a year,
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*p < 0.05 for correlations with turnout

0.08
0.02
)0.04
)0.11
0.00
0.06
0.12
0.27
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.09
0.03

Patience Age

Patience
0.15*
Age
0.16* )0.01
Female
0.01
0.08
Nonwhite
)0.20* )0.06
Parents’ income
0.22* )0.01
Parents’ education
0.09* )0.06
Strength of party ID 0.22* 0.08
Political interest
0.25* 0.20
Reads news
0.26* 0.02
Watches news
0.24* 0.00
Political information 0.14* 0.03
External efficacy
0.09 )0.01
Internal efficacy
0.08
0.07
Civic duty
)0.02 )0.12
Church attendance
)0.01
0.20

Vote

Appendix 3 Pearson correlation matrix

)0.12
0.11
0.15
)0.04
0.08
0.32
0.15
0.37
)0.08
0.18
)0.05
)0.08
)0.41
)0.39
)0.09
)0.26
)0.14
)0.05
)0.28
)0.15
)0.20
)0.02
0.13
0.54
0.18
0.23
0.15
0.19
0.23
0.15
0.21
)0.08
)0.15
0.10
0.23
0.11
0.05
0.24
0.10
0.18
)0.01
)0.13
0.20
0.09
0.18
0.06
0.16
0.01
)0.04
0.03
0.32
0.19
0.31
0.18
0.30
0.12
)0.05

0.34
0.39
0.03
0.21
0.01
)0.01

0.12
0.08
0.16
0.05
0.15

0.08
0.20
0.12
)0.09

0.28
0.16
0.01

0.03
)0.05

)0.06

Female Nonwhite Parents’ Parents’ Strength
Political Reads Watches Political
External Internal Civic
income education of party ID interest news news
information efficacy efficacy duty
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3 = once or twice a month, 4 = almost every week, and 5 = every week. Internal efficacy
is a binary response (0 = true, 1 = false) to the question ‘‘Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated that a person like me can’t really understand what’s going
on.’’ Strength of party identification is coded 1 = independents and apoliticals, 2 = independents leaning towards a party, 3 = weak partisans, and 4 = strong partisans. Civic duty
is coded 1 = agree strongly, 2 = agree somewhat, 3 = neither, 4 = disagree somewhat, and
5 = disagree strongly for ‘‘If a person doesn’t care how an election comes out he shouldn’t
vote in it.’’ Female is 1 for female, 0 for male. Nonwhite is 1 for nonwhite, 0 for white.
Interest in Politics is the answer to the question ‘‘Some people don’t pay much attention to
political campaigns. How interested are you in the 2004 presidential election campaign?’’
(1 = not much interested, 2 = somewhat interested, 3 = very much interested).
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Abstract. This article examines the link between personality traits, political attitudes and
the propensity to vote in elections, using an Internet panel survey conducted in two Canadian provinces at the time of the 2008 federal election and the subsequent provincial
elections. It first establishes that the two most proximate attitudes that shape one’s propensity to vote are political interest and sense of civic duty. The article then look at specific
personality traits (altruism, shyness, efficacy and conflict avoidance) that could affect level of
political interest, civic duty and the propensity to vote in elections. In the last part of the
analysis, a model is proposed and tested, according to which the impact of personality traits
is indirect, being mediated by interest and duty. The article shows that the data are consistent
with such an interpretation.
Keywords: personality, political attitudes, turnout, altruism, civic duty, political interest.

The decision to vote or not to vote can be examined from two complementary
perspectives. One can look at characteristics of elections that make people
more or less prone to vote in some contexts than in others. Franklin (2004) is
perhaps the best illustration of such an approach. Or one can examine the
characteristics of people and determine what types of individuals are more
inclined to vote in general. This study belongs to the latter approach.
There are three basic reasons why people may decide to vote rather than
abstain in an election (Blais 2010): they may perceive the benefits to outweigh
the costs; they may simply wish to express their viewpoint; or they may adhere
to the norm that the ‘good’ citizen ought to vote in elections. From such a
perspective, we would expect the general propensity to vote in elections to be
driven by two basic political attitudes. The benefits of voting and the urge to
express an opinion depend partly on the characteristics of the elections and
partly on characteristics of people. We focus on the latter and contend that
one’s overall level of political interest is the best individual-level predictor of
perceiving high benefits and low cost in voting, as well as having an opinion
about which is the best candidate or party in an election. The second attitude,
sense of civic duty, corresponds to the third motivation: adherence to the norm
that the ‘good’ citizen ought to vote.1
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We thus wish to establish in the first part of this article that the general
propensity to vote in elections is driven primarily by political interest and
sense of civic duty; other political attitudes are much less influential. This raises
the question of the origin of these attitudes. Again it makes sense to assume
that they may be shaped in part by characteristics of the political context. For
instance, the degree of un-civility in the political debate may contribute to
lower trust in politicians and lower interest in political affairs (Mutz & Reeves
2005). However, we may also suppose that certain types of individuals are
more prone to think in terms of moral obligations and more attracted to the
political sphere, and that these people are just more likely to go to the polls.
This is the second type of interpretation that we wish to explore here. To that
effect, we use a survey containing a small set of items designed to measure
personality traits, and we determine whether and how they are related to sense
of civic duty and political interest. We show evidence that personality traits
affect the propensity to vote through these two attitudes.

Political attitudes and the propensity to vote
The first claim that we make is that the two most crucial proximate political
attitudes that affect the propensity to vote are sense of civic duty and political
interest. Sense of civic duty and political interest are indeed the two political
attitudes that are the most constantly invoked in the turnout literature. The
American Voter (Campbell et al. 1960: 156) identifies four ‘psychological’
factors in the voting turnout chapter: sense of citizen duty; interest in the
campaign; concern over the election outcome; and sense of political efficacy.
Duty and interest appear on the list, as well as political efficacy, to which we
shall return below. As for concern over the election outcome, this is not a
general attitude as it is specific to an election.
Political interest also plays a central role in Verba et al.’s (1995: Table 12.7)
model of voting. The model includes political interest, political information,
political efficacy and party identification, with interest emerging as the most
powerful factor. Yet, in the analysis of the reasons that activists give for being
involved, the authors distinguish material benefits and social, civic and policy
gratifications, and they report that civic gratifications (the first example being
‘my duty as a citizen’) are by far the most widespread. Likewise, in his study of
the decision to vote or not to vote, Blais (2000) focuses on the merits and limits
of the rational choice approach, but he points out that the two additional
variables exogenous to the rational choice model that are included in his
empirical analyses – interest and duty – come out as more influential than
benefits, costs or the perceived probability of being pivotal. Finally, Clarke
© 2010 The Author(s)
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et al. (2004: Chapter 8) consider a whole gamut of attitudes in their examination of the factors that affect turnout (interest, trust, efficacy, duty, knowledge
and partisanship), but the two most important attitudes turn out to be interest
and duty (see Clarke et al. 2004: Table 8.9).
There are thus good reasons to believe that duty and interest are the two
strongest attitudinal determinants of the general propensity to vote in elections. We present below empirical evidence to support our contention. We use
an Internet panel survey conducted in the provinces of British Columbia and
Quebec, first at the time of the Canadian federal election that took place in
October 2008 and then at the time of the two provincial elections that were
subsequently held in Quebec in December 2008 and in British Columbia in
May 2009. The sampling frame was designed to match the demographic profile
of each province (as revealed by census data) as well as the distribution of
political interest (as indicated in previous surveys).
The initial sample sizes are 2,013 in Quebec and 2,004 in British Columbia.
All these respondents were invited to respond to a second (very similar)
questionnaire at the time of the provincial elections. We have 1,023 Quebec
respondents and 998 British Columbia respondents in the second wave, for a
re-interview rate of 50 per cent. The surveys were conducted in the last week
of the campaigns in order to tap voters’ views just before the election, before
they knew the outcome and adjusted their perceptions and evaluations.
The whole survey, including about 80 questions, is entirely focused on the
decision to vote or not to vote, and most questions were repeated in both
waves. The questionnaire includes a whole gamut of questions tapping general
political attitudes, a small section on personality measures to be introduced
later on, plus items on networks and mobilisation and opinions about the
specific candidates and parties and perceptions of the closeness of the election.
The dependent variable for this analysis is the general propensity to vote.
The variable is an index combining four indicators: the likelihood of voting in
the upcoming federal, provincial, and municipal elections, and reported turnout
in the federal election (see the Appendix for information about the variables).
The two main independent variables are sense of civic duty and political
interest. The latter is also an index combining reported level of interest in
international, federal, provincial and local politics. Sense of duty, for its part,
combines six indicators: two agree/disagree statements about whether it is a
duty to vote in an election and whether the respondent would feel guilty not to
vote, a question about the importance for a good citizen to vote in elections,
and questions about whether people feel that voting is a duty or a choice in
federal, provincial and local elections.2
Table 1 shows that the propensity to vote is powerfully related to interest
and duty. We expect a strong negative interaction effect between these two
© 2010 The Author(s)
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0.17*** (0.04)
0.56
1,838

0.77*** (0.06)
0.97*** (0.05)
-0.97*** (0.08)

0.10* (0.04)
0.58
1,838

0.75*** (0.06)
0.96*** (0.05)
-0.96*** (0.08)
0.0017*** (0.0003)
-0.01 (0.01)
0.00 (0.02)
-0.01 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.00 (0.01)
-0.02 (0.02)
-0.00 (0.02)
0.04* (0.02)
-0.02* (0.01)
-0.01 (0.01)

Column 2
Vote scale
B/(s.e.)
0.73*** (0.06)
0.95*** (0.05)
-0.97*** (0.08)
0.0018*** (0.0003)
-0.01 (0.01)
-0.01 (0.02)
-0.01 (0.01)
0.02 (0.01)
0.00 (0.01)
-0.02 (0.02)
-0.00 (0.01)
0.04 (0.02)
-0.02 (0.01)
-0.01 (0.01)
0.02 (0.02)
0.06 (0.03)
0.01 (0.01)
0.00 (0.02)
0.08 (0.04)
0.58
1,838

Column 3
Vote scale
B/(s.e.)
1.41** (0.43)
4.11*** (0.54)
-2.69** (0.81)
0.020*** (0.004)
-0.00 (0.11)
0.09 (0.25)
0.08 (0.12)
0.04 (0.12)
0.02 (0.12)
-0.37 (0.19)
-0.05 (0.19)
0.37 (0.20)
0.27 (0.18)
-0.03 (0.11)
0.13 (0.24)
0.50 (0.31)
0.26 (0.19)
0.39 (0.22)
-2.57*** (0.36)
0.41
1,838

Column 4
Voted
B/(s.e.)

1.02** (0.36)
2.73*** (0.40)
-1.33* (0.64)
0.020*** (0.004)
-0.06 (0.11)
0.29 (0.24)
0.08 (0.12)
0.04 (0.12)
0.04 (0.12)
-0.34 (0.18)
-0.07 (0.19)
0.41* (0.20)
0.27 (0.19)
-0.05 (0.11)
0.29 (0.19)
0.47 (0.26)
0.18 (0.17)
0.31 (0.21)
-2.17*** (0.32)
0.35
1,838

Column 5
Voted, w1
B/(s.e.)

Notes: *** Significant at 0.001 level; ** significant at 0.01 level; * significant at 0.05 level. Columns 1–3 are OLS regressions. Columns 4 and 5 are
Probit estimations.

Interest
Duty
Interest x duty
Age
Male
Education
Partner
Ownership
Religiosity
Race
Immigrant
Income
Minority language
British Columbia
Internal efficacy
External efficacy
Partisanship
Information
Constant
Adj. R2/McFadden’s R2
N

Column 1
Vote scale
B/(s.e.)

Table 1. Political attitudes and propensity to vote
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attitudes as the impact of civic duty should be particularly strong among those
least interested in politics (see Blais & Achen 2009); that prediction is fully
supported by the data. It can be seen that interest and duty together account
for more than half of the variance in the propensity to vote. Adding sociodemographic characteristics (column 2) does not affect the impact of interest
and duty, and hardly increases the explained variance. Adding other attitudes
(i.e., internal and external efficacy, partisanship and information) is also inconsequential (column 3); these other attitudes have little direct impact.3
The dependent variable is the propensity to vote and includes mostly indicators of subjective likelihood of voting as well as reported turnout in the federal
election. Because we are interested in the impact of political attitudes and
personality on the general propensity to vote rather than on the decision to vote
or not to vote in a specific election,we believe that the use of a general index based
mostly on expressed intention to vote is justified. Still, it is a legitimate concern
whether the same relationships hold with a behavioural indicator. We expect
interest and duty to have a somewhat weaker impact on voting in a specific
election because many election-specific factors are bound to come into play, but
these two attitudes should still be very influential, even after controlling for
socio-demographic characteristics – more so than partisanship, efficacy and information. This is precisely what we observe in column 4. Finally, there is the possibility of reverse causation – that is, that it is the propensity to vote that causes
political interest and duty.While we are not able to completely rule out that possibility,4 we can determine what happens when we use only wave 1 indicators for
the independent variables and reported vote in wave 2 as the dependent variable. As can be seen in column 5, the relationships weaken slightly, suggesting
some rationalisation effects, but the basic patterns remain very much the same.
These data provide strong support for our initial claim that the most important proximate political attitudes when it comes to understanding why some
individuals are generally more inclined to vote than others are political interest and sense of civic duty. However, the question then becomes:Why are some
people more interested in politics than others, and why are some more inclined
to believe that it is a moral obligation to vote? While a full answer to this
question is beyond the scope of this study, we wish to explore one particular
avenue – that one’s personality is a relevant factor.

Duty, interest, voting and personality traits
It makes sense to believe that one’s personality figures among the more distant
factors that affect one’s level of interest in politics, one’s sense of civic duty, and
eventually one’s propensity to vote in elections. We are interested in person© 2010 The Author(s)
European Journal of Political Research © 2010 European Consortium for Political Research
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ality traits, which are defined to be ‘dimensions of individual differences in
tendencies to show consistent patterns of thought, feelings and actions’
(McCrae & Costa 1990: 23). They are enduring dispositions, they tend to be
stable over time (McCrae & Costa 1994), and they affect thought, feelings and
behaviour in many different realms of life. Personality traits have substantial
biological influences (Bouchard & Loehlin 2001; Bouchard & McGue 2003;
Revelle 2005) which, of course, contribute to their stability.
Political attitudes also tend to be relatively stable.5 Political interest, in
particular, has been shown to be relatively constant over the life course (Prior
2008). Yet the existing evidence suggests that it is likely to develop later in life
than personality traits. Perhaps most telling in this regard is the finding that
there is only a weak relationship between the political interest of parents and
their offspring (Jennings et al. 2001; Zuckerman et al. 2007). There is also some
evidence that the development of political interest among teenagers is partly
dependent on their social networks (Dostie-Goulet 2009).
We know less about the development and stability of sense of civic duty.
Campbell (2006) provides some evidence that norms of civic engagement can
be shaped by the school environment, but again it makes sense to assume that
these norms develop later in life and are more susceptible to change over time
than personality traits. The model that we propose to test is a rather simple one
in which personality traits influence general political attitudes, especially duty
and interest, which in turn shape one’s propensity to vote in an election. The
question then becomes: Which personality traits should we expect to affect the
propensity to vote?
There are two avenues for exploring the potential impact of personality
traits on the propensity to vote. The first is to focus on the ‘big five’ personality
factors (extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability
and openness to experience) that have been established in the personality
literature as capturing the most important general differences in personality
across individuals (Digman 1990; Goldberg 1993; Ozer & Reise 1994; Saucier
& Goldberg 1998). This is the avenue followed by Mondak and Halperin
(2008), Mondak et al. (2010) and Gerber et al. (2008, 2009).
This approach has produced mixed results. Mondak and Halperin (2008:
Table 3) report no significant correlation between any of the ‘big five’ personality factors and voter turnout. Gerber et al. (2008, 2009) find somewhat more
positive results. In their estimations of reported turnout with three different
datasets, extroversion and emotional stability are significant in two cases out of
three, and consciousness once (see Gerber et al. 2008: Tables 2A, 2B; Gerber
et al. 2009: Table 3A). Mondak et al. (2010) report turnout to be associated
positively with openness to experience, and negatively with emotional stability.
The findings are not very consistent across the various studies.
© 2010 The Author(s)
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We have decided to focus on four specific traits that we thought could be
related to interest, duty and the propensity to vote: altruism, shyness, efficacy
and conflict avoidance.6 If we accept that the rational choice for an egocentric
citizen who wishes to maximise his or her personal utility is to abstain, given
the low probability of casting a decisive vote (Blais 2000), it makes sense to
suppose that the propensity to vote is related to how egocentric or altruist one
is. Indeed, Fowler (2006) shows that altruism, measured through allocations in
a dictator game, is significantly correlated with turnout.7
The altruism scale is made of three indicators.8 The two agree/disagree
items are borrowed from Feldman and Steenbergen’s (2001) humanitarian
scale. Humanitarianism ‘may be defined as a sense of responsibility for one’s
fellow human beings that translates into the belief that one should help those
who are in need’ (Feldman & Steenbergen 2001: 660). As the authors note, it
overlaps with concepts such as ‘social benevolence’ and ‘empathetic unselfishness’. The third indicator comes from responses to a dictator game. Respondents were told that two prizes of CAN$100 would be drawn at the end of the
survey and were asked how much of that amount they would want to keep and
how much they would want to give to an anonymous individual if they were to
win a draw. Dictator game allocations indicate people’s willingness to improve
the material welfare of others at a cost to themselves and provide a revealed
measure of altruism (see Benz & Meier (2008), Dawes & Fowler (2007) and
Loewen (2008) for a validation of such a measure).9
Shyness has been defined as ‘discomfort and inhibition in the presence of
others’ (Jones et al. 1986: 629) and ‘might be best described as involving (a lack
of) social facility or effectiveness’. To the extent that political participation is a
social activity, we expect those who are shy to avoid such involvement. People
who are shy may also be less integrated into their social milieu, and they may
therefore be less exposed to social pressures for fulfilling one’s civic duty.
Shyness is measured by two items in the twenty-item shyness scale proposed
by Cheek and Melchior (1985).
Personal efficacy corresponds to ‘feelings of mastery over the self and the
environment’ (Campbell et al. 1960: 517). As Fernández-Ballesteros et al.
(2007: 107) point out: ‘[U]nless people believe they can produce desired outcomes . . . they have little incentives to act.’ Such sentiment of personal selfefficacy could transfer into the political realm and lead to feelings of internal
and external political efficacy – feelings that have been shown to be correlated
with the decision to vote (Clarke et al. 2004). It is tapped by two items found
in the Pearlin mastery index of general self-efficacy, which is widely used in
psychology (Gecas 1989; Pearlin et al. 1981), and has been utilised by Condon
and Holleque (2008) to account for the propensity to participate in politics
among first-time voters.
© 2010 The Author(s)
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The fourth personality trait is conflict avoidance. Politics is very much
about finding solutions or compromises for groups of people with opposite
interests and values. We expect people who find it personally difficult to deal
with conflicting situations to be somewhat repelled by politics and to be less
inclined to go to the polls. Mutz (2002), in particular, pays attention to the role
of conflict avoidance in the decision to vote or not to vote.10 Her main interest
is in the effect of cross-cutting exposure on intention to vote, but she shows a
substantial interaction effect: cross-cutting exposure depresses turnout only
among those who score high on conflict avoidance. This finding is in line with
that of Denny and Doyle (2008), who report that ‘aggressive’ individuals are
more likely to vote. We note, however, that Ulbig and Funk (1999) find no
correlation between conflict avoidance and voting.11
Our conflict avoidance scale is based on three agree/disagree statements
borrowed and adapted from the civil orientation towards conflict within the
family scale utilised by Mutz (2002; see McLeod & Chaffee 1972). The initial
items asked about one’s parents’ attitude and behaviour when one was
growing up. In this study, the statements are framed in general terms about the
merits and limits of conflicting discussions.
Table 2 shows the relationship between the four personality traits and
political interest, civic duty and the propensity to vote.12 It can be seen that
political interest is more strongly influenced by personality than sense of civic
duty. It makes sense that conflict avoidance would contribute more to reducing
one’s level of interest in politics than sense of civic duty. Altruism and shyness
are associated with both interest and duty. People who are concerned with the
well-being of others seem more interested in following what is going on in
society at large and are more prone to think in terms of moral obligations
towards the polity. Shyness leads to opposite attitudes. Finally, personal efficacy is correlated with duty, but not with political interest. Those who feel in
command of their life may be more inclined to believe that they need to make
the ‘right’ decisions and that voting is one of the ‘good’ things that one should
do.
Table 2 also indicates how the propensity to vote is correlated with the four
personality traits. There is support for the hypotheses that the propensity to
vote is stronger among those who are more altruist and who have a stronger
sense of personal efficacy. Conflict avoidance does not appear to matter, which
may not be surprising given the inconsistent findings reported in previous
studies (Mutz 2002; Ulbig & Funk 1999). The coefficient associated with
shyness has the correct sign and its magnitude is similar to those associated
with altruism and efficacy.
These findings suggest that personality traits do matter. They do affect
political interest and sense of civic duty as well as the propensity to vote.13 The
© 2010 The Author(s)
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0.00 (0.02)

0.21*** (0.03)

-0.02 (0.01)

Education

0.03 (0.02)

Minority language

1,838

N

1,838

0.14

0.21** (0.06)

0.01 (0.02)

0.01 (0.02)

0.04 (0.03)

0.01 (0.03)

Voted

-0.01 (0.02)

1,838

0.15

1,838

0.14

-1.79*** (0.41)

0.13 (0.15)
-0.16 (0.10)

-0.02 (0.02)
0.44*** (0.07)

0.47* (0.19)

0.03 (0.17)

-0.34* (0.17)

0.17 (0.10)

0.18 (0.11)

-0.02 (0.10)

1.02*** (0.21)

0.06 (0.10)

0.020*** (0.003)

0.31 (0.32)

0.82** (0.31)

-0.11 (0.39)

0.81* (0.33)

B/(s.e.)

0.07* (0.03)

0.01 (0.02)

-0.05 (0.03)

0.03* (0.01)

0.04* (0.02)

-0.02 (0.02)

0.16*** (0.03)

0.00 (0.01)

0.0034*** (0.0005)

-0.04 (0.05)

0.11* (0.05)

-0.14* (0.06)

0.12* (0.05)

B/(s.e.)

Vote scale

Notes: *** Significant at 0.001 level; ** significant at 0.01 level; * significant at 0.05 level. Columns 1–3 are OLS regressions. Column 4 is a Probit
estimation.

0.22

0.17** (0.06)

Adj. R2/McFadden’s R2

Constant

0.06*** (0.02)

0.02 (0.03)

British Columbia

0.01 (0.02)

Income

-0.05 (0.03)

Race

Immigrant

0.05*** (0.02)

0.03* (0.01)

-0.04 (0.03)

Religiosity

0.04* (0.02)

0.02 (0.02)

0.00 (0.01)

Ownership

Partner

0.20*** (0.03)

0.05*** (0.01)

Male

-0.10 (0.05)
0.0023*** (0.0005)

-0.30*** (0.05)

0.0033*** (0.0005)

0.15** (0.05)

0.05 (0.04)

Efficacy

Age

-0.13* (0.06)

-0.18** (0.06)

Shyness

Conflict avoidance

0.16** (0.06)

0.23*** (0.05)

B/(s.e.)

Altruism

Duty
B/(s.e.)

Interest

Table 2. The impact of personality traits on political attitudes and propensity to vote
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most consistent findings concern altruism, which is positively associated with
each dependent variable. Note that altruism is more strongly correlated with
political attitudes than with the propensity to vote per se – a point that we revisit
below.
There could be a concern here again that our propensity to vote index is
mostly based on expressed intention to vote. Are the patterns the same if we
rely on reported vote in the federal election? The last column of Table 2
indicates that altruism and efficacy also come out as significant predictors of
reported turnout. The results are not as consistent with respect to shyness,
which appears not to be correlated with reported vote. In short, there is
relatively strong support for the view that personality traits affect attitudes
such as political interest and sense of civic duty as well as the overall propensity to vote. In the last section, we present evidence which suggests that the
impact of personality on the propensity to vote is indirect – that is, it is
mediated by political attitudes.

Personality, political attitudes and the propensity to vote
Our assumption is that personality traits develop earlier in life and tend to be
more stable than attitudes toward politics, which are formed somewhat later as
people become more exposed to political affairs. As a consequence, the impact
of personality on the likelihood of voting is basically indirect – that is, personality contributes (in combination with other factors, most especially the political environment) to nourishing attitudes such as interest and duty, which
themselves more directly affect the decision to vote or not to vote.14
We are not in a position to fully demonstrate the validity of such a model.
We would need a long-term longitudinal survey to ascertain the relative stability of personality traits and political attitudes. Such data do not exist.
However, as was pointed out above, the available evidence does suggest that
personality traits are developed earlier and are somewhat more stable than
attitudes such as political interest. What we can do is show that the data are
consistent with our interpretation.
Table 3 shows the findings when propensity to vote is regressed on both
political attitudes and personality traits. If the former mediate the impact of
the latter, we should observe that the impact of altruism and efficacy on the
propensity to vote (see Table 2) disappears when we introduce political interest and civic duty. This is precisely what we see in Table 3.15 The same patterns
emerge when we use only wave one indicators of duty and interest (column 2)
and when we use a behavioural indicator (whether the person voted in the
© 2010 The Author(s)
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Table 3. Personality traits, political attitudes and propensity to vote
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Vote scale

Vote scale, w1

Voted, w1

B/(s.e.)

B/(s.e.)

B/(s.e.)

Interest

0.75*** (0.06)

0.59*** (0.06)

1.38*** (0.33)

Duty

0.96*** (0.05)

0.73*** (0.05)

2.74*** (0.39)

-0.96*** (0.08)

-0.70*** (0.08)

-1.19 (0.63)

Altruism

0.03 (0.04)

-0.02 (0.04)

0.20 (0.37)

Shyness

-0.05 (0.05)

-0.05 (0.05)

0.35 (0.43)

Efficacy

0.03 (0.03)

0.04 (0.04)

0.63 (0.34)

Interest x duty

Conflict avoidance
Age

0.02 (0.03)
0.0017*** (0.0003)

0.02 (0.04)
0.0019*** (0.0004)

0.75* (0.37)
0.019*** (0.004)

Male

-0.01 (0.01)

-0.01 (0.01)

0.00 (0.11)

Education

-0.00 (0.02)

0.04 (0.02)

0.52* (0.24)

Partner

-0.01 (0.01)

-0.01 (0.01)

0.02 (0.12)

0.02 (0.01)

0.02 (0.01)

0.08 (0.12)

Ownership
Religiosity

0.00 (0.01)

0.00 (0.01)

0.01 (0.11)

Race

-0.02 (0.02)

-0.03 (0.02)

-0.30 (0.19)

Immigrant

-0.00 (0.01)

-0.00 (0.02)

-0.05 (0.19)

0.04 (0.02)

0.04* (0.02)

0.41* (0.21)

Minority language

-0.03* (0.01)

-0.03* (0.01)

0.15 (0.17)

British Columbia

-0.02 (0.01)

-0.01 (0.01)

-0.21 (0.12)

0.07 (0.06)

0.19** (0.06)

-2.79*** (0.49)

Income

Constant
Adj. R2/McFadden’s R2

0.58

0.50

0.35

N

1,838

1,838

1,838

Notes: *** Significant at 0.001 level; ** significant at 0.01 level; * significant at 0.05 level.
Columns 1 and 2 are OLS regressions. Column 3 is a Probit estimation.

federal election) rather than the general propensity to vote index (column 3).
The direct impact of personality vanishes when interest and duty are taken
into account.16
In the absence of (long) panel data, it is not possible to fully demonstrate
that the impact of personality is indirect, being mediated by crucial political
attitudes that more directly affect one’s propensity to vote. All that we can say
is that the data presented above are consistent with such an interpretation and
that this is a plausible story, given what we know about the development of
personality traits and political attitudes as well as the motivations that compel
people to vote or to abstain.
© 2010 The Author(s)
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Discussion and conclusion
The purpose of this article has been to explore the link between personality
traits and the propensity to vote. In this study, we have examined the potential
impact of four specific personality traits – altruism, shyness, personal efficacy
and conflict avoidance – which we have good reasons to believe can affect both
the propensity to vote and political attitudes that have been shown to be
associated with the decision to vote or not to vote. To that end, we have used
an Internet panel survey conducted in two Canadian provinces whose focus is
entirely on turnout (and thus contains a host of questions on attitudes related
to turnout), and includes a small battery of questions on personality.
We have shown that three of the four personality traits – altruism, shyness
and efficacy – measured in the survey do affect the propensity to vote. This
supports the basic intuition that underlies this research. If one’s personality
influences how often one smiles, what kind of music one likes and how one
dresses (Gosling 2008; Gerber et al. 2009: 1), then why should it not have some
impact on whether one finds politics interesting or boring and on whether one
believes that it is a civic duty to vote?
The findings of this study are broadly consistent with those of recent
research that has shown that a whole gamut of political attitudes and behaviours are correlated with personality traits (see Caprara et al. 2006; Mondak &
Halperin 2008; Gerber et al. 2008, 2009; Vecchione & Caprara 2009; Mondak
et al. 2010). Our study contributes to the growing consensus that psychological
factors are as relevant as sociological, economic and political factors when it
comes to understanding why some people vote in elections and others do not.
What is less clear is which personality traits matter the most. Two avenues
of research have been explored. The first is to start with personality, and then
the standard approach is to use the well established ‘big five’ factors. As we
have noted above, the findings with respect to turnout have been mixed. The
other approach, utilised here, is to start with the dependent variable, the
propensity to vote, and to focus on specific personality traits that we expect to
be most relevant to the turnout decision and to the proximate political attitudes that have been shown to affect that decision. Both approaches have their
merits and limits. One question that emerges from studies like this one is: How
easily could we reinterpret the findings reported here through the ‘big five’
model? Clearly shyness seems to correspond pretty well to introversion/
extroversion. A case could be made that altruism overlaps with agreeableness
and efficacy overlaps with openness to experience. Future research should
directly compare whether the ‘big five’ factors enable us to predict the
propensity to vote as well as more specific traits like those explored in this
study.
© 2010 The Author(s)
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We would point out in this regard that altruism is the personality trait that
appears most consistently related to the propensity to vote and related attitudes. This finding makes a lot of sense. The rational choice literature has
established that the egocentric individual should come to the conclusion that
the rational decision in an election is to abstain. That being the case, a plausible
hypothesis is that one reason why so many people vote is that they are not
purely egocentric. In other words, we find it theoretically compelling to believe
that altruism enhances the propensity to vote as well as to get involved in other
forms of political activity (Fowler & Kam 2007).
Perhaps the most important contribution of this article is to present evidence to support the view that the impact of personality is indirect, that it is
mediated by political attitudes. This view is consistent with the claim made by
personality research that ‘personality can be viewed as something that predates, rather than is caused by, social and political influences.’ (Gerber et al.
2009: 3–4). From such a perspective, personality traits can be construed as
primary distant variables which shape, together with other environmental
factors, the proximal political attitudes upon which political science research
typically focuses.
In that vein, we have established that the two most crucial attitudes that
explain the general propensity to vote are political interest and a sense of civic
duty. We have also established that these two variables interact – that is, the
impact of interest decreases as sense of duty increases. We have also shown
that personality traits are correlated with these two crucial attitudes and that
their effect on turnout vanishes when duty and interest are incorporated. All
these results are consistent with the hypothesis that the impact of personality
is mediated by political attitudes. We acknowledge that more work is needed,
especially with long-term panel data, to more rigorously test the mediation
hypothesis. We can say, however, that the mediation model makes theoretical
sense and that the empirical findings presented here provide initial support.

Appendix. Construction of variables and question wordings
(Upper bound values between brackets)
Propensity to vote scale (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Highest propensity)
(4 items Cronbach’s a = 0.83)
The scale corresponds to the mean of four indicators: likelihood to vote in
Federal, Provincial or Municipal elections (pre-election survey), and reported
vote for the Federal election (post-election survey).
© 2010 The Author(s)
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Federal, Provincial, Municipal (likelihood, wave 1)
(1 = Certain to vote/I have already voted; 0.8 = Very likely to vote; 0.6 = Somewhat likely to vote; 0.4 = Somewhat unlikely to vote; 0.2 = Very unlikely to
vote; 0 = certain that will not vote)
Federal (likelihood, wave 1)
• How likely are you to vote in this federal election?
Provincial (likelihood, wave 1)
• How likely are you to vote in this provincial election?
Municipal (likelihood)
British Columbia (wave 1):
• As you may know, municipal elections will be held next month (November)
in British Columbia. How likely are you to vote in your municipal election?
Quebec (wave 2):
• As you may know, there will be municipal elections in November 2009. How
likely are you to vote in your municipal election?
Federal (reported, wave 2)
• Did you vote in the last federal election?
(1 = yes, 0 = no/I don’t remember)
Interest (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Very interested in politics)
(8 items, Cronbach’s a = 0.92)
(4 items, Cronbach’s a = 0.90, wave 1 only)
In general, how interested are you in politics?
Use a 0 to 10 scale where 0 means not interested at all and 10 means extremely
interested.
• International politics
• Federal politics
• Provincial politics
• Local politics
Duty (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Strong sense of duty)
(12 items Cronbach’s a = 0.92)
(6 items Cronbach’s a = 0.88, wave 1 only)
© 2010 The Author(s)
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• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: I would feel guilty if I did not vote in
an election?
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: It is every citizen’s duty to vote in an
election?
– In a federal election.
– In a provincial election.
– In a local election.
For some voting is a DUTY. They feel that they should vote in every election
however they feel about the candidates and parties. For some, voting is a
CHOICE. They feel free to vote or not to vote in an election depending on
how they feel about the candidates and parties. For you personally, is voting
first and foremost a DUTY or a CHOICE?
(If appropriate) How strongly do you feel personally that voting is a duty?
• There are different views about what it means to be a good citizen. For you
personally, how important is it for a good citizen to do the following things.
Use a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 means not at all important and 10 extremely
important.
– Vote in elections.
Internal efficacy (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Internally efficacious)
(2 items, Cronbach’s a = 0.75)
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: Sometimes politics seems so complicated that a person like me can’t really understand what’s going on?
[Reversed]
External efficacy (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Externally efficacious)
(4 items, Cronbach’s a = 0.61)
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: People like me don’t have any say
about what the government does? [Reversed]
• How much attention do you feel that governments in Canada pay to what
people want?
© 2010 The Author(s)
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Party identification (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Feeling very close to a federal party)
(2 items Cronbach’s a = 0.56)
Generally speaking, do you feel close to one of the Federal parties?
How close do you feel to that party?
Information (waves 1)
(1 = Very informed)
(6 items, Cronbach’s a = 0.70)
• Do you happen to recall the name of the . . .
. . . Quebec/BC Premier?
. . . Republican candidate in the US presidential election?
. . . Democratic candidate in the US presidential election?
. . . President of France?
. . . Minister of Finance in the federal government?
. . . Governor General of Canada?
[Note: Information corresponds to the proportion of correct responses.]
Altruism (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Altruist personality)
(6 items Cronbach’s a = 0.59)
(3 items Cronbach’s a = 0.28, wave 1 only)
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: One should always find ways to help
others less fortunate than oneself?
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: People pay too much attention to the
well-being of others? [Reversed]
• Money given to an anonymous individual (Dictator Game), between 0 and
100.
Shyness (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Shy person)
(4 items Cronbach’s a = 0.76)
(2 items Cronbach’s a = 0.51, wave 1 only)
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: I am usually a person who initiates
conversation? [Reversed]
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: I feel tense when I’m with people I
don’t know well?
© 2010 The Author(s)
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Personal efficacy (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Efficacious person)
(4 items Cronbach’s a = 0.59)
(2 items Cronbach’s a = 0.32, wave 1 only)
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: I can do just about anything I really
set my mind to?
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: I have little control over what
happens to me? [Reversed]
Conflict avoidance (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Avoids conflict)
(6 items Cronbach’s a = 0.68)
(3 items Cronbach’s a = 0.44, wave 1 only)
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: It is often better to give in on arguments rather than antagonizing people?
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: It is important to get one’s point
across even if others don’t like it? [Reversed]
• Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following statement: Certain topics like religion and politics are better left undiscussed?
Age (wave 1)
(Numeric)
• In what year were you born?
Male (wave 1)
(1 = Male)
• Are you male or female?
Education (wave 1)
(1 = Highest level)
• What is the highest level of education that you have completed?
0
0.125
0.25
0.375

Some elementary school
Completed elementary school
Some secondary/high school
Completed secondary/high school
© 2010 The Author(s)
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Some technical, community college, cegep
Completed technical, community college, cegep
Some university
Completed BA
Completed MA or PhD

Partner (waves 1 and 2)
(1 = Have a partner in both waves)
• Do you have a partner or a spouse?
[Note: The variable takes the value of 1 only if respondent indicates he/she is
with a partner or spouse in both waves.]
Ownership (wave 1)
(1 = Own a house)
• Do you or someone else in your household own your home?
Religiosity (wave 1)
(1 = Religion is very important)
• How important is religion in our life?
[Note: Ranges from ‘Very Important’ to ‘Not Important at All’.]
Race (wave 1)
(1 = Non-white)
• What racial or ethnic group describes you best?
Immigrant (wave 1)
(1 = Immigrant)
• Were you born in Canada?
Income (wave 1)
• What is your hosehold total annual income?
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1

Less than $20,000
Between $20,000 and
Between $40,000 and
Between $60,000 and
Between $80,000 and
Over $100,000

$40,000
$60,000
$80,000
$100,000

Minority language (wave 1)
(1 = Speaks a different first language than the majority)
• What is the first language you learned and still understand?
© 2010 The Author(s)
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British Columbia (wave 1)
(Dummy variable, 1 = British Columbia, 0 = Québec)

Appendix Table A. Mean of variables
Variables

Mean

Standard deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Vote scale

0.86

0.22

0.00

1.00

Federal (intention)

0.90

0.23

0.00

1.00

Provincial (intention)

0.87

0.24

0.00

1.00

Municipal (intention)

0.79

0.28

0.00

1.00

Federal (voted)

0.88

0.32

0.00

1.00

Interest

0.60

0.23

0.00

1.00

Duty

0.66

0.27

0.00

1.00

Internal efficacy

0.56

0.30

0.00

1.00

External efficacy

0.51

0.21

0.00

1.00

Party identification

0.34

0.35

0.00

1.00

Information

0.54

0.29

0.00

1.00

Altruism

0.58

0.14

0.17

1.00

Shyness

0.29

0.13

0.00

0.67

Efficacy

0.68

0.17

0.08

1.00

0.36

0.16

0.00

0.94

Propensity to vote

Political attitudes

Personality traits

Conflict avoidance
Socio-demographics
Age (years)

47

16

18

90

Male

0.54

0.50

0.00

1.00

Education

0.65

0.24

0.00

1.00

Partner

0.60

0.49

0.00

1.00

Ownership

0.61

0.49

0.00

1.00

Religiosity

0.39

0.49

0.00

1.00

Race

0.08

0.27

0.00

1.00

Immigrant

0.10

0.31

0.00

1.00

Income

0.44

0.31

0.00

1.00

Minority language

0.12

0.32

0.00

1.00

British Columbia

0.48

0.50

0.00

1.00

Note: N = 1,838.
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Notes
1. Sense of civic duty can also be conceived as a benefit in a broad rational choice model
(Riker & Ordeshook 1968; Clarke et al. 2004: Chapter 7).The risk, however, is that about
anything can count as a benefit, and so the theory becomes vacuous (Barry 1978: 16;
Mueller 1989: 351; Blais 2000: 5).
2. All these questions, as most of the questions in the survey, were asked in both waves of
the survey. Unless otherwise specified in the Appendix, we combine indicators in the two
waves. To facilitate interpretation of the results, all variables (except Age) are scaled
from 0 to 1.
3. These results appear robust. Non-linear estimations yielded lower R2, and the interaction effect between duty and interest remained in all estimations. Very similar findings
are obtained when the dependent variable is transformed into an ordinal variable with
five categories.
4. See Blais and Achen (2009) for a more systematic analysis of this issue concerning the
relationship between sense of civic duty and reported turnout; the study presents some
evidence of rationalisation, but it also shows that rationalisation is limited and does not
substantively affect the findings.
5. Political attitudes differ from personality traits in two respects. First, they refer to an
organised set of views whereas personality refers to a disposition to react in certain ways.
Second, they pertain to politics whereas personality applies to all realms of life.
6. These were the traits that, for the reasons outlined below, appeared potentially relevant
when we designed the study. Given the early stage of research in this area, we do not
claim that these are the only traits that matter, or that they are the most important.
7. Fowler (2006) finds that the effect is conditional on partisanship.
8. Because of space constraints in the survey questionnaire, each personality trait is measured by only two or three items. This means that traits are not measured as precisely as
we would wish.
9. We have performed analyses using only the dictator game or only the agree/disagree
statements. These produced similar, though weaker, results than those based on the
combined scale.
10. Mutz (2002) examines different forms of political participation. We focus here on voting
as such.
11. They do find a relationship between conflict avoidance and more confrontational forms
of political participation.
12. The four personality traits are weakly correlated with each other. The strongest correlation (–0.30) is between shyness and efficacy.
13. In each of the regression presented in Table 2, the four personality variables are jointly
significant. For each column, the F tests for the joint significance of altruism, shyness,
efficacy and conflict avoidance are: Interest F(4, 1838) = 25.82, p = 0.000; Duty F(4,
1838) = 9.98, p = 0.000; Vote scale F(4, 1838) = 6.63, p = 0.000; Voted (Wald test)
Chi2(4) = 12.86, p = 0.012. Furthermore, there is no reason to believe that panel attrition
may bias the findings. The correlations between participation to the second wave and
personality traits are 0.05 or weaker; the correlation with likelihood of voting in the
federal election is 0.08.
14. This mediation hypothesis is similar to the model presented by Vecchione and Caprara
(2009) in which personality traits affect political self-efficacy beliefs which in turn shape
political participation.
© 2010 The Author(s)
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15. Our findings are similar to those of Mondak et al. (2010: Table 3), who report that the
initial correlation between openness to experience and turnout vanishes when political
knowledge and political efficacy (mediating variables) are taking into account.
16. There is a significant positive relationship between conflict avoidance and reported
voting (Table 3, column 3). Note, however, that the coefficient associated with conflict
avoidance is not significant when we use the propensity to vote scale or when we do not
include interest and duty. Note also that the positive relationship is inconsistent with the
negative correlation observed by Mutz (2002).
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Variance in how citizens interact with the political world constitutes one of many classes of individual
difference. Understanding the antecedents of this variance is the central objective for students of political
behaviour, and researchers draw on numerous factors in addressing this task. Unfortunately, one potentially
vital factor, personality, has received only sporadic attention in recent decades. Neglect of personality was
understandable for many years, as psychological research on personality failed to produce concise taxonomies
applicable to the study of politics. As the present analysis demonstrates, however, this situation has changed.
Research on personality has gained new footing with the emergence of a series of five-factor models, and these
frameworks hold great potential for the study of political behaviour. This thesis is advanced in a two-part
analysis. First, we outline how and why our understanding of citizen politics may be improved through
application of five-factor models of personality. In doing so, we focus on the components of one specific
taxonomy, the Big Five lexical model. Secondly, using three datasets, we explore the link between the Big
Five personality factors and a wide array of political attitudes and behaviours. Results reveal that all facets
of personality captured by the Big Five framework matter for citizen politics, and that personality effects
operate on virtually all aspects of political behaviour. These findings demonstrate the insight that can emerge
with further application of broad-scale models of personality.

Whether we think of people as people or as political actors, it is certain that people differ
from one another in countless meaningful ways. Some people are liberal, others are
conservative. Some are well informed, others are poorly informed. Some are tall, others
short. People are talkative or quiet, kind or unkind, calm or tense. These differences matter
for what we think and how we behave – effects that operate in the political realm, but also
in the course of everyday life.
In research on politics we have done well in accounting for the significance of many
forms of individual difference. For example, we are well versed in the impact of
demographics and attitudinal predispositions. However, we have failed – and frankly, quite
heroically – to offer a systematic account of the possible impact of variance in personality
on political behaviour. The reason for this state of affairs is not that we expect personality
to be irrelevant. To the contrary, the literature is rife with claims that personality is surely
related to a host of political matters. Consistent with such assertions, political scientists
have provided small bits of supporting evidence. From models on public opinion,
tolerance, leadership styles, support for authoritarian regimes and so on, personality
variables are regularly suggested and occasionally employed to explain why individuals
and groups behave as they do.
Unfortunately, political science has not yet seen a comprehensive take on personality.
When personality has been incorporated within empirical studies of politics, analysts
* Department of Political Science, University of Illinois; and Department of Political Science, Florida State
University, respectively. The authors wish to thank Mary Anderson for inclusion of their items on her 2004 survey,
and their collaborators on the 2005 National Jury Survey. Helpful comments and suggestions were provided by
numerous seminar and symposium participants at Florida State University, and by Sarah Birch and the anonymous
reviewers.
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typically have taken a piecemeal approach. We have lacked a functional framework for
the study of human traits, and we have lacked access to corresponding data that would
permit us to test the hypotheses emerging from such a framework. For many years, these
deficiencies were understandable as they were traced to the extended absence of viable
models of personality in the field of psychology. Although psychological research on
personality was in disarray for a prolonged period, the past two decades have seen dramatic
breakthroughs in the development and testing of a series of concise multi-faceted
psychometric models. Here, we draw on one such model in making the case that students
of politics have much to gain from renewed systematic attention to personality.
Specifically, we offer psychology’s Big Five model as a broad-scale framework for the
depiction of individual-level attributes, and then provide evidence regarding the function
and value of this framework for understanding the operation of personality on political
behaviour.
Our analysis begins with a two-part argument in which we initially outline the case for
how and why, as a general matter, the study of politics may benefit from attention to
personality, and we next describe the central features of the Big Five model along with
the specific relevance of this framework for research on political behaviour. We then put
our thesis to the test with data drawn from three surveys conducted in the United States.
The possible impact of personality is examined with respect to a wide array of dependent
variables, including multiple measures of political attitudes, behaviour and exposure to
information.
PERSONALITY AND CITIZEN POLITICS

Research on mass politics seeks to identify the antecedents of citizens’ political attitudes
and behaviours. Given this focus, a strategy that includes attention to personality, or ‘the
psychology of individual differences’,1 holds enormous intuitive appeal.2 We, of course,
are far from the first observers to note this point. Indeed, as Winter comments, ‘one of the
central axioms of political psychology is that political structures and actions are shaped
and channelled by people’s personalities’.3 But widespread recognition of a probable link
between personality and political action has not produced a corresponding flurry of
empirical research. Although numerous analysts have made effective use of theories of
personality in studies of political behaviour, personality has hardly claimed a position
comparable to those of core values or even demographic characteristics in models of mass
politics. Inclusion of personality variables remains the exception, and use of broad-scale
models of personality remains extraordinarily rare.
1
Jerry S. Wiggins, ed., The Five-Factor Model of Personality: Theoretical Perspectives (New York: Guilford
Press, 1996), p. vii.
2
Personality has long been subject to a great variety of definitions, and we have neither the need nor the means
to specify a precise definition that will be satisfactory to all readers. Because, as we argue below, a level of
consensus has emerged regarding models of personality, it is common among psychologists to employ broad,
flexible definitions of personality, coupled with much more concrete operationalizations. We follow such a strategy
here. That said, it should be clear that we are advocating a trait approach to the study of personality. Traits are
individual differences that, within the individual, are highly stable across both time and situations. Our core thesis
is that attention to traits via a comprehensive framework can bring substantial improvement to our understanding
of the antecedents of political behaviour.
3
David G. Winter, ‘Personality and Political Behavior’, in David O. Sears, Leonie Huddy and Robert Jervis,
eds, Oxford Handbook of Political Psychology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), pp. 110–45, at p. 110.
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A great deal of research on elite politics has included detailed exploration of leaders’
personalities,4 but comparable efforts at the mass level have been more limited. The study
of personality and mass politics was more common a generation ago than today, but even
then applications focused primarily on a single line of inquiry, the link between personality
and adherence to democratic values. An early prominent work of this genre was the Adorno
et al. research on the authoritarian personality,5 followed by McClosky’s studies of
ideology,6 Sniderman’s use of the McClosky data to consider the political significance
of variance in self esteem,7 and the Sullivan, Piereson and Marcus examination of
personality and political tolerance.8 Attention to personality was much rarer in studies
of other aspects of political behaviour, and what research there was typically appeared
outside of mainstream political science outlets.9
In more recent times, research on mass politics often has included variables that relate
at least implicitly to personality, such as internal efficacy and need for cognition, but again,
explicit attention to personality has been infrequent. Beyond the continued efforts of
Marcus et al. in the area of tolerance,10 much of the recent research on personality and mass
politics has been conducted by analysts from fields other than political science.11
The dearth of attention to personality by students of mass politics is puzzling.12
When personality has been included in research on political behaviour, those efforts

4
Most readers will recall some of this work, such as classic research on the presidency of Woodrow Wilson,
and on presidential character more broadly. For a review of research on the personalities of political leaders, see
David G. Winter, ‘Assessing Leaders’ Personalities: A Historical Survey of Academic Research Studies’, in
Jerrold M. Post, ed., The Psychological Assessment of Political Leaders (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
2003), pp. 11–38. Examples of this research tradition include Alexander L. George and Juliette L. George,
Woodrow Wilson and Colonel House: A Personality Study (New York: Dover Publications, 1964); James David
Barber, The Presidential Character: Predicting Performance in the White House, 4th edn (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1992); Stanley A. Renshon, ed., The Clinton Presidency: Campaigning, Governing and the
Psychology of Leadership (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1995), and Fred I. Greenstein, ed., The George W. Bush
Presidency: An Early Assessment (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003).
5
T. W. Adorno, Else Frankel-Brunswick, Daniel J. Levinson and R. Nevitt Sanford, The Authoritarian
Personality (New York: Harper, 1950). For a newer work in this area, see Karen Stenner, The Authoritarian
Dynamic (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
6
Herbert McClosky, ‘Conservatism and Personality’, American Political Science Review, 52 (1958),
27–45; Herbert McClosky, ‘Consensus and Ideology in American Politics’, American Political Science Review,
58 (1964), 361–82.
7
Paul M. Sniderman, Personality and Democratic Politics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975).
8
John L. Sullivan, James Piereson and George E. Marcus, Political Tolerance and American Democracy
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982).
9
See, for example, P. H. Mussen and A. B. Wyszynski, ‘Personality and Political Participation’, Human
Relations, 5 (1952), 65–82.
10
George E. Marcus, John L. Sullivan, Elizabeth Theiss-Morse and Sandra L. Wood, With Malice Toward
Some: How People Make Civil Liberties Judgments (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995).
11
Recent examples include Patrick Van Kenhove, Iris Vermeir and Steven Verniers, ‘An Empirical
Investigation of the Relationships between Ethical Beliefs, Ethical Ideology, Political Preference and Need for
Closure’, Journal of Business Ethics, 32 (2001), 347–61; Paul R. Nail, Katrina E. Bedell and Casey D. Little,
‘Should President Clinton be Prosecuted for Perjury? The Effects of Preference for Consistency, Self-esteem, and
Political Party Affiliation’, Personality and Individual Differences, 35 (2003), 1821–31; A. Van Hiel, I. Mervielde
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typically have yielded significant effects. Nonetheless, the personality bandwagon
abounds with empty seats. Further, among research that incorporates personality into
models of political behaviour, two characteristics are especially unfortunate. First,
although the insights in work on tolerance and democratic values have been noteworthy,
it is troubling that little research on personality and mass politics has been conducted
outside of these areas. Because differences in personality drive countless aspects of
human activity, the political significance of personality may extend well beyond the
issue of tolerance. Indeed, our a priori expectation is that variance in personality may be
linked to virtually all aspects of political behaviour. Secondly, the use of comprehensive
models of personality has been rare; when political scientists have introduced measures
of personality, they most often have done so with focus on no more than one or two
attributes. This imposes considerable limitation on the ability to generalize findings and
to compare work across studies. This concern echoes one voiced by Sniderman over thirty
years ago:13
(T)he field of personality and politics has acquired a jerry-built appearance. Observation
suggests that political scientists inspect the array of psychological hypotheses, personality
theories, and experimental findings like single-minded customers at a bargain counter, each
bent on obtaining whatever suits his or her immediate purpose. The upshot is a mélange of
ideas, borrowed from disparate sources, sometimes tested but more often intuitive and
anecdotal in character.

The jerry-built quality Sniderman describes traces to two causes. First, as Sniderman
himself noted, it was assumed that attention to the whole of an individual’s personality
was impractical.14 As anyone who has designed a survey is aware, difficult choices
must be made regarding which items to include and which to omit. Given this reality,
use of an extensive personality battery reasonably might be seen as out of the question.
But, secondly, even if political scientists had desired to view personality more broadly,
guidance from the field of psychology was lacking until relatively recently. As Digman
explained, psychological research on personality stalled in the 1960s and 1970s, and it
was not until the mid to late 1980s that the current renaissance was well underway.15
There often is a lag time of ten or more years before innovations in other fields affect
applied research in political science, and thus it is of little surprise that few students
of politics have moved beyond the piecemeal approach bemoaned by Sniderman in
1975.
The impracticality of data acquisition and the absence of broad-scale models contribute
to the scattershot nature of much of the research on personality and politics, but a lack of
appropriate theory does not. Rather, consensus among psychologists provides a strong
theoretical recommendation against the singling out of particular attributes, and instead
holds that study of variance in personality should take a comprehensive approach. Winter
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applies this logic in developing a guideline for analysts concerned with personality and
political behaviour:16
(I)f personality is understood as comprising different (and independent) elements, then it
follows that the fullest assessments of individual and collective personality, and the most
accurate predictions from personality to political behavior, will be made using combinations
of variables, preferably variables drawn from different personality elements.

We concur quite strongly with Winter on this point. Moreover, it is our belief that the
matters of impracticality and model unavailability need no longer preclude investigations
of the sort Winter envisions. Research in psychology has established that a new generation
of models offers holistic, systematic frameworks for the study of personality. Drawing on
this research, we contend that these models represent personality in a manner well suited
for inquiry regarding political behaviour, and that the practical demands associated with
acquisition of the needed data are far from insurmountable. Use of such frameworks
promises to contribute to the theoretical depth and explanatory power of individual studies,
and to foster cumulative inquiry by facilitating improved communication between studies.
Links between personality and political behaviour should exist in two general forms.
First, variance in personality may correspond directly to variance in political behaviour.
Much as voting behaviour, information acquisition and group membership vary with such
individual-level characteristics as education, age and strength of partisan identification,
political attitudes and behaviour are expected to vary systematically as a function of
differences in personality. The aforementioned research on political tolerance, with its
finding of a strong link between dogmatism and intolerance, exemplifies this sort of direct
effect.17 Below, we conduct a sweeping search for more relationships of this type, as it is
our expectation that there will be direct connections between personality and virtually all
variables of interest to students of political behaviour.
Secondly, variance in personality may produce indirect, or situational, effects on
political behaviour. Recent research in psychology demonstrates an interplay between
personality and situation (see, for example, Mischel and Shoda),18 and, consistent with this
view, the newest wave of research in political science on authoritarianism establishes that
the impact of that trait on political judgements is conditional on other factors such as the
level of situational threat.19 Many more conditional effects of personality of this sort are
easily imagined. For instance, the formation of political opinions may be unaffected by
personality in high-information environments, whereas personality may come strongly
into play in low-information settings. Although we test only for direct effects below, full
attention to the possible political significance of differences in traits will require expanded
exploration of possible indirect effects. In companion research to the present study, we
have begun to conduct such inquiries. In one preliminary effort, for instance, results
suggest that any demobilizing impact of exposure to negative campaign advertisements
varies substantially in magnitude as a function of the receiver’s traits.
16
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THE BIG FIVE MODEL

The fundamental logistical challenge for students of personality stems from the fact that
thousands of personality attributes have been identified. Given this landscape, and barring
some ordering mechanism, it was inevitable that research on traits would lack the
progressive character ideally associated with scientific inquiry. Psychologists faced this
situation for years. As John and Srivastava noted, ‘systematic accumulation of findings and
the communication among researchers has become difficult amidst the Babel of concepts
and scales.’20
For students of personality, the critical breakthrough came with the realization that a
viable taxonomy could be developed, a framework whereby attributes could be represented
comprehensively yet parsimoniously using a limited number of dimensions. Although the
roots of this, the Big Five approach,21 date back several decades,22 prolonged discussion
was required before any level of consensus emerged regarding the number of dimensions
to be included in a taxonomy of personality, and the content and labeling of those
dimensions. Lingering pockets of disagreement continue on these and other points,23 but
20
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many students of personality writing in the past fifteen to twenty years concur that five
dimensions, extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability and
openness to experience,24 combine to offer a broad, replicable organizing structure.
Research on the Big Five follows what is known as a lexical approach. In this, it is
assumed that critical differences in personality are captured in everyday language, most
often adjectives, and that people are capable observers and reporters of individual
differences through the use of these words. Hence, indicators of the Big Five dimensions
can be derived from self-rating data in which respondents assess the extent to which they
possess a series of attributes. Once data are obtained, their dimensional structure is
examined via factor analysis. Perhaps the most impressive empirical strengths of the Big
Five approach are its consistency and replicability. Countless investigations have been
conducted since the 1980s with variance in the form and content of adjectival markers, the
subjects from whom data were gathered, and even language and culture. In study after
study, the same five dimensions have been observed.
Proponents of five-factor approaches argue that their models enjoy notable breadth in
the sense that they capture most important differences in personality across individuals,
but do not claim that their models provide exhaustive representations of personality.
Indeed, Saucier and Goldberg refer to the Big Five as a starting point,25 and they have
initiated efforts to identify important aspects of individual difference excluded by the Big
Five. As a broad framework of the sort Winter advocates for research on personality and
politics, we believe that the Big Five can serve two general purposes. First, the model offers
an excellent means for initial exploration of the relevance of personality for the many areas
of mass politics in which attention to psychological antecedents thus far has been scant.
Secondly, for those analysts who already have identified links between political behaviour
and specific personality attributes, the Big Five constitutes a means to add context to those
findings. This second point is consistent with a familiar argument among students of
personality. For instance, Ozer and Reise write ‘personality psychologists who continue
to employ their preferred measure without locating it within the five-factor model can only
be likened to geographers who issue reports on new lands but refuse to locate them on a
map for others to find.’26
Further clarity regarding the content of the Big Five model will come with review of
the meaning and derivation of the framework’s five dimensions. For each, attitudinal and
behavioural correlates from outside of the realm of politics are mentioned as a means to
suggest the potential utility of the Big Five for students of political behaviour. Below, the
political significance of the Big Five will be examined with focus on three classes of
variables: political attitudes, participation, and information and opinionation. Drawing on
past research, our various expectations are of two general forms. In many instances,
concrete hypotheses are offered regarding projected links between the Big Five factors and
specific dependent variables. In other cases, however, those in which past research provides
24
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only coarse guidance, our expectations are admittedly less concrete, and more exploratory,
in nature.
Openness to Experience
This factor is the newest and most controversial component of the Big Five model.
Although we prefer the former, the labels ‘openness to experience’ and ‘intellect’
have received comparable use in the literature. This dimension applies to learning
behaviours, strategies and cognitive orientations. High scores are associated with increased
creativity,27 curiosity, imagination and nonconformity,28 self-efficacy,29 and high-risk
health behaviours.30
Openness to experience is expected to be related to several political attitudes. To the
extent that our respondents in the United States conceive of ideology in traditional terms,
with conservatism signalling caution, and even reticence, regarding possible change, high
values on openness to experience should correspond with a heightened likelihood of
self-identification as ideologically liberal (in the United States, the ideological left), and
with support for the Democratic party. Likewise, we expect the open-mindedness
characteristic of this trait to bring an inverse relationship between openness to experience
and dogmatism. Lastly, given past research establishing a general link between openness
to experience and feelings of personal efficacy, we expect this relationship to extend to
the domain of politics, and, more specifically, to perceptions of internal political efficacy.
Although past research provides no strong basis to hypothesize that openness to
experience will influence political participation, we do foresee effects of this trait on a wide
array of variables pertaining to information acquisition and opinion formation. Most
generally, we expect that individuals high in openness to experience will be relatively
interested in and attentive to politics. More specifically, the curiosity and perceptiveness
of individuals high in openness to experience should position them well to score high on
indicators of political knowledge and opinionation, and also to engender a willingness to
participate in political discussion. Multiple indicators of information and opinionation
are introduced below, and, for these indicators, our measures of openness to experience
are predicted to yield strong effects at nearly every turn.
One point warrants clarification. The alternative label ‘intellect’ suggests a possible
overlap between openness to experience and indicators of political sophistication such as
education level and political knowledge. Although these variables are indeed expected to
be correlated, it is important to emphasize that they are far from one and the same, and
thus our attention to the Big Five traits in this instance does not merely bring a new label
to a familiar concept. As a theoretical matter, there is a critical difference between a general
inclination towards imagination and creativity and the actual pursuit of higher education
and acquisition of knowledge about politics. As an empirical matter, two of the three
27
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datasets introduced below include measures of openness to experience and both education
and political knowledge. When openness to experience is regressed on knowledge and
education, the respective R2 values in the two datasets are only 0.05 and 0.01. Hence, any
contributions of openness to experience to our understanding of political behaviour will
be over and above those of conventional indicators of political sophistication.
Conscientiousness
This domain has been described in a variety of guises including ‘superego strength’,31
‘prudence’,32 and ‘control’.33 All relate the category to the construct of responsibility.
People who score high in conscientiousness are viewed as dutiful, organized and reliable.
For those who score low, adjectives such as lazy, impulsive and unreliable are considered
befitting. Research describes conscientiousness as a ‘non-intellective’ predictor of success
in academic and professional careers,34 and indicates a correlation of the factor with a wide
variety of health behaviours including refraining from smoking,35 mammography
utilization,36 and fitness.37 It is especially drawn upon as a resource in describing aspects
of learning and education,38 and may also have implications for conformity.39
Conscientiousness is expected to be related to several political attitudes. First, the
inclination towards conformity and against ‘making waves’ suggests a preference for
the status quo and a corresponding reluctance to embrace change. Hence, we predict that
conscientiousness will be linked to political ideology, with individuals scoring high in this
trait exhibiting a heightened likelihood of self identification as conservative. Secondly,
with data from the United States, and given the emphasis Republicans place on duty and
personal responsibility, conscientiousness also is expected to correspond with affiliation
with the Republican party, along with support for Republican political leaders. Thirdly,
the tendency towards conformity and a possible rigidity in thinking lead us to predict a
positive relationship between conscientiousness and dogmatism.
The sense of duty common among individuals who score highly in conscientiousness
should manifest itself in some forms of political behaviour. We predict that conscientiousness will be related to voter turnout, and possibly also to other forms of participation such
31
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as attendance at local political meetings. Likewise, the conscientious should endeavour to
stay informed about politics, and thus positive relationships are expected between
conscientiousness and both exposure to news about politics and participation in political
discussion.
Extroversion
This factor is the most widely discussed, researched and cited dimension of personality,
and it is a component of numerous personality inventories. Alternative names that have
appeared in the literature include ‘sociability’ and ‘activity’. Carl Jung introduced the
concepts of ‘extraversion’ and ‘introversion’ when he classified people based on whether
they direct their psychic energy outward towards the world, or inward towards their internal
processes and psyches.40 Eysenck,41 and later Gray,42 widened the definition to describe
people based on negative or positive affect. Introversion developed to indicate a tendency
towards withdrawal, passivity and shyness, whereas extroversion applies to those who are
more sociable, lively and active. Extroversion has been found in research to be related to
leadership,43 communication styles, the use of networking as a job-search method,44
learning,45 health-related behaviours46 and coping styles.47
Projected links between extroversion and political behaviour are easily foreseen. First,
and most fundamentally, we expect extroversion to be related to virtually all aspects of
group-based political participation. After all, social interaction is at once the defining
characteristic of the extrovert and an essential feature of many participatory political acts.
Hence, extroversion should be related to behaviours such as attendance at political
meetings and rallies, speaking at such meetings, willingness to sign petitions, and
participation in political discussion. Secondly, if the outgoing, social nature of extroverts
means that extroverts are unlikely to keep to themselves even in politics, then it follows
that extroversion should be related to opinionation, particularly when opinionation is
gauged by a third party such as the survey interviewer. Thirdly, the optimistic ‘can-do’
quality of the extrovert previously has been linked to self-efficacy,48 and thus we expect
extroverts to express high levels of internal political efficacy.
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Emotional Stability
This factor refers to a person’s reactivity,49 adjustment50 and emotionality,51 and is related
to anxiety, excitability, impulse control, instability and negativity. The first inventory to
measure neurotic tendencies was Robert Woodworth’s Personal Data Sheet, developed
during the First World War to identify military recruits likely to break down in combat.52
It asked questions such as, ‘Do you feel like jumping off when you are on high places?’
Although it was not a paragon of subtlety, subsequent research showed it to be highly
predictive. This domain correlates with levels of psychological distress,53 degree of interest
in social comparison,54 positive and negative moods,55 job performance and satisfaction56
and status in social groups.57
Emotional stability is the Big Five trait for which we have the thinnest basis to voice
concrete predictions with respect to political behaviour. Individuals with low levels of
emotional stability view many developments as unfair and often unsatisfactory, tendencies
that may influence political perception; below, one of the dependent variables we consider
is perceptions of economic fairness, and a positive link between emotional stability and
perceived fairness is expected. The calm ‘keep to themselves’ demeanour of individuals
high in emotional stability suggests that these individuals tend to be neither opinionated
nor talkative in general, attributes that likely carry over to the political arena. Consequently,
levels of political discussion and opinionation are predicted to decrease as a function of
emotional stability. This does not mean, however, that individuals high in emotional
stability are expected to isolate themselves socially. To the contrary, such a person more
likely would be a quiet, reliable presence in group settings, whereas social distress among
the person low in emotional stability might compel avoidance of such settings altogether.
Consequently, participation in group-based political activities such as attendance at
meetings should be most prevalent among individuals with high scores in emotional
stability.
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Agreeableness
Also related to a person’s social disposition, this domain formally entered the literature
with the rise of the Big Five. It refers to co-operative, sympathetic and altruistic tendencies,
and has been shown to predict membership in coalitions and strategic alliances,58 social
trust,59 conflict avoidance and conflict resolution60 and health behaviours.61
The most obvious political correlates of agreeableness are interpersonal and political
trust, as individuals with high scores on agreeableness are expected to exhibit
correspondingly high levels of trust. It is for political participation, though, that
agreeableness is most intriguing. On the one hand, the co-operative tendencies of people
high in agreeableness should incline them towards group participation. For example, it is
easy to envision the person high in agreeableness joining a collective effort such as a
petition drive. On the other hand, however, political participation is rooted in disagreement
to an extent unmatched by many other forms of collective effort, and this may be off-putting
to the person high in agreeableness. As one example, agreeableness would more likely
translate into participation in a charitable campaign than the move to impeach a judge.
Indeed, if the confrontational aspects of politics are disconcerting to individuals with high
levels of agreeableness, then general levels of politicization – interest in politics, attention
to politics, political opinionation, political discussion and so on – may be low among the
agreeable. This tension between a taste for participation and a possible distaste for politics
provides an especially interesting question as we pursue the link between the Big Five and
political behaviour.
Despite its impressive fertility, applications of the Big Five in the study of mass politics,
and even recognition of the model’s existence by political scientists, have been rare.
Marcus views the Big Five and related frameworks as offering ‘a rich opportunity for
new research’,62 and Marcus and his colleagues have examined the link between three
of the Big Five factors – extroversion, emotional stability and openness to experience –
and political tolerance.63 This research initially found significant effects for all three
variables, although only the effect for emotional stability persisted once controls were
introduced to account for respondents’ prior tolerance beliefs and commitment to
democratic norms. Outside of the realm of mass politics, Kowert and Hermann draw on
the five-factor model in research on foreign policy decision making.64 Their data, gathered
from 126 undergraduate students, include the Costa and McCrae personality battery.
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David M. Buss, ‘Social Adaptation and Five Major Factors of Personality’, in Wiggins, ed., The Five-Factor
Model of Personality, pp. 180–207.
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McCrae and Costa, ‘Toward a New Generation of Personality Theories.’
60
Lauri A. Jensen-Campbell and William G. Graziano, ‘Beyond the School Yard: Relationships as Moderators
of Daily Interpersonal Conflict’, Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 26 (2000), 923–35.
61
Margarette Vollrath, Daria Knoch and Loredana Cassano, ‘Personality, Risky Health Behaviour, and
Perceived Susceptibility to Health Risks’, European Journal of Personality, 13 (1999), 39–50.
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George E. Marcus, ‘Emotions in Politics’, Annual Review of Political Science, 3 (2000), 221–50, p. 227.
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Marcus, Sullivan, Theiss-Morse and Wood, With Malice toward Some.
64
Paul A. Kowert and Margaret G. Hermann, ‘Who Takes Risks? Daring and Caution in Foreign Policy
Making’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 41 (1997), 611–37. Satterfield makes reference to five-factor approaches
in an article on a related subject, but the framework is much more central in the Kowert and Hermann study;
see Jason M. Satterfield, ‘Cognitive-Affective States Predict Military and Political Aggression and Risk
Taking: A Content Analysis of Churchill, Hitler, Roosevelt, and Stalin’, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 42 (1998),
667–90.
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Conscientiousness is found to be related to risk avoidance, whereas openness to experience
is linked to risk taking.
One direct application of the Big Five to the study of mass politics has been reported
by a team of psychologists, Caprara, Barbaranelli and Zimbardo.65 The articles in this
project draw on mass and elite survey data from Italy to examine the interplay between
the personalities of elected officials and the public perceptions of those same leaders.
Analyses reveal that there is a convergence in the personality attributes of mass and
elite adherents to the same political parties, and also that mass perceptions of political
leaders apparently are dominated by two of the Big Five factors, extroversion66 and
agreeableness.
These findings only hint at the return that may come with a concerted effort to apply
the Big Five in the study of mass politics. The strategy we follow is designed to offer a
diverse array of evidence on this point, and thus the relationships between the Big Five
factors and numerous dependent variables are considered. Our central objective in this
exercise is to determine whether personality attributes do, in fact, function as antecedents
of mass attitudes and behaviours. To the extent that such effects are identified, subsequent
goals include assessment of whether the impact of personality is greatest for specific classes
of dependent variables and determination of whether one or more of the Big Five factors
exert especially prominent influence. Importantly, although a multi-faceted course is
followed, the exercise conducted here is best viewed as merely a first step in the effort to
explore the applicability of five-factor approaches to the study of political behaviour. The
Big Five factors may be of relevance for countless dependent variables beyond those
examined here, and multiple hypotheses regarding possible indirect and conditional effects
warrant attention in future research.
Data from three datasets will be examined. Each of the surveys included items designed
to tap all of the Big Five factors, along with numerous items measuring political attitudes
and behaviours. These data will permit a broad-scale assessment of the possible political
impact of variance in individuals’ personality attributes.
PERSONALITY AND MASS ATTITUDES

Our analysis brings attention to the possible political effects arising from variance in
the personalities of citizens. Using data from two telephone surveys and one paper-andpencil survey, we first develop indicators of the Big Five personality factors and then
employ the measures as predictors in models examining an array of dependent variables
concerning political attitudes and predispositions, political behaviour and the acquisition
of information about politics. A tremendous wealth of research has demonstrated the
validity of self-reported measures of personality, and especially of measures of the Big
Five. We draw on that work in development of our indicators.

65
Gian Vittorio Caprara, Claudio Barbaranelli, Chiara Consiglio, Laura Picconi and Philip G. Zimbardo,
‘Personalities of Politicians and Voters: Unique and Synergistic Relationships’, Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 84 (2003), 849–56; Gian Vittorio Caprara, Claudio Barbaranelli and Philip G. Zimbardo, ‘When
Parsimony Subdues Distinctiveness: Simplified Public Perceptions of Politicians’ Personality’, Political
Psychology, 23 (2002), 77–95; Gian Vittorio Caprarar, Claudio Barbaranelli and Philip G. Zimbardo, ‘Personality
Profiles and Political Parties’, Political Psychology, 20 (1999), 175–97.
66
Labelled as ‘energy’ in the Caprara et al. studies, and represented with adjectival indicators such as ‘dynamic’
and ‘energetic’.
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Big Five Personality Markers
Our first dataset was acquired from a random sample telephone survey we administered
in late 1998 to 404 residents of the Tallahassee, Florida, metropolitan area, with a response
rate of 49.6 per cent. A random-digit dialling framework was used to select respondents.
The survey instrument included eighty-two items. The initial portion of the survey focused
on social and political attitudes and behaviours, and demographics. The personality
inventory was introduced via a battery of bipolar adjective, or semantic differential,
questions. Respondents were directed to rank themselves on a scale of 0 to 10, with each
pole representing one extreme of the adjective pair. Items were drawn from existing
literature, especially Goldberg’s set of unipolar and bipolar markers67 and the Big Five
Inventory (BFI). Word choices were made to be understandable and meaningful in order
to maximize reliability and variance in responses. The personality inventory included
twenty-one adjective pairs, with the expectation that from these would emerge five factors
with four to five items in each.68
The second survey also was administered in the Tallahassee, Florida, metropolitan area,
in late 2004, with a response rate of 54.1 per cent. Interviews were completed by 822
respondents. Again, a random-digit dialling approach was used to select respondents. This
survey was not run under our supervision, but we were able to place a brief ten-item
personality battery on the instrument.69 We used two adjective pairs for each of the Big
Five dimensions, with these adjective pairs drawn from those used to construct our final
measures of the Big Five on the 1998 community survey.
The final survey was a paper-and-pencil instrument administered in the spring of 2005.
This was an omnibus survey administered by us in collaboration with a larger team of
researchers; the survey bundled items of our design with those of the other analysts.
Personality items and many baseline indicators of political predispositions were asked of
all 1,338 respondents, whereas other items – a series of experiments – were asked only
of approximately one-third of the study’s participants. Respondents on this last survey were
individuals who had been called for jury duty, but not yet assigned to actual juries, in nineteen randomly-selected counties from across the United States. Analyses of data from the
jury study establish that respondents provided excellent matches to the populations of their
source counties, and also that respondents as a whole matched national census data as well
as, or better than, respondents in prominent national political surveys such as the NES.
In constructing scales of the Big Five factors, we relied on factor analysis to select and
group items in our initial survey, whereas scales from our second and third surveys simply
made use of two and five items per Big Five factor, respectively. In all cases, we began
by recoding individual items so that a value of 1 corresponded with possession of the trait
in question (i.e., 1 ! highly extroverted, highly responsible, and so on). Because many
items had noticeably skewed distributions, presumably because of social desirability
effects,70 we then took the natural log of each recoded item. Final scale values reported
67

Goldberg, ‘The Development of Markers for the Big-Five Factor Structure’.
More specifically, we included four items for each of the five factors, plus an extra item for intellect. The
extra item was included because resources were available to do so and because our a priori, and largely intuitive,
concerns regarding the adequacy of four-item batteries were greatest for intellect.
69
This survey was conducted by Mary Anderson, and we thank her for inclusion of our personality battery
in part of her project.
70
For example, many more respondents should be expected to view themselves as being highly intelligent than
as highly unintelligent. Using logged variables has no effect on the general patterns of relationships reported below,
68
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TABLE

1

Survey-Based Indicators of the Big Five

Personality factors Component items
A. 1998 Community Survey
Openness to
Perceptive – shortsighted
experience
Efficient – inefficient
Self-assured – unselfassured
Intelligent – unintelligent
Confident – unconfident
Complex – simple

Scale mean
(s.d.)

Cronbach’s
alpha

Number of
cases

0.83
(0.44)

0.72

394

Conscientiousness

Neat – sloppy
Organized – disorganized
Careful – careless
Responsible – irresponsible
Cautious – reckless

0.95
(0.49)

0.75

402

Extroversion

Extroverted – introverted
Outgoing – reserved
Talkative – quiet

1.03
(0.55)

0.70

390

Emotional stability Secure – insecure
Calm – tense
Relaxed – nervous

1.08
(0.52)

0.71

398

Agreeableness

1.06
(0.48)

0.67

397

Warm – cold
Kind – unkind
Agreeable – disagreeable
Sympathetic – unsympathetic

Pearson’s R
B. 2004 Community Survey
Openness to
Confident – unconfident
experience
Intelligent – unintelligent

1.48
(0.64)

0.41

822

Conscientiousness

Organized – disorganized
Neat – sloppy

1.30
(0.70)

0.52

822

Extroversion

Extroverted – introverted
Outgoing – reserved

1.11
(0.68)

0.57

822

Emotional stability Calm – tense
Relaxed – nervous

1.24
(0.67)

0.57

822

Agreeableness

1.63
(0.64)

0.39

822

Kind – unkind
Sympathetic – unsympathetic
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1

(Continued)

Personality factors Component items
C. 2005 National Jury Survey
Openness to
Imaginative – unimaginative
experience
Analytical – unanalytical
Creative – uncreative
Curious – uncurious
Intellectual – unintellectual

Scale mean
(s.d.)

Cronbach’s
alpha

Number of
cases

1.12
(0.42)

0.75

1,224

Conscientiousness

Systematic – unsystematic
Hard working – lazy
Neat – sloppy
Careful – careless
Responsible – irresponsible

1.29
(0.43)

0.76

1,254

Extroversion

Extroverted – introverted
Talkative – quiet
Bold – timid
Spontaneous – inhibited
Outgoing – shy

0.86
(0.41)

0.79

1,219

Emotional stability Calm – angry
Relaxed – tense
At ease – nervous
Steady – moody
Content – discontented

0.93
(0.41)

0.79

1,258

Agreeableness

1.26
(0.43)

0.79

1,253

Warm – cold
Gentle – harsh
Kind – unkind
Polite – rude
Sympathetic – unsympathetic

Note: Minimum values on all scales are set to equal 0. High values signify openness to
experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, emotional stability and agreeableness.

in Table 1 reflect the average of these recoded, logged scores for the items used to construct
each scale.
All of our scales fare well on reliability when compared with results for other brief
indicators of the Big Five.71 For the 1998 community survey (hereafter, 1998 CS) and the
2005 jury survey (2005 NJS), all Cronbach’s alpha values but one reach or exceed 0.70,
(F’note continued)

particularly in terms of the direction of relationships between the Big Five traits and the various dependent
variables. The most important effect of use of logged variables is on scale construction; by minimizing the impact
of social desirability, scale reliability typically was increased. For example, in the first section of Table 1, the largest
alpha is 0.75 for conscientiousness. Using the unlogged variables, an alpha of 0.70 is attained.
71
For an example of another brief indicator of the Big five, see Samuel D. Gosling, Peter J. Rentfrow and
William B. Swann Jr, ‘A Very Brief Measure of the Big-Five Personality Domain’, Journal of Research in
Personality, 37 (2003), 504–28.
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the one exception being agreeableness on the 1998 CS. Agreeableness also brings up the
rear on the 2004 community survey (2004 CS), a result not uncommon in research on
the Big Five.72 The Big Five scales described in Table 1 will serve as the central predictors
in our subsequent analyses. Models also will include controls for age, education, sex and
race.73 Three groups of dependent variables are available for consideration in our initial
analyses: indicators of political attitudes and predispositions, participation, and attentiveness to political information. In these models, our objective is to determine whether
personality exerts direct effects on relevant political variables.
The Impact of Personality on Political Attitudes and Behaviour
Although individual factors in the Big Five model are expected to exert numerous specific
effects, two more general expectations warrant emphasis. First, we posit that variance in
personality will be related to virtually all questions of interest to students of political
behaviour. A large number of models will be estimated, with dependent variables that we
feel represent the breadth and diversity of contemporary research on mass politics. Support
for our claims regarding the relevance and applicability of the Big Five model will emerge
only if personality matters far more often than not. To be clear, by this we mean that one
or more personality variables should be expected to produce significant effects in virtually
all models. We do not expect that all facets of personality will matter for all aspects of
politics, but we do expect that some aspect of personality should matter in most cases.
Secondly, each of the Big Five factors is expected to produce at least some significant
effects. We have echoed the growing consensus in psychology by advocating the use of
a broad-scale model. Given the collective breadth of the tests reported below, we recognize
that the potential utility of such a model would be severely undercut were we to find that
some of the Big Five factors are unrelated to political behaviour.
Analysis begins in Table 2 with a look at the impact of the Big Five attributes on
respondents’ political attitudes and predispositions. Here and in subsequent tables, the first
column lists the dependent variables along with information on how those variables are
scaled and what estimation procedure was used. The next five columns report coefficient
estimates for the Big Five factors. The last row in each table lists the total number of
significant effects recorded for each of the Big Five variables, with separate counts
recorded for the 0.05 and 0.10 significance levels.74
Recall that our strongest expectations with respect to political attitudes focus on
openness to experience and conscientiousness. These traits are predicted to produce
opposing effects on ideology, partisanship, attitudes regarding partisan political leaders,
72

See Ioannis Tsaousis, ‘The Traits Personality Questionnaire (TPQue)’, in De Raad and Perugini, eds, Big
Five Assessment, pp. 237–60; Saucier and Goldberg, ‘Assessing the Big Five’.
73
The Big Five markers are only weakly related to our demographic control variables. There are twenty
bivariate correlations between the demographic controls and personality for each of the three datasets. The highest
correlations are, respectively, 0.19 (1998 CS, sex and extroversion), 0.23 (2004 CS, sex and agreeableness), and
0.21 (2005 NJS, sex and agreeableness, and education and openness to experience). These results are consistent
with those in earlier research; see Lewis R. Goldberg, Dennis Sweeney, Peter F. Merenda and John Edward Hughes
Jr, ‘Demographic Variables and Personality: The Effects of Gender, Age, Education, and Ethnic/Racial Status on
Self-Descriptions of Personality Attributes’, Personality and Individual Differences, 24 (1998), 393–403.
74
There are very few missing cases caused by the lack of data for the personality variables or our demographic
controls, and listwise deletion is used for those few instances in which predictors are unavailable. It should be
clear that for results in Tables 2–4 from within a given survey, variance in the number of cases from one model
to the next is a consequence of the number of valid observations on the dependent variables.

2

" 0.79***
(0.17)

" 0.92***
(0.16)

Ideology (0 ! strong liberal, to 6 ! strong
conservative; ordered logit; 2005 NJS;
1,133)

Bush approval (coded as above; ordered logit;
2005 NJS; 1,129)

" 0.36**
(0.12)

Ideology (0 ! strong liberal, to 4 ! strong
conservative; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 797)

" 0.30*
(0.12)

" 0.22
(0.30)

Ideology (0 ! strong liberal, to 6 ! strong
conservative; ordered logit; 1998 CS; 358)

Bush approval (0 ! strongly disapprove to
3 ! strongly approve; ordered logit; 2004
CS; 790)

" 0.41*
(0.16)

Partisanship (coded as above; ordered logit;
2005 NJS; 1,137)

0.07
(0.31)

" 0.29*
(0.12)

Partisanship (coded as above; ordered logit;
2004 CS; 783)

Clinton approval (0 ! strongly disapprove, to
4 ! strongly approve; ordered logit; 1998
CS; 365)

" 0.05
(0.31)

Partisanship (0 ! strong Democrat, to
6 ! strong Republican; ordered logit; 1998
CS; N ! 338)

Openness to
experience

0.76***
(0.17)

0.31**
(0.11)

" 0.11
(0.25)

0.79***
(0.17)

0.33**
(0.11)

0.83**
(0.25)

0.71***
(0.17)

0.24*
(0.10)

0.11
(0.25)

Conscientiousness

Effects of Personality on Political Attitudes and Predispositions

Dependent variable

TABLE

0.05
(0.15)

0.15
(0.10)

0.04
(0.20)

0.01
(0.15)

0.15
(0.10)

0.17
(0.19)

" 0.06
(0.15)

0.15
(0.10)

0.20
(0.20)

Extroversion

0.52**
(0.16)

0.00
(0.11)

0.34
(0.23)

0.56***
(0.16)

0.28*
(0.11)

0.13
(0.21)

0.37*
(0.16)

0.10
(0.11)

" 0.06
(0.23)

Emotional
stability

" 0.00
(0.17)

" 0.14
(0.12)

0.41#
(0.25)

" 0.21
(0.17)

" 0.17
(0.12)

" 0.36
(0.23)

" 0.24
(0.16)

" 0.33**
(0.12)

" 0.66**
(0.24)

Agreeableness
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(Continued)

0.14
(0.30)

External efficacy (0 " no say in government, to
4 " say in government; ordered logit; 1998
CS; 366)

1.09***
(0.31)
1.18***
(0.30)

Internal efficacy (0 " cannot understand
government, to 4 " can understand
government; ordered logit; 1998 CS; 365)

Internal efficacy (coded as above; ordered
logit; 2005 NJS; 379)

External efficacy (0 " local officials do not
care at all about what respondent thinks is
important for community, to 3 " care very
much; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 769)

! 0.20
(0.13)

! 0.45
(0.35)

Economic fairness (0 " changes in economy
have benefited some class groups more than
others, 1 " changes have had same effects
for all class groups; binomial logit; 1998
CS; 335)

0.22
(0.30)

! 0.99***
(0.25)

0.06
(0.11)

! 0.69**
(0.24)

0.25
(0.29)

! 0.27
(0.25)

0.58#
(0.31)

Retrospective pocketbook economic
perceptions (0 " family finances have
become much worse, to 4 " much better;
ordered logit; 1998 CS; 364)

Retrospective sociotropic economic perceptions
(0 " national finances have become much
worse, to 4 " much better; ordered logit;
1998 CS; 357)

Conscientiousness
0.18
(0.25)

Openness to
experience
! 0.14
(0.32)

Dependent variable

TABLE

0.12
(0.26)

0.05
(0.19)

0.02
(0.10)

! 0.00
(0.20)

0.21
(0.23)

0.12
(0.20)

0.26
(0.20)

Extroversion

0.38
(0.28)

0.22
(0.22)

! 0.08
(0.11)

0.32
(0.22)

0.67**
(0.26)

! 0.05
(0.22)

0.37#
(0.23)

Emotional
stability

! 1.12***
(0.31)

0.05
(0.24)

0.22#
(0.13)

0.47*
(0.24)

! 0.38
(0.28)

! 0.01
(0.24)

! 0.23
(0.25)

Agreeableness
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2

(Continued)

" 0.37**
(0.14)

0.28*
(0.12)

Political trust (0 ! respondent never trusts
local political officials, to 3 ! trusts officials
most of the time; ordered logit; 2004 CS;
793)

Support for democratic values (two-item scale;
0 ! low to 6 ! high; ordered logit; 2004 CS;
816)

11,13

10,10

0.31**
(0.10)

0.12
(0.11)

0.10
(0.12)

" 0.11
(0.11)

0.05
(0.11)

Conscientiousness

1,1

0.03
(0.10)

0.06
(0.10)

0.04
(0.11)

0.05
(0.10)

0.28**
(0.10)

Extroversion

6,7

0.30**
(0.11)

" 0.14
(0.11)

" 0.05
(0.12)

0.13
(0.11)

0.05
(0.11)

Emotional
stability

6,8

" 0.04
(0.12)

0.07
(0.13)

0.34*
(0.14)

0.38**
(0.12)

0.10
(0.12)

Agreeableness

Note: Cell entries are coefficient estimates for models in which variables in Column 1 were regressed on variables in Columns 2–6,
along with controls for age, education, race and sex. ***p # 0.001; **p # 0.01; *p # 0.05; #p # 0.10.

Total Significant Effects (sum of effects
significant across the 21 tests at p # 0.05,
p # 0.10)

" 0.40**
(0.12)

0.07
(0.12)

Interpersonal trust (three-item scale; 0 ! low,
to 3 ! high; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 803)

Dogmatism (two-item scale; 0 ! low to
6 ! high; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 788)

0.22#
(0.12)

Openness to
experience

Internal efficacy (0 ! respondent can make no
difference at all in community, to 3 ! can
make a big difference; ordered logit; 2004
CS; 804)

Dependent variable

TABLE
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and dogmatism. Additionally, internal political efficacy is hypothesized to be associated
with both openness to experience and extroversion. Emotional stability is predicted to
influence perceptions of economic fairness, whereas agreeableness is hypothesized
to influence both interpersonal and political trust.
Consistent with expectations, results in the top several rows of Table 2 offer strong
evidence that openness to experience and conscientiousness are linked to important
political predispositions and attitudes. Strongly consistent results are obtained at every turn
for the 2004 CS and the 2005 NJS, with openness to experience inversely related to
identification with the Republican party, ideological conservatism, and approval of
President Bush; conversely, positive links emerge between all of these same variables and
conscientiousness. The strength and consistency of these effects suggests that fundamental
political predispositions are substantially rooted in personality. Also, unexpectedly, four
of the emotional stability effects for these same variables reach statistical significance,
indicating at least some tendency for individuals who are calm and secure to lean towards
the political right. Economic perceptions appear to be essentially unrelated to personality,
with one exception, an expected positive connection between emotional stability and
perceptions of economic fairness. Several coefficients reach statistical significance in the
five efficacy models, although the only consistent patterns are that agreeableness appears
to promote external efficacy, whereas, as predicted, openness to experience corresponds
to feelings of internal efficacy. Also as expected, interpersonal and political trust both
increase as a function of agreeableness. Lastly, the projected effects for dogmatism emerge,
with dogmatism related to conscientiousness and to low values on openness to experience.
The summary statistics in the last row of Table 2 reveal that openness to experience and
conscientiousness both produced statistically significant effects in roughly half of the
models of political attitudes and predispositions. As noted above, the results for
partisanship, ideology and presidential approval largely account for these totals. Emotional
stability and agreeableness also yield multiple significant effects. Hence, the outlier in
Table 2 is extroversion, which brought only a single statistically significant effect, for
internal efficacy on the 2004 CS (a result that was not replicated on the 1998 CS).
Our attention next turns to political participation. For participation, our strongest
hypotheses focus on extroversion, as extroversion is expected to influence engagement in
group-based participatory acts such as working on campaigns, attendance at political
meetings, and so on. A sense of duty might influence some forms of participation, and thus
effects for conscientiousness are predicted. Lastly, we surmised that agreeableness might
result in a general distaste for politics, yet also an inclination towards civic engagement,
especially at the local level.
In Table 3, results for the first four personality variables are essentially opposite of those
in Table 2 – openness to experience, conscientiousness and emotional stability show no
consistent link to political participation. Although we surmised that conscientiousness
might incline some individuals towards political participation, Table 3 offers no consistent
evidence of such an effect. Most noteworthy in Table 3 is that, as hypothesized,
extroversion produces positive effects in all eleven models, including seven coefficients
that achieve at least a minimum level of statistical significance. With the possible exception
of the vote, political participation almost always entails some form of social interaction.
Hence, the consistent influence of extroversion on participation is entirely sensible.
Although these findings enjoy considerable theoretical and intuitive appeal, research on
individual differences in rates of political participation is hardly rife with attention to
extroversion.

3

0.21
(0.27)
! 0.01
(0.28)
! 0.08
(0.42)

! 0.16
(0.33)
0.03
(0.27)
! 0.21
(0.50)

0.32**
(0.12)
0.06
(0.13)
0.03
(0.12)
0.10
(0.12)
1,1

! 0.03
(0.10)
! 0.06
(0.12)
0.18#
(0.11)
0.17
(0.10)
1,2

0.29**
(0.11)

! 0.28
(0.29)
! 0.28
(0.27)

! 0.27
(0.51)
0.08
(0.34)

! 0.12
(0.12)

! 0.17
(0.29)

! 0.02
(0.36)

Conscientiousness

0.54***
(0.10)
0.23*
(0.11)
0.19#
(0.10)
0.18#
(0.10)
4,7

0.18#
(0.10)

0.20
(0.34)

0.50*
(0.25)

0.59**
(0.21)

0.17
(0.46)
0.25
(0.22)

0.27
(0.24)

Extroversion

0.04
(0.11)
0.01
(0.12)
0.02
(0.11)
! 0.02
(0.11)
1,2

! 0.14
(0.11)

0.78*
(0.37)

0.18
(0.26)

0.40#
(0.24)

0.68
(0.54)
0.25
(0.25)

0.14
(0.26)

Emotional
stability

! 0.01
(0.12)
0.35**
(0.11)
0.29*
(0.12)
0.27*
(0.12)
4,5

0.37**
(0.12)

! 0.28
(0.41)

! 0.45
(0.29)

! 0.26
(0.26)

! 0.34
(0.50)
! 0.04
(0.27)

! 0.53#
(0.29)

Agreeableness

Note: Cell entries are coefficient estimates for models in which variables in Column 1 were regressed on variables in Columns 2–6,
along with controls for age, education, race and sex; standard errors are in parentheses. ***p # 0.001; **p # 0.01; *p # 0.05; #p # 0.10.

Voter turnout, 1998 midterm congressional
election (0 " respondent reported not voting,
1 " respondent reported voting; binomial logit;
1998 CS; N " 364)
Voter turnout, 2004 election (coded as above;
binomial logit; 2005 NJS; 396)
Participation: buttons, bumper stickers, yard signs
(number of these respondent did, 0 to 3; neg.
binomial; 1998 CS; 365)
Participation: attend campaign meetings, rallies,
speeches, dinners (number attended,
0 to 4 or more; negative binomial; 367)
Participation: attend campaign meetings, rallies,
speeches, dinners (coded as above; neg.
binomial; 2005 NJS; 395)
Participation: work for a party or candidate
(number of times, 0 to 4 or more; negative
binomial; 1998 CS; 367)
Attend meetings regarding local political issues
(likelihood of attending, 0 " low to 6 " high;
ordered logit; 2004 CS; 801)
Speak at meetings on local political issues
(0 to 6; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 801)
Sign petitions regarding local political issues
(0 to 6; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 796)
Contact elected official about local political issues
(0 to 6; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 795)
Write letters to editor on local political issues
(0 to 6; ordered logit; 2004 CS; 789)
Total Significant Effects (sum of effects significant
across 11 tests at p # 0.05, p # 0.10)

Openness to
experience

Effects of Personality on Political Participation

Dependent variable

TABLE
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In our earlier discussion of agreeableness, we commented that we were intrigued by the
apparent tension inherent in this variable as a predictor of participation: agreeableness
should incline individuals towards social involvement, but it may dissuade them from
entering the political fray. In this light, the results in Table 3 make good sense. The first
six dependent variables were formed from items that asked about participation in
conjunction with national elections. Here, agreeableness produces a negative sign in each
instance, although four of the six effects fall well short of conventional levels of statistical
significance. In contrast, statistically significant positive effects are found for four of the
final five variables, all of which involve participation in local politics. Consequently, it
appears the effects of agreeableness on political participation can range across situations
from positive to neutral-negative.
Our final models of possible direct effects focus on a series of indicators of political
information and opinionation. At question in these models is whether traits matter for the
individual-level tendency to be exposed to information about politics, to discuss politics,
to hold political opinions and to be politically knowledgeable. We have hypothesized that
openness to experience will be related to most aspects of political information and
opinionation. Additionally, conscientiousness is predicted to bring a heightened tendency
to monitor the political arena, and extroverts are hypothesized to be prone towards both
political opinionation and political discussion.
Taking the last of these predictions first, in Table 4, as in the models of political
participation, several strong effects emerge for extroversion. Interestingly, extroverts have
relatively high levels of political discussion and opinionation, but relatively low levels of
political knowledge. A similar pattern is found for the conscientious, as individuals high
in this trait dutifully watch televised news and engage in political discussion, but actually
know relatively little about politics and public affairs. Together, these patterns provide at
least a partial explanation for the imperfect relationship between opinionation and
discussion, on the one hand, and political knowledge, on the other – two of the factors
linked positively to the former are linked negatively to the latter. In contrast with these
results, strongly consistent findings are, as expected, reported for openness to experience.
Individuals high in this trait engage in political discussion, attend to and are interested in
politics, are opinionated, and actually do possess relatively high levels of political
knowledge. Results for agreeableness provide additional evidence that the agreeable have
a modest but general tendency to avoid certain aspects of the political world. In Table 4,
at least marginally significant negative effects are found for agreeableness and political
discussion in the context of a national campaign, attention to politics and opinionation.
Across all of the results reported in Tables 2–4, the personality variables produced
effects significant at the 0.05 level in thirty-nine of forty-six models, and at the 0.10 level
in forty-four of forty-six models. No clear evidence was found of a direct link between
personality and either voter turnout or economic perceptions, but such evidence was
obtained for every other dependent variable considered. Just under one-third of all
coefficients reached statistical significance at the 0.05 level, and over 40 per cent reached
significance at the more generous 0.10 threshold. All of the tests involving data from the
1998 CS involved fewer than 400 cases, as did a portion of the tests from the 2005 NJS.
These small Ns naturally worked against the identification of significant results. Remaining
tests from the 2005 NJS and the 2004 CS all involved over 700 cases, sample sizes more
in line with norms for survey research in political science. Among these tests, coefficients
significant at the 0.05 level were reported just under 50 per cent of the time, and 55 per
cent of effects were significant at the 0.10 mark.

4

0.53***
(0.14)
0.30**
(0.11)
0.40**
(0.12)
0.11
(0.12)
0.62*
(0.31)

Political discussion (coded as above; negative
binomial; 2005 NJS; 398)

Political discussion (frequency of discussion,
0 " never to 3 " very often; ordered logit;
2004 CS; 807)

Discussion of local politics (frequency,
0 " never to 3 " very often; ordered logit;
2004 CS; 807)

Attention to politics (0 " respondent hardly
follows politics at all, to 3 " respondent
follows politics most of the time; ordered
logit; 1998 CS; 365)

! 0.06
(0.10)

Television news viewing (number of days in
the past week respondent watched news on
television, 0 to 7; negative binomial; 1998
CS; 367)

Political discussion (number of days in the
past week respondent discussed politics, 0 to
7; negative binomial; 1998 CS; 364)

0.10
(0.14)

Newspaper use (number of days in the past
week respondent read a newspaper, 0 to 7;
negative binomial; 1998 CS; N " 363)

Openness
to experience

! 0.26
(0.26)

0.18#
(0.10)

! 0.02
(0.11)

0.04
(0.11)

0.24*
(0.12)

0.19*
(0.08)

! 0.12
(0.12)

Conscientiousness

Effects of Personality on Information and Opinionation

Dependent variable

TABLE

0.25
(0.20)

0.25*
(0.10)

0.35**
(0.10)

0.15
(0.10)

0.16#
(0.09)

0.13*
(0.06)

0.20*
(0.09)

Extroversion

0.19
(0.23)

! 0.07
(0.11)

! 0.25*
(0.11)

! 0.12
(0.11)

! 0.07
(0.10)

! 0.02
(0.07)

0.07
(0.10)

Emotional
stability

! 0.43#
(0.25)

! 0.12
(0.12)

0.06
(0.12)

! 0.10
(0.12)

! 0.23*
(0.11)

0.00
(0.07)

! 0.06
(0.11)

Agreeableness
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4

(Continued)

! 0.88**
(0.25)

! 0.58**
(0.18)
! 0.37
(0.25)
! 0.68*
(0.26)

0.80**
(0.30)
0.41**
(0.12)
0.95***
(0.17)
0.77*
(0.31)
1.01**
(0.31)
11,11

Interviewer rating of respondent’s level of
information about politics (0 " very low, to
4 " very high; ordered logit; 1998 CS; 367)

Political knowledge (number of items
answered correctly, 0 to 5; ordered logit;
2004 CS; 807)

Political knowledge (coded as above; ordered
logit; 2005 NJS; 1,134)

Interviewer rating of respondent’s level of
opinionation (0 " very low, to 4 " very high;
ordered logit; 1998 CS; 367)

Interviewer rating of respondent’s level of
interest in politics (0 " very low, to 4 " very
high; ordered logit; 1998 CS; 367)

Total Significant Effects (sum of effects
significant across 14 tests at p # 0.05,
p # 0.10)

8,10

0.07
(0.19)

0.60**
(0.20)

! 0.31*
(0.15)

! 0.18#
(0.10)

! 0.06
(0.20)

0.93**
(0.29)

0.53**
(0.20)

Extroversion

3,5

! 0.12
(0.22)

! 0.28
(0.22)

0.09
(0.17)

! 0.26*
(0.11)

! 0.37#
(0.22)

! 0.77*
(0.30)

! 0.42#
(0.22)

Emotional
stability

1,3

! 0.29
(0.24)

0.06
(0.24)

! 0.22
(0.17)

! 0.02
(0.12)

! 0.07
(0.24)

! 0.59#
(0.32)

! 0.18
(0.24)

Agreeableness

Note: Cell entries are coefficient estimates for models in which variables in Column 1 were regressed on variables in Columns 2–6,
along with controls for age, education, race and sex. ***p # 0.001; **p # 0.01; *p # 0.05; #p # 0.10.

6,8

! 0.39***
(0.11)

0.23
(0.54)

1.87***
(0.33)

Opinionation (coded as above; ordered logit;
2005 NJS; 396)

! 0.47#
(0.25)

Conscientiousness

1.18***
(0.31)

Openness
to experience

Opinionation (0 " respondent has opinions
about very few things, to 3 " respondent has
opinions about most things; ordered logit;
1998 CS; 367)

Dependent variable

TABLE
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Collectively, these results reveal personality to be comparable to demographics and to
fundamental political predispositions in two important manners. First, personality, like
these other classes of variables, almost always matters for the dependent variables of
interest to students of political behaviour. But, secondly, much as no individual
demographic attribute always matters for politics, we have seen that no individual facet
of personality influences all aspects of political behaviour. Openness to experience and
conscientiousness produced twenty-three and seventeen effects significant at the 0.05
level, versus from ten to thirteen such effects for the remaining three Big Five factors.75
This general balance across the Big Five corroborates Winter’s advice that students
of political behaviour should turn to comprehensive rather than narrow depictions of
personality. Ultimately, of course, the most important lesson in Tables 2–4 is that critical
aspects of political behaviour hinge partly on personality. Strong, consistent links between
personality and politics have been identified for many of the most familiar variables in the
study of mass politics, including partisanship, ideology, presidential approval, internal
efficacy, trust, participation in local politics, political discussion, opinionation and political
knowledge.
CONCLUSIONS

Whenever a field pushes at its borders to incorporate insights from another discipline,
obstacles are certain to be confronted. Our effort to capitalize on the most recent advances
in personality psychology demonstrates this challenge, but also reveals the promise that
such interdisciplinary research may hold. The application of the Big Five to political
science is not expected to offer a perfect, seamless fit. The Big Five are not the only way
to conceptualize or measure personality, nor are the five factors necessarily of equal
importance to one another in the realm of political phenomena. However, the framework
affords an excellent starting point for the systematic inclusion of personality variables in
models of social behaviour and is unprecedented in its reliability across cultures, contexts
and measurement instruments.
It is in the link with other disciplines, such as political science, that the Big Five model
becomes especially interesting, outside of its mere ability to catalogue and inventory
differences in attributes. In this sense, the field of psychology, not just political science,
benefits when frameworks such as the Big Five inform research across disciplines. In
psychology, early research on the Big Five focused largely on construction of item
inventories and on demonstrations that the Big Five structure could be identified across
a wide array of contexts. Less progress has been made in exploring the significance of
variance in personality for social attitudes and behaviour, and yet it is precisely this sort
of inquiry that will establish the practical utility of the Big Five. Hence, by linking the Big
Five to various dimensions of citizen politics, the present study has shed new light on both
the antecedents of political behaviour and the tangible importance of the Big Five model.
Saucier and Goldberg note that not each of the five factors is expected to be equally
relevant to every behaviour, but rather that some domains should emerge as particularly
important in specific contexts.76 This is precisely what we find. One or more of the Big
75
This, of course, is partly a consequence of the dependent variables under consideration. For example, had
the array of tests included fewer measures of political attitudes and more indicators of political participation,
extroversion would have fared as well as, or better than, openness to experience and conscientiousness.
76
Saucier and Goldberg, ‘The Language of Personality’.
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Five factors mattered for every aspect of citizen politics we considered – political attitudes
and predispositions, political behaviour and exposure to political information. Moreover,
personality effects were identified in all but a handful of the models we estimated. But while
personality as a whole exerted a significant effect time after time, the facets of personality
that influenced political behaviour differed depending on the phenomena in question. The
Big Five factors all produced multiple significant effects, a collective result that speaks
clearly to the value of modelling personality via a comprehensive framework.
If the ultimate goal of any science is to contribute to an accumulation of knowledge on
a subject, it is desirable that the community at large share a set of measures and references.
Without a systematic and consistent instrument for the definition and measure of
personality, researchers across programmes lose one another as valuable assets. And as
a discipline, we suffer a setback in our ability to generalize or relate findings to other
contexts. The once hodgepodge field of personality research in psychology has come
together in part around the Big Five, and the Big Five framework provides such an
opportunity for political science as well. Independent researchers need not start from
scratch in conceptualizing and designing instruments for the measure of individual
differences. The Big Five apply equally to elite and mass populations; the framework is
reliable, efficient and affordable to administer; and the variables fit neatly within existing
models of political phenomena. Further, with decades of published empirical backing,
research programmes that incorporate the Big Five gain legitimacy through association,
and contribute to a strong and growing body of existing literature.
Several tangible matters warrant comment. First, we do not mean to suggest that
five-factor approaches are the final word on personality. Refinements of these frameworks
are to be expected, and replacements certainly are conceivable. But these approaches do
offer viable and thoroughly explored foundations for incorporation of traits in research on
political behaviour. As such, they already very clearly have developed to the point where
they can inform applied research. Secondly, as to how personality data might be acquired,
it is our hope that efforts to measure personality will not be relegated to the occasional
specialized survey with focus on personality. Semantic differential items are highly
efficient to administer, and thus a simple ten-item battery such as the one we included on
the 2004 CS can be added to most telephone surveys at very little cost.
Thirdly, although we have examined a wide range of dependent variables, it warrants
emphasis that present findings only hint at the value of attention to personality in research
on political behaviour. Increasingly, research on political behaviour recognizes that
individuals vary in their susceptibility to political processes. It follows that attention to
combinations of variables is needed to unpack these individual differences. With focus on
personality, one approach is to explore interactive combinations of the Big Five. For
instance, the political effects of extroversion may differ for extroverts who are high rather
than low in conscientiousness. Likewise, the effects of other determinants of political
behaviour may vary as a function of personality. For example, the strong proclivity of
extroverts towards political discussion and opinionation gives rise to the plausible
hypothesis that other predictors of these phenomena may operate predominantly on
introverts. Countless such conditional effects are easily imagined. Hence, explanations of
political behaviour centred primarily on predictors other than personality may gain
considerable additional nuance if analysts give careful attention to the possibility that
individuals’ traits may magnify or constrain the effects of other processes.
The obstacles to adopting the Big Five in political science are small compared with the
past obstacles we have faced so far as a discipline in our attempts to measure and
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incorporate personality. The present study is both a demonstration of the possibilities of
the Big Five in research on political behaviour, and an invitation to political scientists to
explore how these variables speak to their own research agendas. We know that personality
matters; the new generation of models offers us tools to investigate more about where,
when and why it does so.
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responses collected online from participants in 33 countries (N = 141 492). Endorsement of a right-wing political orientation was negatively associated with Honesty-Humility and Openness to Experience and positively associated with
religiosity. The strength of these associations varied widely across countries, such that the religiosity–politics correlations were stronger in more religious countries, whereas the personality–politics correlations were stronger in more
developed countries. We also investigated the utility of the narrower traits (i.e. facets) that deﬁne the HEXACO factors. The Altruism facet (interstitially located between the Honesty-Humility, Agreeableness, and Emotionality axes)
was negatively associated with right-wing political orientation, but religiosity was found to suppress this relationship,
especially in religious countries. In addition to Altruism, the Greed Avoidance and Modesty facets of the HonestyHumility factor and the Unconventionality and Aesthetic Appreciation facets of the Openness to Experience factor
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personality traits, along with religiosity, in research on the individual difference correlates of political orientation.
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INTRODUCTION
People’s attitudes about any pair of political issues may covary even when the political issues seem unrelated. For example, in modern Western countries, people favouring legal
abortion are more likely to support marriage equality for
gay and lesbian persons, and people opposing social welfare
systems are more likely to support capital punishment (e.g.
Ashton et al., 2005). In many modern societies, the regularities of people’s political views are often summarized by a
continuum contrasting left-wing (often called ‘liberal’)
stances on the one end to right-wing (often called ‘conservative’) stances on the other.1 In the present study, we examined how political orientation is associated with religiosity
and personality characteristics using a dataset based on responses from over 140 000 individuals in 33 countries.
HEXACO model of personality structure
The personality characteristics examined in the present research are based on the HEXACO model of personality
*Correspondence to: Kibeom Lee, Department of Psychology, University of
Calgary, Calgary, AB T2N 1N4, Canada.
E-mail: kibeom@ucalgary.ca
Michael C. Ashton, Department of Psychology, Brock University, St.
Catharines, ON L2S 3A1 Canada.
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1
In the United States, the left/right distinction is often described using the
terms ‘liberal’ and ‘conservative’, but as used in some other countries, these
pairs of terms may not be equivalent.
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(Ashton & Lee, 2007), which differs in important ways from
the well-known Big Five (e.g. Goldberg, 1993) or ﬁve factor
model (FFM; Costa & McCrae, 1992). Considering that the
Big Five/FFM has been used heavily in the literature on political orientation and personality, we begin by describing
some fundamental differences between the two models. First,
the Extraversion, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience factors are nearly identical across the two models, and
therefore previous ﬁndings involving these factors are expected to be observed in the present research. The other three
factors in the HEXACO model distinguish it from the FFM
(Ashton, Lee, & De Vries, 2014). First, HEXACO Agreeableness is similar to FFM Agreeableness in that it include
gentleness and mildness, but the low pole of HEXACO
Agreeableness also includes ill temper, which mainly deﬁnes
FFM Neuroticism. HEXACO Emotionality is similar to FFM
Neuroticism in that it includes anxiety, but Emotionality also
includes sentimentality, which mainly deﬁnes FFM Agreeableness. Finally, Honesty-Humility in the HEXACO model
has no direct counterpart in the FFM, although some of the
deﬁning traits of that factor are incorporated within some
measures of FFM Agreeableness. In any case, much of the
variance in the HEXACO Emotionality, Agreeableness, and
Honesty-Humility factors is not represented within the Big
Five or FFM dimensions. Given these imperfect correspondences, the previous ﬁndings from the Big Five/FFM cannot
be directly extrapolated to the Emotionality and Agreeableness factors in the HEXACO model, let alone to the
Honesty-Humility factor. Readers should keep these
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differences in mind in understanding the results described in
the following sections.

Personality, religiosity, and political orientation
Before discussing ﬁndings from the past studies on political
orientation, religiosity, and personality, we ﬁrst explain
why we consider religiosity and political orientation (or political attitudes) not to be personality traits per se, even
though these constructs do not differ substantially from personality traits in terms of temporal stability, heritability,
and so on (Kandler, Zimmermann, & McAdams, 2014). In
our view, the key feature distinguishing religiosity and political orientation from personality characteristics is simply that
the former constructs depend on a person’s beliefs or attitudes. In contrast, personality characteristics have no such
speciﬁc referents but instead represent general tendencies to
feel, think, and behave in a variety of conceptually related
ways not limited to the context of beliefs and attitudes.2 In
the present study, we will use the term personality in reference only to the HEXACO (or in some cases, the Big Five
or FFM) characteristics and not to religiosity or political
orientation.
The left/right political spectrum is widely viewed as a
combination of two modestly intercorrelated dimensions.
For example, Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, and Sulloway
(2003) suggested that two core dimensions underlying political orientation involving the left–right distinction are (i) advocating versus resisting social changes and (ii) rejecting
versus accepting equality. Ashton et al. (2005) proposed a
similar set of two dimensions, involving (i) individual freedom versus moral regulation and (ii) compassion versus
competition. The two dimensions of both sets correspond
fairly closely to two widely studied variables in political psychology, namely, (i) right-wing authoritarianism (RWA;
Altemeyer, 1998) and (ii) social dominance orientation
(SDO; Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994), as well
as to two dimensions of personal values (Schwartz, 1992),
namely, (i) Conservation (versus Openness to Change) and
(ii) Self-Enhancement (versus Self-Transcendence). Kandler,
Bleidorn, and Riemann (2012) showed that these two dimensions of political orientation have partly a genetic basis but
are also inﬂuenced by social and economic environmental
factors.3
Empirical studies have investigated some psychological
correlates of political orientation, including personality characteristics and religiosity (e.g. Sibley, Osborne, & Duckitt,
2012). For example, researchers have studied the associations
2

We follow Saroglou’s (2011, p. 1321) deﬁnitions:
“Religion is what humans do in reference to what they consider as (an external) transcendence, and religiosity is the corresponding individual differences construct, with people differing with respect to the presence and
intensity of such a tendency.” For a discussion of several speciﬁc features
of religiosity that distinguish it from personality characteristics, see Saroglou
(2011) and the summary by Ashton (2017, pp. 304–305).
3
These two dimensions also correspond roughly to what are called binding
foundations (i.e. loyalty to in-groups and respect for authority) and individualizing foundations (i.e. concern for others and fairness) in the more recent
‘Moral Foundations Theory’ (Haidt & Graham, 2007).
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of the two political orientation dimensions described earlier
with the personality factors of the HEXACO framework.
Lee, Ashton, Ogunfowora, Bourdage, and Shin (2010) studied US adults and Canadian and South Korean students. Their
results showed that RWA and Conservation values were associated with lower scores on HEXACO Openness to Experience and that SDO and Self-Enhancement values were
associated with lower scores on HEXACO Honesty-Humility
(for similar results, see also Lee et al., 2009; Leone,
Chirumbolo, & Desimoni, 2012). The ﬁndings of Lee
et al. (2010) imply that an overall right-wing political orientation variable should be associated with both low
Openness and low Honesty-Humility. Such results have
been reported in samples from Italy (Chirumbolo & Leone,
2010), Germany (Zettler & Hilbig, 2010; Zettler, Hilbig, &
Haubrich, 2011), and Sweden (Kajonius & Dåderman,
2014).
Political orientation has also been examined in relation to
the Big Five personality factors. A meta-analysis of such
studies by Sibley et al. (2012) reported that right-wing political orientation was associated with lower Openness
(r = !.18), a result that is consistent with those obtained
for the similar HEXACO Openness factor. In this metaanalysis, however, political orientation was found to be essentially unrelated to Big Five Agreeableness, which has often been found to show an inverse relationship with SDO
(Akrami & Ekehammar, 2006; Ekehammar, Akrami, Gylje,
& Zakrisson, 2004). This ﬁnding is an interesting contrast
to ﬁndings that HEXACO Honesty-Humility, also a negative correlate of SDO, is associated with left-wing political
orientation (e.g. Chirumbolo & Leone, 2010; Kajonius &
Dåderman, 2014; Zettler et al., 2011; Zettler & Hilbig,
2010).
Religiosity, another plausible basis for political orientation, has been found to be only modestly associated with personality characteristics. Speciﬁcally, Saroglou’s (2010)
meta-analysis showed weak positive associations of religiosity with the Big Five Agreeableness and Conscientiousness
factors, and other research has shown similarly modest links
of religiosity with the HEXACO factors of HonestyHumility, Emotionality, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness (Ashton & Lee, 2013). In contrast, religiosity was found
to be unrelated to Openness and Extraversion. Openness was
associated, however, with two different expressions of religiosity: higher Openness was associated with spiritual, mystical forms of religiosity, whereas lower Openness was
associated with traditionalist or fundamentalist forms of religiosity (Saroglou, 2010). These forms of religiosity also differ in their associations with political orientation: RWA is
strongly associated with traditional religiosity but roughly
unrelated to subjective spirituality, whereas SDO is roughly
unrelated to traditional religiosity but weakly negatively related to subjective spirituality (Saucier & Skrzypińska,
2006). These results suggest that a general religiosity— intermediate between the traditional/fundamentalist and
spiritual/mystical forms— would show moderate positive associations with RWA, perhaps a weak negative association
with SDO, and probably a modest positive link with an overall right-wing political orientation.
Eur. J. Pers. (2018)
DOI: 10.1002/per

Personality, religion, and politics
In summary, ﬁndings from previous studies suggest that
two personality dimensions in the HEXACO model of personality, Honesty-Humility and Openness to Experience,
are negatively associated with a right-wing political orientation and that personal religiosity is positively associated with
a right-wing political orientation. In the present research, we
extend our analyses to a more speciﬁc facet-level conceptualization beyond the six broad HEXACO factors to understand
the relations between personality and political orientation in
more detail. Moreover, we examine these issues using data
collected from participants from numerous countries with
disparate socio-political backgrounds. We discuss each of
these features in the following sections.
Facet-level investigation of personality
Human personality traits can be organized hierarchically
such that a number of interrelated but distinct narrow personality traits (commonly called personality facets) are subsumed within a broader personality factor (e.g. those of the
Big Five or HEXACO). Although the majority of previous
studies examining personality and political orientation have
focused on broad personality factors (typically those of Big
Five model), the results of some recent studies support the
value of examining correlates of political orientation using
the narrower personality traits. For example, Hirsh,
DeYoung, Xu, and Peterson (2010) found that two ‘aspects’
of Big Five Agreeableness— Compassion (soft-heartedness,
altruism) and Politeness (gentleness, unselﬁshness)—
showed opposite-signed regression coefﬁcients in predicting
right-wing political orientation (i.e. negative for Compassion
and positive for Politeness; Osborne, Wootton, & Sibley,
2013).
The NEO Personality Inventory— Revised (NEO-PI-R;
Costa & McCrae, 1992) measures a set of personality
facets that has been used in several studies of the relationships between personality and variables relevant to political
orientation (e.g. Akrami & Ekehammar, 2006). Two NEOPI-R facets, Openness to Values (from the Openness to
Experience domain) and Tender-Mindedness (from the
Agreeableness domain), contain items describing political attitudes and thus may be considered to fall beyond the domain
of personality (cf. Van Hiel, Kossowska, & Mervielde,
2000). As a consequence of these content similarities, there
are strong empirical associations of these two facet scales
with political attitude variables. For example, Akrami and
Ekehammar (2006) found a particularly strong association
between NEO-PI-R Openness to Values and RWA
(r = !.65), whereas the other facets in the NEO-PI-R Openness to Experience domain correlated on average ! .27 with
RWA. Similarly, NEO-PI-R Tender-Mindedness correlated
!.60 with SDO, whereas the other NEO-PI-R Agreeableness
facets correlated on average ! .28. In contrast, there are no
facets in the HEXACO Personality Inventory— Revised
(HEXACO-PI-R) whose items describe religious or political
attitudes, and thus, there are no facets that show anomalously
strong associations with these ideological variables.
Within the HEXACO-PI-R (e.g. Lee & Ashton, in press),
there are 24 personality facet scales (four facets per factor)
plus one interstitial facet named Altruism, which is related
Copyright © 2018 European Association of Personality Psychology

to Honesty-Humility, Agreeableness, and Emotionality (see
Ashton & Lee, 2007 for the theoretical treatment of these
three dimensions as altruism-related personality factors). Although we will not present a priori hypotheses involving the
HEXACO facet scales in relation to political orientation, we
should note that some of these facet scales may be relevant to
the current investigation. For example, the Honesty-Humility
domain includes a facet called Greed Avoidance, which essentially assesses one’s lack of interest in material wealth
and social status. This facet might be particularly relevant
to political orientation in that materialistic tendencies may
show a signiﬁcant link to the acceptance of inequality. Consistent with this suggestion, Roets, Van Hiel, and Cornelis
(2006) reported a positive correlation between materialism
and SDO. As another example, the interstitial Altruism facet
scale encompasses general prosocial tendencies (Ashton &
Lee, 2007) and is also expected to play an important role in
shaping political orientation due to altruists’ compassion,
which is often considered a basis for left-wing attitudes.
Zettler and Hilbig (2010) found that the Altruism factor scale
in the HEXACO-PI-R was more strongly associated with political orientation than were any of the six HEXACO factor
scales and showed considerable incremental prediction beyond the six broad HEXACO factors.
Multinational investigation
One of the challenges in identifying dispositional and religious correlates of political orientation is that there are many
determinants of individuals’ political orientations. Moreover,
the relative importance of those determinants is likely to vary
across countries due to differences in historical and economic
contexts. For example, in a study involving 19 European
countries, Thorisdottir, Jost, Liviatan, and Shrout (2007)
found that people’s acceptance of inequality showed a significant association with right-wing political orientation in
Western Europe but not in Eastern Europe. In a recent
meta-analysis, Sibley et al. (2012) found non-trivial variation
across countries in the relations between Openness and political orientation. Kandler, Bell, Shikishima, Yamagata, and
Riemann (2015) also observed that the associations between
political orientation and some FFM variables varied noticeably across Germany, the USA, and Japan.4 The results of
these studies suggest that investigating the psychological
correlates of political orientation in one or a few countries
may limit the generalizability of conclusions. It is therefore
useful to study this issue in multiple countries with different
historical and economic backgrounds.
Although it is difﬁcult to make a priori hypotheses about
how national characteristics moderate the relationship between personality/religiosity and political orientation, we decided to include some candidate moderators on an a priori
basis. First, we examined the importance of religion (IOR)
within a country, expecting that religiosity is more strongly
4
Although Fatke (2017) also found, using data from the World Value Survey, that the relationship between Big Five personality traits and political
orientation differs widely across 21 countries, the quality of the personality
data included in the World Value Survey has been called into serious question (Ludeke & Larsen, 2017).
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related to individuals’ political orientation in countries where
many people view religion as an important part of their lives.
It may simply be the case that religiosity would play a role in
political orientation only in relatively religious countries, because only in such countries would religion itself have an impact on political debate. A theoretical argument proposed by
Gebauer et al. (2014) leads to a similar prediction. Those authors suggested that people differ systematically in their tendency to go toward or against the mainstream sociocultural
norms. For example, Gebauer et al. (2014) suggested that
Openness to Experience is associated with tendencies to go
against sociocultural norms and that it should therefore show
stronger negative associations with religiosity in religious
countries than in secular countries. Following the perspective
of Gebauer et al., one would expect that right-wing political
tendencies characterized by social conformity (i.e. a tendency to assimilate to sociocultural norms) would show
stronger positive relationships with religiosity in countries
with higher IOR.
As a second moderator of the links between personality
(and religiosity) with political orientation, we included the
Human Development Index (HDI) as a global measure
assessing the development of countries, as determined by life
expectancy at birth, levels of education, and per capita income. We expected that the association between personality
and political orientation would be greater in more developed
countries, where economic, social, and political issues are
more frequently and openly discussed, and where people will
tend to be better informed on those issues due to the higher
level of education. In such an environment, people are exposed to diverse political stances that they can adopt according to their own preferences and values. In contrast, in
countries where social, political, and economic issues are less
openly communicated and understood, people may not be
easily able to adopt political stances that are aligned well
with their personal preferences. In the present study, we conducted a largely exploratory investigation of the cross-level
effects of national characteristics on the relationships between religiosity, personality traits, and political orientation.
Present data
We examined the issues discussed above using data collected
from the online platform for the HEXACO-PI-R (http://
hexaco.org). The online administration of this inventory also
includes some additional optional questions, including questions about religiosity and political orientation.5 Individuals
who visit the site and complete the inventory do so on a voluntary basis primarily for self-exploration purposes (no active recruitment efforts are made by the site creators).
Because these respondents are ‘self-selected’ (presumably
by having sought an online personality assessment or by having been informed about the site by someone who did), they

are unlikely to be representative of the general population.
Furthermore, because only the English version of the
HEXACO-PI-R is currently available on the online platform,
respondents from non-English-speaking countries may be
even more unrepresentative of their populations. These limitations are described further in the Discussion section, but
readers should keep them in mind in interpreting the results
of the present study. In particular, to the extent that the national samples of this study are more similar than are their
corresponding national populations (e.g. in educational and
other socioeconomic variables), this similarity may lead the
present results to understate the extent of differences between
the national populations in the associations of personality
and religiosity with political orientation.

METHOD
Participants
Data were collected through the online survey site (http://
hexaco.org) from 19 October 2014 to 18 October 2016. Respondents visited the website voluntarily and completed the
questionnaires for the purpose of self-exploration. Before
analysing the data, responses were ﬁrst screened on the basis
of (i) completion of all items, (ii) correct responses to three
‘attention-check’ items, and (iii) two other response-quality
checks (i.e. coherence of responses and use of different response options; for details, see Lee & Ashton, in press).
The screening thresholds in this quality check step were set
conservatively so that only obviously non-purposeful responses were removed. This resulted in fewer than 1% of respondents who passed the ﬁrst two screening criteria being
eliminated by the third.
We recorded each respondent’s country and kept for our
analyses only those country samples that had at least 250 respondents (based on analyses of the stability of correlation
coefﬁcients by Schönbrodt & Perugini, 2013); 37 countries
met this criterion. The inspection of the ethnic group composition of those countries indicated that, for some Asian and
Middle Eastern countries, persons of European ethnic background were numerous, and we removed those respondents
on the grounds that most of them were likely to be expatriates or relatively recent immigrants to those countries. Consequently, three countries (Hong Kong, Turkey, and United
Arab Emirates) were removed from the analyses because
the resulting sample size fell below 250. In addition, South
Africa had fewer than 250 respondents for the majority ethnic background category of that country, so we also removed
South Africa from the analyses. As a result, the ﬁnal sample
consists of 141 492 respondents from 33 countries. The age
and sex distributions of our samples from each of the 33
countries are described in Table 1.6 Other relevant

5

These additional questions include age, sex, English proﬁciency, ethnicity,
education level, major area of postsecondary study, religious background,
sexual orientation, marital status, birth order, and attitudes toward some
American presidential candidates. Some of the questions were collected during only a fraction of the data collection interval and therefore administered
to a certain subset of the participants only.
Copyright © 2018 European Association of Personality Psychology

6
The conditions of our participant consent materials do not allow us to post
the dataset to a publicly available repository. Researchers who would like to
examine the data for the variables analysed in this article should contact the
authors to obtain it. Data analysis scripts used in this study can be found in
https://osf.io/gp4az/.
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Note: H, honesty-humility; E, emotionality; X, extraversion; A, agreeableness; C, conscientiousness; O, openness to experience; IOR, importance of religion; HDI, Human Development Index. IOR and HDI are from published
sources (see text); all other values are from current sample.
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267

SD
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M
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Country

N

Table 1. Characteristics of the national samples
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demographic information such as religious background and
educational level is provided in Appendix S1.

Measures
Personality
The English-language version of the HEXACO-100 (Lee &
Ashton, in press) was used to assess the HEXACO personality factors. The order of the items in the online survey is the
same as that of the paper-and-pencil version of the questionnaire, and each item was presented one at a time. As mentioned earlier, three attentiveness check items were
embedded evenly throughout the questionnaire (e.g. ‘This
is an attentiveness check; please indicate “neutral.”’). Responses were made on a 5-point scale with anchors ranging
from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). The means,
standard deviations, and alpha reliabilities of the HEXACO
factor-level scales are shown in Table 1. The corresponding
information about the HEXACO facet-level scales are provided in Appendix S2.
To evaluate the structure of the inventory within each
country, we conducted principal axis factor analysis with
varimax rotation separately for each country. The theoretically expected factor structure emerged from all of the subsamples, with each factor being deﬁned chieﬂy by its
designated facet scales (Appendix S3). To further assess
the similarity of the factors across countries, we computed
congruence coefﬁcients of the six varimax-rotated factors observed in each country against those found in the US sample
(i.e. the largest sample). The average congruence coefﬁcients
across factors and across countries were very strong
(mean = 0.98), with the weakest congruence coefﬁcient being .91 observed for the Agreeableness factor from the Indonesian sample (Appendix S4).
We also conducted a multi-group conﬁrmatory factor
analysis involving the 25 facets to test measurement invariance across 33 countries (Appendix S5). The results of the
analysis suggested that metric invariance across the countries
can be supported. That is, the six HEXACO factors were deﬁned by the same set of facets, and constraining the factor
loadings to be the same across the countries resulted in trivial
differences in model ﬁt (ΔCFI = .002, ΔRMSEA = .002).
Scalar invariance, which further requires the indicator intercepts to be the same across countries, was not supported according to the conventional criteria suggested by Chen
(2007; ΔCFI = .029, ΔRMSEA = .006). Considering that
mean comparisons for facets across countries were not of primary interest in the present research, the support for metric
invariance is judged to provide a sufﬁcient basis for further
analyses.
Religiosity and political orientation
After completing the HEXACO-100, participants responded
to a series of demographic questions (e.g. age and sex) and
a single 7-point item each for religiosity (‘How religious do
you consider yourself to be?’ 1 = not at all to 7 = extremely)
and political orientations (‘How would you describe your political orientation?’ 1 = very left-wing to 7 = very right-wing).
Copyright © 2018 European Association of Personality Psychology

Each item also included the response option of ‘prefer not to
answer’, coded as missing data for our analyses.
National-level characteristics
In addition to assessing personality trait levels, religiosity,
and political orientation at the individual level, we also obtained indices of national levels (i) of the importance of religion and (ii) of overall development. The importance of
religion for the 33 countries was quantiﬁed by the percentage
of the people who responded ‘yes’ to the 2009 global Gallup
poll question: ‘Is religion important in your daily life?’
(Crabtree, 2010). Within the 33 countries included in the
present research, the values ranged from 17% (Sweden) to
99% (Indonesia) with a mean of 56% (SD = 0.26). This variable had a correlation of .82 with the within-country mean
for self-rated religiosity, which provides further support for
the validity of these two variables. The overall development
of countries was quantiﬁed by the HDI reported in 2015 by
United Nations Development Programme (http://hdr.undp.
org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi). The HDI is
a composite score based on three key dimensions of human
development (a country’s mean life expectancy at birth, level
of education, and per capita income) and is widely used as an
indicator of countries’ overall well-being. In the present research, HDI ranged from .538 (Pakistan) to .944 (Norway)
with a mean of 0.85 (SD = 0.10).
Analysis
We describe our results primarily based on the sizes of correlation coefﬁcients. Given the very large sizes of many samples within the present research, even a trivially small
correlation will be statistically signiﬁcant. Hence, we do
not report statistical signiﬁcance tests here. Instead, we interpret the correlation coefﬁcients themselves as indices of effect size. In the meta-analysis of Sibley et al. (2012), the
strongest meta-analytic correlation was !.18 for Openness,
followed by .10 for Conscientiousness. Considering that
Openness to Experience is one of the most robustly found
personality correlates of political orientation, we decided on
an a priori basis to discuss effect sizes approaching this level
of correlation. Although we mainly discuss the relationships
involving absolute correlations exceeding .15, we also discuss some noteworthy relationships with absolute correlations in the low .10s.
We ﬁrst computed correlations of political orientation
with the religiosity and personality variables within each single country and meta-analysed them across the 33 countries.
Although we provide both sample-weighted and
sample-unweighted mean correlations, we interpret the results primarily based on sample-unweighted means because,
even though all sample sizes were of at least moderate size
(N > 250), some samples were vastly larger than others. As
seen in Table 1, 68% of the participants are from the USA
or the UK, which means that those two countries will heavily
inﬂuence the sample-weighted means. To provide some indication of the variability of the correlation coefﬁcients across
countries, we also provide a 95% credibility interval for each
meta-analytic correlation. The credibility interval indicates
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the extent to which the effect sizes vary across countries beyond the variance expected to occur due to sampling errors
(Schmidt & Hunter, 2014).
We did not choose multilevel modelling as a primary statistical method, for two reasons. First, as mentioned earlier,
we decided not to rely on signiﬁcance tests in interpreting
the results (cf. McShane, Gal, Gelman, Robert, & Tackett,
2017), and therefore, the inﬂation of Type I error rate in the
nested data is not an issue in the present study. Second, the
omnibus multilevel analysis results are also heavily inﬂuenced by the samples from the USA and the UK, a problem
that we avoid by using the sample unweighted meta-analytic
means.

RESULTS
Table 2 shows the correlations of political orientation (scored
in the right-wing direction) with religiosity and the
HEXACO personality factors as well as multiple correlations
achieved by these variables. Right-wing political orientation
was not correlated with age (unweighted mean r = .02)
and only weakly correlated with sex (unweighted mean
r = !.14, men being more right-wing on average). Partialling
out the effects of these two demographic variables made
rather trivial differences, and therefore, we describe the results on the basis of bivariate zero-order correlations. With
regard to the overall results pooled across the countries (i.e.
the unweighted mean correlation across countries; see the
bottom row of Table 2), the personality factor scale showing
the strongest association with political orientation was
Honesty-Humility (!.21), followed by Openness to Experience (!.17); that is, lower Honesty-Humility and lower
Openness were each modestly associated with a more rightwing political orientation. These results are consistent with
recent studies showing the central role of these two factors
in the domains of ideology and values (e.g. Lee et al.,
2010); recall also that in the review of Sibley et al., Openness
to Experience correlated !.18 with right-wing political orientation. The link between Conscientiousness and right-wing
political orientation was positive but weak (.08), similar to
what was previously reported in the meta-analysis of Sibley
et al. (2012). Religiosity was associated with right-wing political orientation, with a correlation (.17) equal in size but
opposite in sign to that shown by Openness to Experience.
These ﬁndings are generally consistent with our a priori expectations. Another noteworthy ﬁnding is that the Emotionality factor, one of the three prosocial personality factors in
the HEXACO model, showed a correlation of !.13, the
highest correlation after Honesty-Humility and Openness to
Experience.
National-level results
Despite the modest effect sizes obtained in the pooled results,
there was considerable variation in the effect sizes across the
countries (see 95% credibility intervals shown in Tables 2
and 3). For example, lower Honesty-Humility was more
strongly associated with right-wing political orientation in
some countries (i.e. in the !.30s for Mexico, Austria,
Copyright © 2018 European Association of Personality Psychology

Finland, Belgium, Croatia, Sweden, Norway, and
Denmark) than in others (in the !.00s for Indonesia,
Pakistan, Slovakia, Philippines, and USA). For Openness to
Experience, stronger negative correlations were observed in
countries such as Mexico, Germany, New Zealand,
Finland, and Austria (in the !.20s) than for others such as
Romania, Slovakia, Croatia, Japan, and India (in the
!.00s). With respect to religiosity, stronger positive correlations were observed for some countries (i.e. ≈.30 for USA,
Philippines, Italy, and Mexico) than for other countries (i.e.
≈.00 for Denmark, Romania, Slovakia, Netherlands, and
Finland).
Overall, religiosity and the six personality factor scales
achieved an average (i.e. sample-unweighted) multiple correlation of .38 in predicting political orientation, with values
ranging from .10 (Slovakia) to .53 (Mexico). These results
support the notion that personality and religiosity are important in understanding individuals’ political orientation.
To further explore the variation across countries in the associations of political orientation with religiosity and personality variables, we computed correlations across countries of
the IOR with the strength of relationship between religiosity
and right-wing political orientation (Figure 1) and of the HDI
with the strength of relationship between Honesty-Humility
or Openness and right-wing political orientation (Figures 2
and 3). As expected, the IOR level of a country was associated with the extent to which individual religiosity predicts
right-wing political orientation in a country (r = .47 across
the 33 countries). Similarly, the HDI was related to the
predictiveness of the Honesty-Humility and Openness factors for right-wing political orientation (rs = !.52 and
!.37, respectively; that is, stronger negative associations
were observed in countries with higher HDI levels, whereas
weaker negative associations were observed in countries
with lower HDI levels). As an ad hoc analysis, we also computed country-level correlations of the HDI with the extent to
which the other four HEXACO personality factors correlated
with political orientation, obtaining correlations of !.48 for
Emotionality, !.27 for Extraversion, !.46 for Agreeableness, and .19 for Conscientiousness across the 33 countries.
It thus appears that the associations of personality traits with
political orientation are stronger in more developed countries, especially for prosocial personality traits such as
Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, and Agreeableness.
We also note that the national-level variables (the IOR and
the HDI) are very strongly correlated with each other
(r = !.77), and therefore, both variables showed a similar pattern of cross-level interaction effect described above. This
raises interpretational ambiguity for the national-level ﬁndings, an issue commonly encountered in cross-national investigations, which we will consider in the Discussion section.
Facet-level personality scales
In examining how facet-level personality traits correlated with
political orientation, we also focused on the personality traits
showing an absolute correlation of .15 or greater with political
orientation averaged across countries (see the unweighted
mean row in Table 3). With respect to the facet scales in the
Honesty-Humility domain, ‘humility’ facet scales showed
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.05
(!.04, .13)

.02
(!.13, .16)

Weighted Mean
95% Cred. Interval

Unweighted Mean
95% Cred. Interval

!.14
(!.28, .01)

!.15
(!.21, !.08)

!.15
!.16
!.09
!.16
!.21
!.10
!.11
!.06
!.12
!.13
!.11
.03
!.16
!.16
!.22
!.14
!.12
!.26
!.07
!.07
!.15
!.05
!.02
!.12
!.18
!.11
!.31
!.29
!.26
!.02
!.17
!.17
!.12

Sex

.17
(!.01, .34)

.24
(.02, .46)

.36
.12
.17
.21
.04
.27
.09
.10
.19
.30
.22
.32
.18
.14
.09
.18
.05
.14
.01
.13
.17
.20
.18
.28
.16
.03
.27
.04
.01
.16
.21
.24
.25

Religiosity

!.21
(!.42, .01)

!.15
(!.32, .01)

!.07
!.25
!.12
!.16
!.29
!.24
!.26
!.10
!.15
!.27
!.23
!.04
!.24
!.19
!.31
!.30
!.33
!.31
!.18
!.11
!.20
!.19
!.12
!.35
!.30
!.03
!.19
!.34
!.31
.04
!.35
!.32
.01

H

!.13
(!.32, .05)

!.16
(!.25, !.06)

!.15
!.19
!.08
!.19
!.22
!.07
!.13
!.08
!.08
!.12
!.13
.09
!.20
!.19
!.26
!.23
!.16
!.25
!.14
.03
!.14
!.09
!.06
!.08
!.17
!.01
!.31
!.32
!.28
.01
!.05
!.10
!.10

E

.07
(!.03, .17)

.07
(.04, .10)

.06
.07
.05
.08
.07
.08
.08
.06
.14
.08
.12
.13
.04
.10
.09
.19
.05
.07
.02
.06
.15
.09
.04
.11
.03
.00
!.11
.11
!.01
.13
.03
.01
.09

X

!.07
(!.19, .04)

!.07
(!.17, .02)

!.03
!.15
!.07
!.05
!.14
!.11
!.06
!.05
!.03
!.04
!.10
!.04
!.10
!.09
!.06
!.11
!.09
!.15
!.12
!.05
!.02
!.03
.04
!.06
!.14
.01
!.09
!.05
!.13
!.13
!.12
!.19
.11

A

.08
(!.02, .19)

.09
(.05, .13)

.08
.11
.10
.05
.09
.14
.09
.09
.07
.11
.06
.14
.07
.12
.18
.17
.04
.08
.09
!.02
.14
.05
!.07
.05
.12
.04
.11
.10
.15
!.06
.06
.03
.08

C

!.17
(!.31, !.04)

!.22
(!.29, !.14)

!.24
!.23
!.15
!.20
!.22
!.19
!.26
!.14
!.08
!.20
!.24
!.14
!.23
!.25
!.19
!.24
!.22
!.17
.01
!.14
!.22
!.21
!.07
!.28
!.13
!.03
!.16
!.25
!.21
!.11
!.10
!.06
!.12

O

.47
.40
.30
.39
.42
.42
.38
.25
.31
.45
.41
.38
.41
.41
.44
.49
.41
.43
.23
.23
.39
.36
.28
.53
.40
.10
.51
.48
.45
.31
.45
.42
.30

Multiple R1

Note: H, honesty-humility; E, emotionality; X, extraversion; A, agreeableness; C, conscientiousness; O, openness to experience; Cred. Interval, credibility interval. Absolute predictor correlations exceeding .15 are typed in
boldface. Sex is coded as male = 1, female = 2.
1
Multiple correlations achieved by religiosity and personality variables.

.03
.11
.03
.00
!.06
!.01
.01
.11
.00
.04
.14
.08
.00
.13
!.06
.16
!.02
.01
.03
.04
!.02
.02
.06
!.17
.04
.06
!.05
!.06
!.02
.14
!.03
!.15
!.02

USA
UK
Australia
Canada
Netherlands
Greece
Germany
Singapore
India
Italy
France
Philippines
Ireland
New Zealand
Sweden
Spain
Belgium
Norway
Romania
Malaysia
Brazil
Portugal
Japan
Mexico
Switzerland
Slovakia
Poland
Finland
Denmark
Indonesia
Austria
Croatia
Pakistan

Age

Table 2. Correlations of right-wing political orientation with age, sex, religiosity, and HEXACO Personality Inventory— Revised factor scales
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Sinc

!.01
!.13
!.06
!.05
!.14
!.18
!.14
!.07
!.07
!.16
!.14
!.02
!.15
!.06
!.15
!.15
!.16
!.18
!.10
!.06
!.07
!.08
!.04
!.22
!.22
.05
!.05
!.18
!.16
.07
!.32
!.19

Country

USA
UK
Australia
Canada
Netherlands
Greece
Germany
Singapore
India
Italy
France
Philippines
Ireland
New Zealand
Sweden
Spain
Belgium
Norway
Romania
Malaysia
Brazil
Portugal
Japan
Mexico
Switzerland
Slovakia
Poland
Finland
Denmark
Indonesia
Austria
Croatia

.04
!.07
.00
!.03
!.13
!.05
!.06
!.01
!.08
!.10
!.05
.07
!.09
!.04
!.09
!.12
!.19
!.13
!.06
!.08
!.01
!.03
!.06
!.13
!.17
!.02
!.08
!.10
!.15
.07
!.23
!.23

Fair

Emotionality

Extraversion

Agreeableness

!.16
!.32
!.18
!.23
!.34
!.29
!.36
!.12
!.16
!.33
!.33
!.09
!.29
!.26
!.39
!.39
!.40
!.35
!.21
!.12
!.31
!.28
!.17
!.39
!.29
!.06
!.25
!.40
!.34
!.03
!.28
!.30

!.09
!.25
!.12
!.18
!.28
!.21
!.21
!.11
!.15
!.20
!.18
!.08
!.23
!.20
!.33
!.23
!.26
!.29
!.19
!.06
!.24
!.19
!.03
!.27
!.20
!.04
!.20
!.38
!.30
.02
!.28
!.22

!.11
!.12
!.06
!.10
!.15
!.03
!.07
.00
!.07
!.08
!.10
.07
!.12
!.09
!.15
!.18
!.10
!.10
!.08
.05
!.03
.00
!.03
!.03
!.13
!.02
!.24
!.23
!.14
!.10
!.04
!.06

!.10
!.13
!.03
!.14
!.13
!.05
!.08
!.06
!.07
!.05
!.07
.03
!.11
!.14
!.18
!.14
!.11
!.20
!.09
.03
!.12
!.06
!.03
.00
!.08
!.04
!.12
!.19
!.16
.00
.05
.08

!.11
!.14
!.05
!.13
!.15
!.04
!.06
!.06
!.03
!.09
!.08
.08
!.14
!.16
!.16
!.18
!.09
!.20
!.09
.02
!.10
!.04
!.08
!.06
!.09
.02
!.30
!.25
!.19
.07
.04
!.08

!.12
!.19
!.09
!.18
!.21
!.09
!.15
!.10
!.06
!.12
!.14
.08
!.21
!.17
!.26
!.16
!.18
!.21
!.16
!.01
!.16
!.14
!.01
!.13
!.19
.02
!.26
!.28
!.32
.04
!.18
!.18

.06
.12
.05
.06
.09
.08
.07
.06
.11
.11
.11
.08
.10
.09
.11
.22
.01
.14
.10
.01
.16
.05
!.07
.09
.04
.08
!.10
.11
!.01
.07
!.01
!.03

.02
.06
.01
.05
.02
.05
.03
.03
.10
.06
.10
.08
.02
.07
.07
.17
.03
.02
.00
!.01
.08
.09
.09
.05
.04
!.03
!.04
.10
.04
.08
.00
!.01

Pati

Orga Dili

Perf

!.11
!.05
!.04
!.07
!.09
!.03
!.12
!.02
.03
!.08
!.14
!.04
!.07
!.09
!.02
!.11
!.09
!.01
.08
.02
!.06
!.11
!.02
!.22
.05
!.02
.02
!.07
!.01
!.07
.00
.10

Inqu

!.15
!.18
!.12
!.16
!.16
!.12
!.17
!.13
!.07
!.09
!.14
!.10
!.18
!.14
!.19
!.15
!.20
!.13
!.07
!.05
!.15
!.14
!.04
!.17
!.12
.04
!.20
!.12
!.19
!.06
!.02
!.07

Crea
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!.14
!.31
!.15
!.19
!.32
!.11
!.24
!.11
!.09
!.21
!.25
.06
!.32
!.25
!.31
!.22
!.32
!.34
!.18
!.05
!.27
!.09
!.14
!.17
!.28
!.06
!.27
!.37
!.38
.04
!.29
!.19

Alt

(Continues)

!.26
!.25
!.19
!.18
!.14
!.19
!.20
!.16
!.07
!.22
!.20
!.19
!.25
!.32
!.10
!.18
!.13
!.15
!.07
!.18
!.14
!.14
!.13
!.21
!.16
!.02
!.03
!.21
!.11
!.12
!.14
!.05

Unco

Openness to experience

Prud Aesa

Conscientiousness

.04
.08 !.01 !.04 !.04 !.02
.08
.06
.02
.07 !.19
!.04
.09 !.14 !.17 !.08 !.07
.12
.09
.03
.08 !.19
.02
.07 !.06 !.08 !.03 !.04
.10
.06
.05
.07 !.12
.06
.07 !.02 !.08 !.03 !.02
.08
.04 !.02
.04 !.18
.00
.09 !.14 !.15 !.07 !.06
.11
.07
.01
.07 !.23
.13
.10
.06
.11 !.18
.03
.10 !.10 !.10 !.05 !.06
.05
.11 !.08 !.10 !.01
.02
.12
.06
.00
.06 !.23
.04
.04 !.03 !.08 !.02 !.01
.10
.06
.02
.08 !.13
.11
.12 !.04 !.04 !.02
.00
.06
.05
.02
.08 !.14
.00
.09 !.04 !.06
.02 !.02
.12
.10
.03
.08 !.16
.04
.12 !.11 !.11 !.02 !.06
.11
.07 !.02
.01 !.20
.12
.11
.01 !.05 !.03 !.05
.13
.16
.06
.07 !.10
!.02
.04 !.09 !.16 !.02 !.04
.11
.04 !.02
.04 !.20
.05
.11 !.06 !.12 !.06 !.02
.16
.10 !.01
.07 !.19
.00
.09 !.11 !.09 !.02
.03
.21
.13
.05
.12 !.19
.02
.18 !.13 !.13 !.05 !.02
.15
.17
.07
.10 !.23
.02
.07 !.11 !.09 !.03 !.05
.13
.02 !.03 !.01 !.22
!.02
.09 !.20 !.15 !.09 !.02
.12
.01 !.04
.11 !.18
!.01 !.01 !.11 !.14 !.08 !.04
.08
.04
.12
.01
.07
.08
.11 !.07
.03 !.03 !.08 !.02
.01 !.02 !.04 !.20
.07
.14 !.03 !.01
.00 !.02
.13
.13
.02
.11 !.22
.09
.05 !.03 !.07
.01 !.01
.04
.08 !.06
.07 !.18
.01
.11
.01
.02 !.01
.12
.00
.00 !.08 !.09 !.02
.10
.10 !.07 !.09
.00 !.02
.07
.05
.00
.04 !.22
!.02
.05 !.16 !.15 !.01 !.08
.12
.07
.02
.11 !.15
!.05
.02
.00
.02
.05 !.03
.07
.04
.00
.01 !.08
!.11 !.09 !.11 !.12 !.10
.07
.10 !.01
.08
.12 !.20
.02
.12 !.09 !.13
.03
.03
.05
.17 !.06
.13 !.30
.00
.19
.08
.00
.16 !.23
!.05 !.02 !.14 !.17 !.10
.09
.15 !.11
.01 !.13 !.13
.02
.02 !.14 !.10 !.09
.05
.03 !.13 !.15
.06 !.12
.09
.03
.09 !.06 !.12
.04
.00
.10 !.05 !.12
.03
.04 !.18 !.17 !.14 !.06

Gree Mode Fear Anxi Depe Sent Sses Socb Soci Live Forg Gent Flex

Honesty-humility

Table 3. Correlations of right-wing political orientation with Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience Personality Inventory—
Revised facet scales

Personality, religion, and politics
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Note: Sinc, sincerity; Fair, fairness; Gree, greed avoidance; Mode, modesty; Fear, fearfulness; Anxi, anxiety; Depe, dependence; Sent, sentimentality; Sses, social self-esteem; Socb, social boldness; Soci, sociability; Live,
liveliness; Forg, forgivingness; Gent, gentleness; Flex, ﬂexibility; Pati, patience; Orga, organization; Dili, diligence; Perf, perfectionism; Prud, prudence; Aesa, aesthetic appreciation; Inqu, inquisitiveness; Crea, creativity;
Unco, unconventionality; Alt, altruism; Cr.Int, credibility interval. Absolute predictor correlations exceeding .15 are typed in boldface.

!.16 !.20
!.28 !.42
!.03
.03
!.12
!.23
!.01
!.05
!.17
.08
!.11 !.07 !.25 !.19 !.08 !.08 !.09 !.14
.07
.05
.03
.07 !.08 !.09 !.03 !.02
!.27 !.21 !.47 !.37 !.21 !.21 !.25 !.31 !.05 !.03 !.07 !.02 !.20 !.20 !.13 !.13
.05
.07 !.04 !.01
.05
.05
.07
.03
.19
.13
.13
.17
.05
.02
.07
.08
Unweighted Mean
95% Cr.Int Low
High

.10
.06
.01 .06 !.16
.01 !.04 !.09 !.06 !.30
.19
.16
.11
.17 !.03

!.23 !.20
!.32 !.36
!.14 !.04
!.15
!.20
!.10
!.08
!.15
!.01
.07 !.18
.04 !.24
.10 !.12
.07
.02
.03 !.01
.10
.05
.08 !.06 !.09 !.04 !.03
.06 !.17 !.20 !.09 !.08
.11
.05
.02
.00
.01
.04
.02
.00 !.05
.08
.09
.08
.03
.14
!.07 !.02 !.23 !.16 !.10 !.10 !.11 !.14
!.19 !.13 !.38 !.30 !.17 !.16 !.18 !.23
.05
.10 !.07 !.02 !.04 !.04 !.03 !.05
Weighted Mean
95% Cr.Int Low
High

.10
.06
.14

.04
!.13
!.02
!.10
.09 !.09
.06
.07 !.01
.07

.07

.13 !.02

.03

.18
.12
.02
.02 !.03 !.07 !.10 !.03 !.10
.02
Pakistan

.03

Unco
Crea
Inqu
Prud Aesa
Perf
Dili
Orga
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noticeably higher correlations with right-wing political orientation than did ‘honesty’ facet scales. Speciﬁcally, Greed
Avoidance and Modesty showed stronger negative correlations (!.25 and !.19, respectively) than did Sincerity
(!.11) and Fairness (!.07). With respect to the Openness to
Experience domain, low Aesthetic Appreciation (!.16) and
low Unconventionality (!.16) were more strongly associated
with right-wing political orientation than was low Inquisitiveness (!.05), with low Creativity (!.12) being intermediate.
Beyond the Honesty-Humility and Openness domains,
only one facet scale showed an absolute correlation with
political orientation that exceeded .15. Speciﬁcally, the
Altruism scale, interstitially located between the HonestyHumility, Emotionality, and Agreeableness factors, correlated !.20 with right-wing political orientation. One interesting observation regarding religiosity and altruism is that,
despite their opposite relations with right-wing political orientation (.17 for religiosity and !.20 for Altruism), these
two constructs showed a modest positive relationship with
each other (unweighted mean r = .20). This suggests that,
at least in countries with higher IOR levels, the association
of Altruism with political orientation may be suppressed by
religiosity. Consistent with this reasoning, at the national
level, the altruism/politics relation was correlated with the
IOR level of the country (r = .72); that is, Altruism had a
much stronger (negative) link with right-wing political orientation in secular countries than in religious countries.

DISCUSSION
Data collected from 33 countries showed that right-wing political orientation was positively associated with religiosity
and negatively associated with the personality factors of
Honesty-Humility and Openness to Experience (and to a
lesser degree, Emotionality). Although the strength of these
associations was modest when averaged across countries,
there was substantial variation in these relationships across
countries, which highlights the importance of multinational
research in examining the relationships between these psychological characteristics and political orientation.
Religiosity and political orientation
In the present dataset, religiosity was associated modestly
with right-wing political orientation (unweighted mean
r = .17) but showed minimal correlations with the
HEXACO personality factors (the strongest unweighted
mean correlation being .13 for Emotionality). Given that
personality/political orientation links were modest, these results suggest that religiosity has a direct link to right-wing
political orientation not substantially mediated by the major
personality factors. Other research suggests a substantial inﬂuence of the family environment on religiosity (albeit one
that diminishes somewhat after young adulthood;
Abrahamson, Baker, & Caspi, 2002; Koenig, McGue,
Krueger, & Bouchard, 2005), so it appears that religious upbringing and socialization could have some direct inﬂuence
on one’s political orientation.
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Figure 1. Relation between importance of religion in a country and religiosity/political orientation correlation.

Figure 2. Relation between Human Development Index of a country and honesty-humility/political orientation correlation.

We also found that religiosity had a near-zero association
with political orientation in some countries (e.g. Denmark,
Finland, Belgium, and Slovakia) but a rather signiﬁcant
Copyright © 2018 European Association of Personality Psychology

association in other countries (e.g. the USA, the
Philippines, Italy, and Mexico), with this variation being
partly accounted for by the importance of religion within
Eur. J. Pers. (2018)
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Figure 3. Relation between Human Development Index of a country and openness/political orientation correlation.

each country. This suggests that the strength of the link between religiosity and right-wing attitudes in a given country
may change over time as the status of religion changes within
the country.
Personality and political orientation
As expected, we found that Honesty-Humility and Openness
to Experience were the two primary personality correlates of
political orientation. Although the role of Openness to Experience has been repeatedly found in the past (e.g. Sibley
et al., 2012), the role of Honesty-Humility has not been understood clearly due to the predominance of the Big Five
model in the literature on personality and politics
(Chirumbolo & Leone, 2010; Zettler & Hilbig, 2010). The
results of the present research are consistent with the notion
that Honesty-Humility and Openness to Experience constitute the primary personality bases of socio-political attitudes
(Lee et al., 2010) and personal values (Lee et al., 2009), both
of which have been found to show rather strong associations
with (left/right) political orientation. The fact that two factors
in the HEXACO model (Honesty-Humility and Openness to
Experience) were found to correspond roughly to the two
psychological constructs thought to underlie political orientation (rejection of inequality and acceptance of social
change; Ashton et al., 2005; Jost et al., 2003) provides evidence for the utility of the HEXACO model for understanding individual differences in political orientation.
We should note that, although the present results are
based exclusively on self-report data, method variance due
Copyright © 2018 European Association of Personality Psychology

to self-report response styles is unlikely to have substantially
biased the present results. Trait-speciﬁc response styles are
limited because of the lack of any political content in the
HEXACO-PI-R items. More general response styles, such
as social desirability, are evidently weak in the HEXACOPI-R given the small correlations between the factor-level
scales, and in any case, the personality/political associations
were speciﬁc to a few personality variables only. Nevertheless, it could be useful in future research to use cross-source
designs involving closely acquainted persons, whereby for
example personality self-reports could be examined in relation to political orientation spouse reports or vice versa.
Importance of multinational investigations
The extent to which religiosity and personality are related to
political orientation varies widely across countries (Figures 1,
2, and 3), which suggests that any snapshot picture of these
relationships observed in one or a few countries should not
be assumed to generalize to others. For example, in the
USA and in the Philippines, right-wing political orientation
showed a moderate positive association with religiosity and
a near-zero negative association with Honesty-Humility;
however, in several northern European countries, right-wing
political orientation showed a moderate negative association
with Honesty-Humility and a near-zero positive association
with religiosity.
The results of national-level analyses seem to be consistent with the suggestion that political orientation is more
strongly associated with religiosity in countries where
Eur. J. Pers. (2018)
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religion is a central part of people’s lives, and that personality matters more in countries that are more developed as
indexed by the HDI. As suggested in the Introduction section, it may be that religiosity is relevant to political orientation in a country only when there are enough religious people
to make religion an important element in national politics.
Also, within more developed countries, people are likely to
be better informed about various social, economic, and political issues due to open communications of these issues and
higher education levels, and this political sophistication
may allow people to develop coherent political orientations
that are compatible with their predispositions.
One possible explanation for the weaker links between personality and political orientation in less developed countries is
based on the concept of cultural ‘tightness’ suggested by
Gelfand et al. (2011).7 These authors indexed 33 countries in
terms of cultural tightness (i.e. whether a culture has ‘many
strong norms and a low tolerance of deviant behaviors’, p.
1100) and found that countries with high tightness scores were
more likely to have autocratic rule, more controls for media,
and fewer political rights and civil liberties. These circumstances can be considered a ‘strong’ situation in which
personality’s inﬂuence on political stances becomes weaker.
This account appears to be consistent with the present data.
When we inserted Gelfand et al. tightness index to our dataset
(N = 21), it correlated !.53 with the HDI. Furthermore, the absolute correlations of political orientation with HonestyHumility and Openness to Experience were lower for the countries with higher tightness scores: the cultural tightness index
correlated .41 with the political orientation/Honesty-Humility
correlation and .57 with the political orientation/Openness correlation, meaning that the negative correlations were weaker
within the countries with greater cultural tightness.
We should add caveats in interpreting the ﬁndings at the
national level. It is important to note that multination studies
almost always involve small samples, with the further complication that some countries are rather similar to one another,
thereby reducing the number of truly independent observations. Moreover, many of the national-level characteristics
are substantially correlated: in the present research, for example, the IOR and the HDI were correlated at !.77 (see the Results section). For these reasons, any associations observed at
the national level are subject to multiple interpretations. We
therefore interpret our cross-national ﬁndings cautiously, by
noting the non-trivial variation in the effect sizes across countries and by considering the observed associations involving
national-level religiosity and development as initial evidence
that could assist in understanding the nature of the variation.8
7

We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this explanation.
With this caveat in mind, we note one potentially interesting moderator suggested by an anonymous reviewer. The association between Openness to Experience and right-wing political orientation is noticeably lower in the former
Eastern Bloc European countries (r = !.06) than non-Eastern Bloc European
countries (r = !.21). It may well be that policies representing economic conservatism are more likely to be endorsed by high Openness people in the former
countries, assuming that such policies could be considered as new and unconventional. This situation may have suppressed the association between Openness and left-wing tendency in these regions even though people high in
Openness still tend to support liberal social and cultural policies (McFarland,
Ageyev, & Abalakina-Paap, 1992; Thorisdottir et al., 2007). We thank the reviewer for the observation and potential interpretation thereof.
8
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Facet-level personality traits
The results of the present research also suggest that people’s
political stances can be better understood by considering personality constructs at the facet level. First, the Humilityrelated facets of the Honesty-Humility factor (Greed Avoidance and Modesty) were more strongly correlated with leftwing political orientation than were the Honesty-related
facets (Sincerity and Fairness). In particular, Greed Avoidance showed the strongest association with left-wing political
orientation. This facet represents a reluctance to pursue material wealth and social status, and this reluctance may promote
opposition to social systems that cultivate inequality, which
are typically associated with the political right. Consistent
with this reasoning, Roets et al. (2006) observed a signiﬁcant
positive link between materialism (which corresponds
closely to the negative pole of Greed Avoidance) and SDO.
Similarly, the low pole of the Modesty scale is characterized
by a strong sense of entitlement, which would be associated
with a preference for a hierarchical social system, where such
entitlement is likely to be more acceptable. However, we
should also note that a study in Italy showed that the
Humility-related and Honesty-related facets correlated about
equally (negatively) with SDO, a result that is not fully consistent with the present ﬁndings (Leone, Desimoni, &
Chirumbolo, 2012).
Within the Openness to Experience factor, the Unconventionality and Aesthetic Appreciation facets showed stronger
correlations with political orientation than did Inquisitiveness
and Creativity. This result is consistent with the results reported by Leone, Desimoni, et al. (2012), who found that
those facet scales correlated negatively and more strongly
than the other two scales in the Openness factor with RWA
and SDO. In addition, Hirsh et al. (2010) also found that
left-wing political orientation showed a stronger association
with the Openness ‘aspect’ (aesthetic and imaginative) than
with the Intellect ‘aspect’ (intellectual curiosity and self-rated
knowledge) of a Big Five Openness/Intellect measure. Also,
although it is not surprising to ﬁnd that unconventional people are more likely to be political left wingers, some may be
puzzled by the links of political orientation with Aesthetic
Appreciation, which assesses a liking of artistic and natural
beauty. However, this facet has been found to show a noticeably strong association with ecological attitudes and behaviours (Markowitz, Goldberg, Ashton, & Lee, 2012), and
this might explain in part its signiﬁcant role as a personality
correlate of political orientation given that ecological and environmental concerns currently underlie some of the most
important political issues.
We also found that the Altruism facet scale was associated with left-wing political orientation. This ﬁnding is consistent with that obtained in a sample of German adults
(Zettler & Hilbig, 2010) and also with that obtained in North
American samples by Hirsh et al. (2010), who showed the
positive link of a Compassion ‘aspect’ of a Big Five Agreeableness measure, but not of a Politeness aspect, to left-wing
political orientation. The fact that political orientation correlated about as strongly with Altruism as with HonestyHumility suggests that, apart from Openness to Experience,
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the main personality axis underlying political attitudes may
involve a blend of Honesty-Humility with Emotionality and
Agreeableness (i.e. the other two altruism-related dimensions). However, the results of the present research suggest
that Honesty-Humility is more relevant to political orientation than are Emotionality and (especially) Agreeableness
(for a discussion of altruism in the HEXACO model, see
Ashton et al., 2014).
Altruism and religiosity were related to right-wing political orientation in opposite directions, even though they were
positively correlated with each other. This pattern implies
that religiosity may be supressing the relationship between
altruism and political orientation, especially in religious
countries where religiosity is more strongly associated with
political orientation. For example, in the USA, altruism correlated !.14 with political orientation, but if religiosity is
controlled, the partial correlation was !.24. (Likewise, religiosity correlated .36 with political orientation, but if altruism is controlled, the partial correlation was .40). It thus
seems that the altruism/politics link for a country tends to
be weaker if the religiosity/politics link is stronger for that
country. We should also note that this ﬁnding is consistent
with the observation made by Malka, Soto, Cohen, and
Miller (2011), showing that religiosity is positively associated with both cultural conservatism and prosocial value orientation, which are negatively correlated with each other.
Another important implication of the present results is that
ﬁndings observed by Malka et al. (2011) in their US sample
may not generalize to countries where religiosity shows a
near-zero association with political orientation (e.g. Northern
European countries).
Finally, we would like to brieﬂy discuss the relationships of some facets in the other factor domains beyond
Honesty-Humility and Openness to Experience. The Sentimentality facet of the Emotionality factor showed a noticeably stronger negative association with right-wing political
orientation (r = !.14) than did the other three Emotionality
facets. Sentimentality is one aspect of prosociality that is
conceptually rather similar to Big Five Aspect Scale called
Compassion, which also showed the same negative association with right-wing political orientation (Hirsh et al.,
2010). In addition, the Organization facet of the Conscientiousness factor showed the highest correlation among the
facets of that factor with right-wing political orientation
(r = .10), which is also consistent with the results reported
in Hirsh et al. (2010).
Strengths and limitations
One of the important strengths of the present research is
that it is one of the few multinational studies adopting
a long form of a personality inventory (in this case,
HEXACO-100, Lee & Ashton, in press). In the past,
multinational studies examining political orientation in
the Big Five model have typically been based on a very
brief version of the Big Five measures such as the 10item version of the Big Five Inventory (Rammstedt &
John, 2007; but see Bleidorn et al., 2013; Gebauer
et al., 2015). The use of a longer form of the
Copyright © 2018 European Association of Personality Psychology

HEXACO-PI-R made it possible to achieve much more
differentiated assessment of personality and also allowed
us to conduct facet-level analyses that would not have
otherwise been possible. Nevertheless, we should note
that the brevity of the facet scales (four items per facet)
will tend to limit the strength of their associations with
political orientation (itself assessed by a single item).
Although the large number of countries represented in
this study can be considered a strength, the fact that only
the English version of the HEXACO-100 was administered, even in countries where English is not the primary
language, must be acknowledged as a possible source of
sampling bias that may particularly compromise the representativeness of the sample. This feature seems to have
made rather minor effects on the rank-order difference in
religiosity across the countries; there was a strong correlation between the Gallup religiosity index with an index derived from mean religiosity ratings in the current dataset
(r = .82).
It may well be, however, that the unrepresentativeness
of the national samples has affected certain results based
on the current dataset. For example, the participants from
non-English-speaking countries are likely to have much
higher levels of education compared with typical people
in those countries. One of the prominent examples is the
Pakistani sample, in which 50.2% of the respondents indicated they had ﬁnished ‘professional or graduate degrees’.
The higher level of education in the present sample as
compared with that of the general population within the
country was also observed in English-speaking countries
as well (Appendix S1). This is not really unexpected given
the self-selection of the participants of the current dataset.
Given that education levels might moderate the association
with personality and political orientation,9 one should be
cautious in interpreting the results of the present research,
particularly ﬁndings within an individual country. We
should also note that, in the present dataset, the selfselection biases in recruitment generally work in ways to
reduce the differences between countries, resulting in the
variation in effect sizes across the national samples being
smaller than it would be in the national populations.
We should also note that some participants may have
been incorrectly assigned to a country (e.g. expatriates, student studying abroad, etc.). To alleviate this concern, we removed participants of certain ethnic groups when they are
noticeably over-represented within a country (e.g. persons
of European background in Middle Eastern or Asian countries). But it is entirely possible that each country includes
9
Evidence suggests that the link between political orientation and personality
tends to be stronger for those who are higher in political interest and knowledge (e.g. Leone, Desimoni, et al., 2012). Assuming that political interest
and knowledge is positively associated with one’s educational level, we
can expect that the same moderating pattern should be observed with respect
to educational level. This expectation was supported within the present
dataset. Speciﬁcally, the strength of the associations between right-wing political orientation and personality increases as the completed educational
level increases (correlations for right-wing political orientation with
Honesty-Humility/Openness: !.06/!.09 for less than high school, !.10/
!.18 for high school, !.14/!.23 for college/university, and !.23/!.24 for
graduate school, respectively).
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some participants who are not members of the nationality,
and this would also tend to obscure true differences among
countries. As such, it may have been that some of the national differences observed in the present research are somewhat underestimated.
Another limitation has to do with the way in which political orientation was assessed. The present research relied
on a single self-report item which asked respondents to indicate their political orientation on a continuum contrasting
left-wing versus right-wing political orientation. Although
such an approach has been commonly used in studies involving multiple countries (e.g. Piurko, Schwartz, &
Davidov, 2011; Thorisdottir et al., 2007), it could have
been more informative if the two psychological constructs
underlying left/right political orientation were measured
separately— that is, one dimension involving hierarchy
and one dimension involving social conformity. These
two core aspects of left/right ideology are differentially related to personality traits (e.g. Kandler et al., 2012; Lee
et al., 2010) and likely represent psychological paths
through which the inﬂuence of Honesty-Humility, Openness, and religiosity on left-versus-right political orientation
can be better understood. Future research on personality
and politics might therefore beneﬁt from a more differentiated assessment of political orientation.
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Abstract
A belief in human dominance over nature lies at the heart of current environmental problems. In this article, we extend
the theoretical scope of social dominance theory by arguing that social dominance orientation (SDO) is an important
variable in understanding person–environment relations. We argue that individuals high in SDO are more willing to exploit
the environment in unsustainable ways because SDO promotes human hierarchical dominance over nature. Four studies
provide support for this perspective. High SDO was associated with lower levels of environmental concern in a nationally
representative New Zealand sample (Study 1) and in country-level data across 27 nations (Study 2). SDO was also positively
related to utilization attitudes toward nature (Study 3) and mediated the gender difference in beliefs about anthropogenic
climate change (Study 4), and both occurred independently of right-wing authoritarianism. Implications for the humandominated view of nature subscribed to by those high in SDO are discussed.
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Introduction
A belief in human dominance over nature is central to understanding current environmental problems. This dominance
orientation has emerged from several domains, including religious beliefs (White, 1967) and cultural value orientations
(Kluckhohn, 1953). Such culturally patterned religious
beliefs and value orientations center on humans seeing themselves as separate from nature and as more worthy than other
organisms—thus having dominance rights. The concept of
“dominant social paradigm” popularized by Pirages and
Ehrlich (1974) illustrates this line of thinking, which expresses
anthropocentrism and the view that the natural world was created for the benefit of humankind. Perceived dominance over
nature is also associated with an instrumental view of person–
environment relations (Stokols, 1990), wherein the ecosystem
is seen to have value only as a means to human thriving. These
perspectives portray nature as important only for what it contributes to human welfare, but not important in itself.
Human dominance over nature may be conceptually
linked to social dominance theory (SDT), an influential theory of intergroup relations proposed by Sidanius and Pratto
(Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994; Sidanius &
Pratto, 1999). SDT proposes that there are measurable differences in the extent to which individuals tend to favor hierarchical social dominance over egalitarian relations. Central to

this theory is the individual-level variable of social dominance orientation (SDO), characterized as “a generalized orientation towards and desire for unequal and dominant/
subordinate relations among salient social groups, regardless
of whether this implies ingroup domination or subordination” (Pratto, Sidanius, & Levin, 2006, p. 282), and “the
degree to which individuals desire and support group-based
hierarchy and the domination of ‘inferior’ groups by ‘superior’ groups” (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999, p. 48).
Although intrinsically linked to group-based social hierarchies and relations between individuals, the dominance focus
of SDT may be appropriately broadened to the hierarchical
relations between humans and the natural environment. In the
present article, we expand the theoretical scope of SDT to
include human relations with the natural environment by
arguing that SDO is an important variable in understanding
person–environment relations and an important negative predictor of environmentalism—here broadly defined as concern
for the environment, and support for environmentally friendly
1
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attitudes, intentions, and behaviors. We argue that individuals
high in SDO may be less concerned about environmental
issues, and more willing to exploit the environment in unsustainable ways, because SDO expresses a standpoint that
favors human hierarchical dominance over nature. From this
perspective, human dominance over nature can be understood
as an extension of SDO.
In the first part of the article, we outline the major propositions of SDT regarding intergroup relations and groupbased social hierarchies, including the idea of legitimizing
myths and SDO (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). We argue that
ideologies relating to human dominance over nature function
as legitimizing myths justifying the exploitation and destruction of the natural environment. Next, we outline conceptual
connections between SDT and human attitudes toward
nature, and summarize past empirical studies that support the
existence of our proposed link between greater SDO orientations and lower environmentalism. Finally, we describe four
empirical studies specifically exploring our argument.

SDT
SDT posits that individuals in postindustrial societies show
variation in their desire to achieve and maintain hierarchically organized social structures in which some groups dominate and have more power than other groups (Pratto et al.,
1994; Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). This predisposition, in turn,
leads individuals to endorse and promote legitimizing myths
that justify the uneven distribution of power and status within
society. Sidanius and Pratto (1999) argued that legitimizing
myths “consist of attitudes, values, beliefs, stereotypes, and
ideologies that provide moral and intellectual justification
for the social practices that distribute social value within the
social system” (p. 45).
SDT proposes (among its other premises) that individuals
differ in their basic motivation to achieve and maintain hierarchical social structures (i.e., their level of SDO), and that
individuals fulfill this basic motivation by promoting and
endorsing legitimizing myths. Ideologies such as modern or
symbolic racism (e.g., McConahay & Hough, 1976) and
endorsement of meritocratic processes for distributing wealth
are typical legitimizing myths often studied within a social
dominance framework. According to SDT and other general
group-dominance perspectives (Jost & Banaji, 1994), these
ideologies function as legitimizing myths because they promulgate hierarchical social structures between groups by
providing moral and intellectual justifications for social
practices that maintain systemic inequalities in power, status,
and the distribution of resources between dominant and disadvantaged groups. Hierarchy-enhancing legitimizing myths
are those supporting greater levels of group-based social
inequality (e.g., fate, meritocratic policies, political conservatism), whereas hierarchy-attenuating legitimizing myths
are those justifying and supporting group-based social equality (e.g., socialism, communism, universal rights).
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Duckitt (2001) and others (Altemeyer, 1998; McFarland &
Adelson, 1996) have shown that SDO is one pathway to
group-based oppression, with a second pathway involving the
related construct of right-wing authoritarianism (RWA; comprising authoritarian submission, authoritarian aggression,
and conventionalism, Altemeyer, 1981, 1996). In combination, SDO and RWA predict around half of the variation in
measures of prejudice (McFarland & Adelson, 1996). A dualprocess model to explain individuals’ prejudiced attitudes has
shown that different domains of generalized prejudice relate
differentially to SDO and RWA (Duckitt, 2000, 2001, 2006).
Although this dual-process model has been applied chiefly to
studies of prejudice, it is possible that SDO and RWA predict
environmentalism. As the review of past studies presented
below shows, SDO and RWA are in fact negatively associated
with environmentalism. However, as individuals scoring high
in SDO tend to favor dominance and hierarchical relations—
which can be extended into dominance over nature, as we
postulate, and which is not a defining characteristic of RWA—
we would presume that SDO accounts for a significant
amount of additional variance in environmentalism over and
above RWA. This contention is also empirically examined in
studies presented in this article.

Extending SDT:The Case of
Environmental Dominance
We contend that the legitimizing myths proposed by SDT are
not necessarily limited to ideologies regarding ethnicity, age,
gender, or other observable and stable group-based stratifications. Our reading of SDT indicates that individuals high in
SDO should be motivated to endorse a broad range of ideologies that help to justify inequality and support a desire for
domination in its many forms. We therefore suggest that
SDO should also predict support for ideologies or myths promoting the exploitation of natural resources and human hierarchical dominance over nature.
There are several hierarchy-enhancing legitimizing myths
that justify and support human dominance over nature. These
myths include (Judeo-Christian) anthropocentrism (Schultz,
Zelezny, & Dalrymple, 2000; White, 1967), cultural value
orientations such as Kluckhohn’s (1953) “humans over
nature” and Schwartz’s (1999) “mastery” values, and individualistic social solidarity and related myths of nature as
proposed by Douglas’ cultural theory (Douglas & Wildavsky,
1982). What all these hierarchy-enhancing ideas and principles have in common is the notion of human dominance over
nature. These myths express the belief that it is right, appropriate, and necessary for nature and all natural phenomena
and species to be used and altered for human objectives and
welfare.
Contradicting these ideas are hierarchy-attenuating legitimizing myths that justify and support harmony with nature,
and serve to promote the importance of nature in itself.
These myths include Kluckhohn’s “humans in nature” and
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Schwartz’s “harmony” value orientations, and egalitarian
social solidarity and related myths of nature as proposed by
Douglas’ cultural theory (for a recent review, see Milfont,
2012). Such hierarchy-attenuating myths emphasize the
preservation of nature and of the diversity of natural species
in their original natural state, and the need to protect nature
from human use and alteration. Support for the empirical
distinction between environmental hierarchy-enhancing and
hierarchy-attenuating myths comes from studies showing
that environmental attitudes form two broad dimensions of
utilization and preservation attitudes toward nature (Milfont
& Duckitt, 2004, 2006, 2010; Wiseman & Bogner, 2003).
While the legitimizing myths addressed by SDT focus
specifically on those myths either supporting and justifying
social inequality among social groups or supporting and justifying social equality, the underlying notion is that these
myths portray ideologies that impel societies to be more or
less hierarchical. The environmental myths presented above
are also arguably ideologies that impel societies to be more
or less hierarchical—specifically toward nature. We therefore argue that SDT can be logically extended to encompass
the hierarchical relations between humans and the natural
environment, and SDO should also express human-based
hierarchical views toward nature. Given that SDO reflects a
preference for unequal relations along a superior–inferior
dimension (Pratto et al., 1994), individuals who are higher in
SDO should also tend to favor unequal relations between
humans and the natural environment, in which humans are
seen as superior and nature inferior.
In summary, we argue that SDO not only expresses a generalized orientation toward unequal relations between
humans but also between humans and the natural environment, conveying the degree to which an individual desires
and supports the domination of nature by humans. That is,
the desire to dominate and be superior reflected by high SDO
should extend to human dominance over nature. From this
perspective, SDO appears not only relevant to intergroup
relations but also as a central individual-difference variable
for predicting environmentalism. We postulate that individuals who exhibit high SDO will tend to favor hierarchyenhancing ideologies supporting human dominance over
nature, whereas those who exhibit low SDO will tend to
favor hierarchy-attenuating ideologies supporting human
harmony with nature. More specifically, SDO should be negatively correlated to environmentalism. Below, we review
specific empirical studies examining the associations
between SDO and environmentalism.

Support for the Link Between Social
Dominance and Environmental
Dominance
Most of the extant literature examining associations between
SDO and environmentalism has included pro-environmental
attitudes and behaviors merely as external variables that
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provide auxiliary information on the validity of SDO.
Moreover, where past studies have assessed attitudes toward
topical issues concerning the environment, these have been
intertwined with political ideologies, rather than being purely
“environmental” issues. We are the first to provide explicit
and comprehensive theoretical and conceptual links between
SDO and psychological work on environmental attitudes and
behaviors. Nevertheless, previous empirical studies examining the associations between SDO and environmentalism
provide support for our propositions and serve as a background for our own empirical work.
In one of the first publications on SDT, Pratto et al. (1994)
reported correlations between SDO and support for environmental policies. Correlations between SDO and support for
pro-environmental policies were negative, with an average
of −.38 across three samples. Wang (1999) also found a negative correlation between SDO and pro-environmental attitudes, as measured by the New Environmental Paradigm
(NEP) Scale—which measures a contrasting worldview to
that expressed in the dominant social paradigm described
earlier—but the correlation was only strong and statistically
significant for women in the sample (r = −.38, p < .01). Wang
also assessed the relationship between the NEP Scale and
RWA, again reporting that the correlation was only statistically significant for women in the sample (r = −.36, p < .01).
Examining the associations between SDO, RWA, and environmentalism, Milfont and Duckitt (2010) found that SDO
and RWA were negatively and statistically related to general
pro-environmental attitudes (−.26 and −.22, respectively,
with no gender comparison reported).
Altemeyer (2003) conducted two role-playing team simulations exploring what might happen to “earth” if those high
in RWA and in SDO were the dominant population.
Simulation participants were divided into sessions according
to their level (high vs. low) of RWA or SDO, and were cast in
roles as citizens from major geographic regions of the world,
in which they were asked to make a series of decisions. The
first simulation indicated that human and environmental outcomes would be much better over a 40-year period if the
earth had a “population” entirely of individuals with low
RWA; whereas with a high-RWA population, outcomes
included overpopulation, hunger and disease, and a nuclear
holocaust. Although the outcomes of the simulation are
somewhat conjectural (Mandel, 2003), the negative environmental trends Altemeyer showed are supported by a number
of studies showing a negative correlation between RWA and
environmentalism (Fritsche, Cohrs, Kessler, & Bauer, 2012;
Iwata, 1977; Peterson, Doty, & Winter, 1993; Ray, 1980;
Sabbagh, 2005; Schultz & Stone, 1994; Zelezny & Pollitt,
1996).
In the second simulation with a new sample, Altemeyer
(2003) compared possible outcomes for “populations” comprising participants with high RWA combined with low SDO
(Session 1) or high SDO (Session 2). Very poor population
outcomes were estimated at the end of both sessions, with no
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attempts to prevent global environmental problems or create
welfare institutions to provide support for those with deprived
economic circumstances or poor health. However, while in
Session 1 there was very little interaction between geographic regions, individuals in Session 2 who were high in
SDO and RWA (or the so-called “Double Highs”) became
the leaders of their geographic regions and led negotiations
and meetings with (and some acts of war against) other
regions. Notably, their negotiations on climate change challenges did not produce any united effort to deal with the
issue. Altemeyer (2003) interpreted these differences as indicating that individuals high in RWA are “authoritarian followers,” while those high in SDO are “authoritarian
leaders.”
A similar pattern of results was reported in a set of studies
by Son Hing, Bobocel, Zanna, and McBride (2007) who
examined whether Double Highs made more unethical decisions than other individuals. They found that more high-SDO
participants (14) than low-SDO participants (5) favored the
unethical decision to move production of a household-cleaning product that creates a toxic by-product to a less developed nation. Conversely, more low-SDO participants (10)
than high-SDO participants (5) favored more ethical environmental decisions. They also observed that a high-SDO
leader with high-RWA followers made decisions that prioritized profit over environmental and humanitarian concerns.
Other scholars have also drawn theoretical connections
between SDO and environmentalism, even if not reporting
empirical evidence in their own study (e.g., Boschetti,
Richert, Walker, Price, & Dutra, 2012; Feygina, Jost, &
Goldsmith, 2010; Markowitz, Goldberg, Ashton, & Lee,
2012). In conjunction, these empirical and conceptual links
suggest that SDO is related to dangerous and unethical environmental decisions.

between SDO and environmental hierarchy-enhancing and
hierarchy-attenuating myths described earlier. Second, we
explore whether SDO still predicts environmentalism when
RWA is taken into account. This is important because many
studies have shown a negative correlation between RWA and
pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors (e.g., Fritsche et
al., 2012; Schultz & Stone, 1994). The inclusion of RWA is
also important because it would extend findings described by
Altemeyer (2003) and Son Hing et al. (2007) when the combined influence of SDO and RWA is considered. Finally, the
inclusion of RWA is in line with recent theoretical developments in the area on a dual-process account connecting SDO
and RWA (Duckitt, 2001). Study 3 first examines bidirectional correlations between SDO/RWA and environmentalism, and then examines the extent to which SDO adds
incremental predictive power over and above RWA.
In the last study, we examine the interplay between SDO,
gender, and environmentalism. A number of studies have
shown that women tend to express more pro-environmental
concerns, attitudes, and behaviors than men (e.g., Dietz,
Kalof, & Stern, 2002; Milfont & Duckitt, 2010; Zelezny,
Chua, & Aldrich, 2000). At the same time, SDT contends
that gender differences in the expression of prejudice (with
men tending to express more prejudice than women) are a
result of men having higher SDO. This implies that SDO
mediates the gender difference in expressions of prejudice
and also a range of sociopolitical attitudes; an implication
that has received empirical support (e.g., Pratto, Stallworth,
& Sidanius, 1997; Whitley, 1999; Wilson & White, 2010).
Study 4 examines the extent to which SDO also mediates the
well-documented gender differences in environmentalism
(Zelezny et al., 2000).

The Present Study

Method

The empirical studies reviewed above provide support for
our environmental dominance account by showing that
greater SDO is associated with lower levels of environmentalism. Considering that no previous study has explicitly
focused on how SDT can help us understand current environmental issues, the main objective of the present study is to
provide further empirical support for our dominance account
through four studies. The goal of Study 1 was to establish
that SDO is negatively associated with environmentalism in
a nationally representative sample. If SDO is indeed linked
to environmental dominance, we should observe lower
aggregate environmentalism in countries with higher aggregate support for SDO. Study 2 tests this prediction by examining the associations between country-level SDO scores and
a number of country-level indicators of pro-environmental
engagement.
We expand the initial studies in two substantial ways in
Study 3. First, we specifically examine the associations

Participants. Study 1 involved a nationally representative
sample of New Zealanders, using data from the New Zealand
Attitudes and Values Study 2009 (NZAVS-09). The NZAVS09 sampled 1.36% of all New Zealand registered voters who
were more than 18 years old. A total of 40,500 questionnaires were sent out to registered voters, of which 16.6%
were returned, equating to 0.23% of the New Zealand registered voter population. Of the 6,518 participants who
returned questionnaires, 59.3% were female, 71% explicitly
identified as New Zealand European, and 17.1% identified as
Māori (the indigenous population of Aotearoa/New Zealand). Ages ranged from 18 to 98 (M = 48, SD = 15.78).

Study 1

Measures
SDO scale. The NZAVS-09 included six randomly sampled items from the SDO scale, with an equal number of
dominance items (e.g., “To get ahead in life, it is sometimes
okay to step on other groups”) and equality items (e.g., “It
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would be good if groups could be equal”). The specific SDO
items used were Items 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, and 13 from Pratto et
al. (1994, Appendix C). Participants rated the items on a
7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 7 (strongly agree). After reverse coding relevant items, the
scale score was computed by averaging over items (Cronbach’s α = .69).
Environmental values and climate change beliefs. A single
value item from the Schwartz Value Survey (Schwartz, 1992)
was used: “Protecting the environment (preserving nature).”
Participants rated this value as a guiding principle in their life
on a 9-point importance scale ranging from −1 (opposed to
my values) to 7 (of supreme importance). The NZAVS-09 also
included two climate change belief items: “Climate change is
real” and “Climate change is caused by humans.” Participants
rated each of these items on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

Results and Discussion
Supporting predictions, high SDO was significantly associated with lower endorsement of environmental protection
and lower levels of agreement with climate change beliefs in
a nationally representative sample. Specifically, SDO was
negatively associated with preserving nature (r = −.19, 95%
confidence interval [CI] = [−.21, −.17], p < .001, n = 6,455),
with the belief that climate change is real (r = −.19, [−.21,
−.17], p < .001, n = 6,400), and with the belief that climate
change is caused by humans (r = −.16, [−.18, −.14], p < .001,
n = 6,349). These correlations remained similar in size and
statistical significance when partial correlations were performed controlling for age, gender, socioeconomic status,
and ethnicity.

Study 2
The objective of Study 2 was to assess the relationship
between country-level SDO and pro-environmental indicators that have been reported across countries. Associations
between SDO and environmentalism on the country level of
analysis would provide further evidence for the effect of
social dominance on environmentalism—especially because
SDO can be integrated into a general ideological value system at the society level (Fischer, Hanke, & Sibley, 2012). It
is also important to investigate the predicted associations at
the individual and country levels of analysis because SDO
has different determinants at each level. Individual differences in SDO are determined by four general classes of variables: group status, gender, socialization, and temperament
(Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). Across countries, however, differences are based on three groups of predictors: institutional discrimination, macroeconomic conditions, and
broader societal-level values orientations and ideologies
(Fischer et al., 2012).

Of interest to our research, Fischer et al. (2012) examined
the relationships between country-level SDO and countrylevel endorsement of Schwartz’s (1999) mastery and harmony values, which are, respectively, related to legitimizing
myths justifying and supporting contrasting human relations
to nature (dominance vs. harmonious fit). Fischer et al. found
that greater country-level SDO was associated with higher
endorsement of mastery values (rs = .50, p < .05) when rankorder correlations were performed. Although in the predicted
direction and moderately strong in size, the rank-order correlations between country-level SDO and harmony values
did not reach significance (rs = −.37, p > .05). When a multilevel meta-analysis was performed to examine these associations while controlling for study characteristics, the
associations between country-level SDO and mastery and
harmony values were in the predicted direction, but neither
was statistically significant. Nevertheless, when taken
together, these results support our prediction that SDO
should also be negatively associated with indicators of environmentalism at the country level.

Method
Measures
SDO scale. For the country-level SDO score, we used data
from Fischer et al. (2012), who reported SDO-level mean
scores for 27 countries. A total of 190 effect sizes from 95
published articles with a total sample size of 50,371 participants were included in their meta-analytical study. The
majority of participants were university students (76.8%)
and female (59.2%).
Pro-environmental indicators. We used five indices to assess
country-level environmentalism, one representing an objective indicator and four representing more subjective indicators. The objective indicator was the 2010 Environmental
Performance Index (http://epi.yale.edu/), which is created
by environmental experts and ranks 163 countries based on
their scores on 25 performance indicators. These indicators
are grouped across 10 policy categories within two broader
areas: (a) environmental public health (effects of water and
air pollution on humans, and environmental burden of disease) and (b) ecosystem vitality (effects of water and air
pollution on ecosystems, biodiversity and habitat, forestry,
fisheries, agriculture, and climate change).
The first subjective indicator was the country-level score
from a meta-analysis of studies using the NEP Scale in 36
countries (Hawcroft & Milfont, 2010). Dunlap and Van Liere
(1978; Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, & Jones, 2000) developed
the NEP Scale with the theoretical argument that it was possible to identify an emerging ecocentric system of beliefs
that challenged the dominant anthropocentric system. The
NEP Scale is arguably the most widely used measure to
assess pro-environmental attitudes (Dietz, Stern, &
Guagnano, 1998). Examples of NEP items include “We are
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approaching the limit of the number of people the earth can
support” and “Humans have the right to modify the natural
environment to suit their needs” (reversed). Most of the 36
studies included in this meta-analysis considered university
students (31.66%) and representative samples (28.78%), and
samples were composed of primarily female participants
(53.73%).
Another subjective indicator included was mean of environmental concern for 26 countries given by Franzen and
Meyer (2010) in their Table 1. They used nine items from the
2000 International Social Survey Programme to calculate the
country-level scores. Examples of items: “How willing
would you be to accept cuts in your standard of living in
order to protect the environment?,” “I do what is right for the
environment, even when it costs more money or takes more
time,” and “We worry too much about the future of the environment and not enough about prices and jobs” (reversed).
For most of the participating countries, a nationally representative sample of the adult population (aged 18 years and
older) was drawn and respondents participated in face-toface interviews. For the sample considered in Franzen and
Meyer’s article, sample size ranged from 507 (Northern
Ireland) to 1,269 (Chile), and gender was evenly distributed
(51% male; A. Franzen, personal communication, January
31, 2013).
Finally, we included two country-level indicators from a
study conducted by Liu and Sibley (2012), who assessed the
importance of global warming (rated on a 7-point scale,
anchored by not at all important and extremely important),
and intentions to make personal sacrifices to help protect the
environment: “Would/are you willing to make sacrifices in
your standard of living (e.g., accept higher prices, drive less,
and conserve energy) in order to protect the natural environment?” (rated on a 7-point scale, anchored by definitely no
and definitely yes). Data were collected from a sample of
6,511 primarily university students (60.8% female) from a
range of disciplines in 34 developing and developed
countries.

Results and Discussion
Spearman’s rank-order (rho) correlations were computed
between the scores because of the ordinal nature of the data.
CI calculations appropriate for Pearson’s correlations
(Cumming, 2012) were applied to obtain CIs for these rankorder correlations to illustrate the range of ranks.
Country-level SDO was negatively correlated to all
country-level indicators of pro-environmental engagement.
The specific correlations between SDO and the country-level
indicators were: Environmental Performance Index (rs =
−.57, [−.79, −.23], p = .003, n = 25), the NEP Scale (rs =
−.08, [−.60, .49], p = .79, n = 13), environmental concern
(rs = −.25, [−.74, .41], p = .47, n = 11), global warming
importance (rs = −.02, [−.61, .59], p = .94, n = 11), and
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willingness to make self-sacrifice for the environment (rs =
−.51, [−.80, −.02], p = .04, n = 16).
One limitation of this study is that most of the countrylevel indicators relied on a small number of countries with
samples predominantly composed of women and undergraduate students. Another limitation is that only two of the correlations were statistically significant, which might be explained
by the small sample size at the country level. Nevertheless,
the overall pattern of correlations supports a weak-to-moderate (average of −.29) negative association between SDO and
environmentalism at the country level. All in all, these findings support predictions by showing that greater aggregate
support for SDO in a country is associated with lower objective environmental quality, reduced environmental concern,
and less willingness to act in favor of the environment.

Study 3
The previous studies showed a consistent pattern linking
greater SDO to lower environmentalism across individuals
and across countries. However, the first two studies do not
demonstrate whether SDO can predict environmentalism
when accounting for RWA. It is possible that SDO and RWA
are equal and interchangeable predictors of environmentalism given that previous studies have shown strong negative
effects between both of these two variables and pro-environmental attitudes and behaviors. Study 3 tested this possibility
by first examining the bidirectional correlations between
SDO and RWA with environmentalism, and then examining
the extent to which SDO adds predictive power.

Method
Participants. An anonymous questionnaire was administered
to students enrolled in introductory psychology classes at the
University of Auckland, New Zealand (data from Milfont &
Duckitt, 2010, Study 1). A total of 314 students took part in
the study, but only 150 students (69.3% female) completed
the version of the questionnaire that included the SDO and
RWA measures. Their ages ranged from 16 to 51 (M = 20.00,
SD = 5.01), with 56% explicitly identifying as New Zealand
European and 3% as Māori.
Measures
Shortened SDO scale. Six items were randomly sampled
from the original SDO scale so as to have an equal number
of dominance items (e.g., “Inferior groups should stay in their
place”) and equality items (e.g., “All groups should be given
an equal chance in life”). The specific SDO items used in this
study were Items 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 15 (see Pratto et al., 1994,
Appendix C). Participants indicated their agreement using a
7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to
7 (strongly agree), and scale score was computed by averaging
over items after reverse coding relevant items (α = .71).
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Shortened RWA scale. Six items were randomly sampled
from the RWA scale (Altemeyer, 1981) so as to have an
equal number of positively worded items (e.g., “Obedience
and respect for authority are the most important virtues
children should learn”) and negatively worded items (e.g.,
“We should treat protestors and radicals with open arms
and open minds, since new ideas are the lifeblood of progressive change”). Participants indicated their agreement
using a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), and scale score was computed by reverse coding relevant items and averaging over
items (α = .60).
Environmental Attitudes Inventory. This consisted of 120
balanced items used by Milfont and Duckitt (2010, Study 1)
to assess the higher order environmental attitude dimensions
of preservation and utilization. Preservation attitudes express
the general belief that priority should be given to preserving
nature and the diversity of natural species, with items such
as “Being out in nature is a great stress reducer for me”; “I
think spending time in nature is boring” (reversed); “When
humans interfere with nature, it often produces disastrous
consequences”; and “I do not believe that the environment
has been severely abused by humans” (reversed). Utilization
expresses the general belief that it is right for nature and all
natural phenomena to be exploited for human objectives,
with items such as “The idea that natural areas should be
maintained exactly as they are is silly, wasteful, and wrong”;
“Turning new unused land over to cultivation and agricultural development should be stopped” (reversed); “Plants and
animals exist primarily to be used by humans”; and “Humans
are no more important than any other species” (reversed).
Participants indicated their agreement using a 7-point Likerttype scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree), and scale score was computed by averaging over
items after reverse coding relevant items. Internal consistencies for preservation (α = .94, 70 items) and utilization (α =
.91, 50 items) were adequate.

Results and Discussion
SDO and RWA were moderately positively correlated (r =
.36, [.21, .49], p < .001, n = 150), and preservation and utilization attitudes were strongly negatively correlated (r = −.67,
[−.75, −.57], p < .001, n = 150). Notably, SDO and RWA
were positively correlated to utilization attitudes (rSDO = .27,
[.12, .41], p = .001, n = 150, and rRWA = .25, [.09, .39], p =
.002, n = 150), while negatively correlated to preservation
attitudes (rSDO = −.21, [−.36, −.05], p = .01, n = 150, and
rRWA = −.17, [−.31, −.01], p = .04, n = 150).
We then used two-step regressions to test whether SDO
added incremental predictive validity beyond RWA.
Preservation and utilization attitudes were regressed onto
RWA as a first step, and then onto SDO as a second. SDO
made a significant improvement to prediction when added to

2
RWA: preservation attitudes (R2 for RWA alone = .03; Rchange
adding SDO to RWA = .03, p = .04) and utilization attitudes
2
(R2 for RWA alone = .06; Rchange
adding SDO to RWA = .04,
p = .02). Moreover, RWA was a significant negative predictor of preservation attitudes at Step 1 but a nonsignificant
predictor after the addition of SDO (Step 1: βRWA = −.17, p =
.042; Step 2: βRWA = −.10, p = .24; βSDO = −.18, p = .042), and
RWA was a significant positive predictor of utilization attitudes at Step 1 and remained a significant predictor, but with
reduced effect, after the addition of SDO (Step 1: βRWA =
.25, p = .002; Step 2: βRWA = .18, p = .034; βSDO = .20,
p = .017).
These findings show that SDO and RWA were positively
associated with hierarchy-enhancing legitimizing myths justifying and supporting human dominance over nature
(indexed by utilization attitudes), while negatively associated with a hierarchy-attenuating legitimizing myths justifying and supporting harmony with nature (indexed by
preservation attitudes). The findings provide support for the
usefulness of distinguishing between these two broad dimensions of environmental attitudes (Milfont & Duckitt, 2004,
2010), because they have different overall patterns of association with SDO and RWA. More importantly, the results
suggest that SDO accounts for a statistically significant
amount of additional variance over and above RWA in predicting environmental attitudes. In both cases, SDO made a
significant improvement to prediction when added to RWA,
and the variance accounted for by RWA was substantially
reduced when SDO was controlled.

Study 4
This study replicates findings from Study 3 by examining
whether SDO predicts environmentalism independently
from RWA using a national New Zealand sample, and using
a measure of beliefs about human influence on climate
change. Furthermore, Study 4 examines whether SDO mediates the influence of gender on anthropogenic climate change
beliefs. This is the first study to examine whether SDO mediates gender differences in environmentalism.

Method
Participants. Participants were respondents to an online survey (delivered via SurveyMonkey), solicited through the
Sunday Star Times, a national New Zealand newspaper. The
survey was promoted during September 2011, as an investigation of New Zealanders’ political and social attitudes. The
survey was open for a 2-week period, after which the data
were collated and summarized for serialization in the newspaper. A total of 5,744 individuals responded to the survey,
but after elimination of participants for missing data, 3,849
remained for use in this analysis. From these, 61% were female,
59% explicitly identified as New Zealand European, and 3% as
Māori. The mean age was 50.71 years (SD = 15.22).
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Measures. The survey included a range of measures relating
to attitudes on topical social issues, and constructs related to
sociopolitical attitudes. The summary below describes only
those measures of interest in the present study.
Anthropogenic climate change. Beliefs about anthropogenic climate change were assessed using two items: “Climate change is caused by human actions” and “Climate
change is a completely natural phenomenon, unrelated to
anything humans do” (reversed). Participants indicated their
agreement using a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). After reverse coding, so that higher scores indicate agreement with human
influence on climate change, the two items intercorrelated
strongly (r = .78, p < .001, n = 3,849) and were averaged
together (α = .87).
Shortened SDO and RWA scales. SDO was assessed with
the same balanced set of six items used in Study 1 (α = .77).
RWA was measured using a balanced set of six items with
highest loading based on factor analytic separation (Mavor,
Louis, & Sibley, 2010) of the original RWA items into factors
clearly assessing the three constellations of authoritarian submission (e.g., “Obedience and respect for authority are the
most important virtues children should learn”), authoritarian
aggression (e.g., “What our country really needs is a strong,
determined leader who will crush evil, and take us back to
our true path”), and conventionalism (e.g., “There is nothing
wrong with premarital sexual intercourse”; reversed). For
both scales, participants indicated their agreement using a
7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 7 (strongly agree), and scale score was computed by averaging over items after reverse coding relevant items. Internal
consistency for the RWA was also adequate (α = .71).

Results and Discussion
In line with past studies, female participants (M = 5.00,
SD = 1.64) showed greater endorsement of anthropogenic
climate change than male participants (M = 4.35, SD =
1.83), t(3,847) = 11.52, p < .001, d = .37, and SDO and
RWA correlated positively with each other (r = .43, [.40,
.46], p < .001, n = 3,849). Importantly, SDO (r = −.36,
[−.39, −.33], p < .001, n = 3,849) and RWA (r = −.38, [−.41,
−.35], p < .001, n = 3,849) were negatively correlated with
endorsement of anthropogenic climate change.
While endorsement of SDO and RWA is associated with
lower levels of belief in a human cause of climate change,
in a hierarchical regression SDO made a significant
improvement to prediction when added to RWA (R2 for
2
RWA alone = .14; Rchange
adding SDO to RWA = .05, p <
.001). The regression weight for RWA was also significantly reduced after the inclusion of SDO (Step 1: βRWA =
−.38, p < .001; Step 2: βRWA = −.27, p < .001; βSDO = −.24,
p < .001). These results replicate findings from Study 3 and
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a = .45*
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Gender
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b = –.37*
(SE = .03)

(SE = .03)
c = –.48*
(SE = .06)
c' = –.32*
(SE = .06)

Belief in
Anthropogenic
Climate Change

Figure 1. Results from Study 4 (n = 3,849).

Note. Mediation path model with 5,000 bootstrap resamples showing the
influence of gender (coded 1 = female and 2 = male) on beliefs about
anthropogenic climate change mediated by social dominance orientation
(SDO). Standardized regression coefficients are shown. Values for a and
c come from the simple regressions, and values for b and c′ come from
a multiple regression equation predicting anthropogenic climate change
beliefs with participant’s gender and SDO scores in the model. The model
statistically adjusts for the effect of right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) on
all variables. Asterisks indicate significant paths (p < .0001). SE = standard
error.

provide further evidence that SDO is a unique predictor of
environmentalism.
Finally, we examined the extent to which SDO mediated
the gender difference in the endorsement of anthropogenic
climate change when statistically adjusting for the effect of
RWA. We tested this prediction using a path model with
5,000 bootstrap resamples. SDO mediated the relationship
between gender (coded 1= female and 2 = male) and anthropogenic climate change beliefs (see Figure 1). The point estimate for the indirect effect was −.22, and the 95% CI [−.21,
−.13] did not include zero, which indicates that SDO was a
significant mediator. This is the first study reporting such
findings and provides an indication that SDO accounts for
some of the gender difference in environmentalism documented in the extant literature.

General Discussion
This article has expanded the theoretical scope of SDT to
include human relations with the natural environment by
arguing that SDO is an important variable in understanding
person–environment relations. We argue that individuals
high in SDO are more willing to exploit the environment in
unsustainable ways because SDO supports human dominance over nature. From this perspective, environmental
dominance represents the degree to which individuals desire
and support human-based hierarchical views toward the
environment and dominance of nature by humans. Three
studies at the individual level of analysis and one study at the
country level provided support for this environmental dominance perspective. The findings of the present research also
offer additional empirical evidence for many already documented correlates of SDO (e.g., Kteily, Ho, & Sidanius,
2012; Pratto et al., 2006).
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Implications of Environmental Dominance
The findings presented in this article show that support for a
human-based hierarchical view toward nature is intrinsically
linked to support for social inequality among social groups.
As discussed earlier, the literature has identified legitimizing
myths supporting and justifying human dominance over
nature on one hand and legitimizing myths supporting and
justifying harmony with nature on the other hand (e.g.,
Milfont & Duckitt, 2004). One important implication of our
findings is that a theory addressing hierarchy in social relations, and a basic motivation to achieve and maintain hierarchical social structures (i.e., SDO), can also explain
hierarchical relations between humans and the natural
environment.
Despite the usefulness of models dealing with human–
human interactions for understanding human–nature interactions, there are obvious differences in the level and scope of
these interactions. Perhaps the most evident distinction is that
social interactions are reciprocal, whereas human interactions
with nature are arguably unidirectional (at least at short temporal intervals; significant changes in the environment may
influence human beliefs and actions). In the context of SDT,
for example, Sidanius and Pratto (1999) have demonstrated
that social dominance is not only perpetuated by dominant
groups but also by subordinate groups. Intergroup hierarchies
in societies are maintained by reciprocal interactions between
higher status and lower status groups.
In contrast, the hierarchical relations of humans toward the
natural environment cannot be reciprocated by nature (as a
nonsentient entity), which has important implications for
dealing with environmental problems. While in the domain of
social interactions legitimizing myths are likely fostered by
multiple players in the interaction (dominant and subordinate
groups), in the interactions with the natural environment hierarchy-enhancing and hierarchy-attenuating legitimizing
myths can only be fostered by humans. Notwithstanding this
crucial distinction, there is strong evidence suggesting that
models of social interactions are useful for, and to some
extent complement, models dealing with our interactions with
nature.
Another important implication of our findings refers to
the relationship between SDO and RWA. Together, SDO and
RWA explain about 50% of variance in generalized prejudice
(Altemeyer, 1998; McFarland & Adelson, 1996) and 50% to
66% of variance in conservative beliefs (Van Hiel &
Mervielde, 2002; Wilson & Sibley, 2013), which shows that
both constructs have strong explanatory power for important
political phenomena. Although the combined explained
variance in the environmental domain was comparably
weaker, SDO and RWA were significant predictors. More
importantly, while SDO and RWA have been shown to
explain different segments of generalized prejudice (Duckitt,
2000, 2001), in the environmental domain SDO and RWA
predicted responses to environmentally related questions

equally when treated separately. However, when treated in
combination, the effect of RWA is diminished after inclusion
of SDO. This seems to support two distinct pathways in the
interplay between SDO and RWA in the environmental
domain. SDO and RWA typically interact in the context of
specific functions within the group (i.e., leadership roles) so
that Double Highs make decisions and display preferences
that are ultimately worse for the environment (Altemeyer,
2003; Son Hing et al., 2007). Outside of these specific role
relations, the effect of SDO on environmental exploitation
seems to be stronger than the effect of RWA.
Additional studies are necessary to clarify the distinct
influences of SDO and RWA in predicting environmentalism,
but the stronger effect of SDO (compared with RWA)
observed in the present research can perhaps be related to
their respective patterns of associations with values. Previous
studies have shown that SDO and RWA are related to the individual values proposed by Schwartz (1992). Overall, RWA
relates more strongly than SDO to the higher order value
dimension of conservation versus openness-to-change, while
SDO relates more strongly than RWA to the higher order
value dimension of self-enhancement versus self-transcendence values (Zick & Petzel, 1999). Other studies have also
observed that the correlations between values forming the
self-enhancement/self-transcendence cluster are much stronger for SDO than RWA (Altemeyer, 1998; Cohrs, Moschner,
Maes, & Kielmann, 2005). This pattern of findings might partially explain why SDO is a stronger predictor of environmentalism compared with RWA. Many studies have shown
that those who score high on self-transcendence values and
low on self-enhancement values exhibit greater pro-environmental engagement (e.g., Boer & Fischer, in press; Milfont,
Sibley, & Duckitt, 2010; Schultz et al., 2005; Schultz &
Zelezny, 1999). Thus, self-enhancing values and SDO seem
to underlie environmental dominance orientations.
Our findings also indicate a mediational role of SDO in
the influence of gender on environmentalism. Replicating
well-established findings (e.g., Dietz et al., 2002; Zelezny et
al., 2000), we observed that women exhibited greater environmentalism than men—here measured by agreement with
the proposition that humans influence climate change. But a
large proportion of this observed gender difference resulted
from gender differences in SDO (in which men score higher).
Our study is the first to show that women might express
greater environmentalism because they score lower in SDO.
Because gender differences in environmentalism have also
been associated with gender differences in altruistic values
(Dietz et al., 2002), future research should explore the extent
to which these gender differences result from women tending
to score higher in altruistic values as well as lower on SDO.

Overcoming Environmental Dominance
One important question emerging from our findings is
whether environmental dominance can be overcome.
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Findings from a recent study illustrate this possibility.
Feygina et al. (2010) linked SDO with the motivational tendency to defend and justify the societal status quo in the face
of the threat posed by an environmental issue such as climate
change. Feygina et al. observed that those high in system
justification expressed greater denial of environmental issues
and less commitment to pro-environmental engagement.
This relationship may be explained by the proposition that
“solutions to environmental problems often are viewed as
threatening the existing social order, possibly requiring substantial changes in traditional values, habitual behaviours,
and existing institutions” (Van Liere & Dunlap, 1980, p.
183). Thus, those with a tendency to support the status quo
and to justify current socioeconomic systems and inequalities reject solutions to environmental problems. However,
Feygina et al. observed that anti-environmentalism associated with a system justification tendency can be reversed by
encouraging U.S. participants to deem pro-environmental
actions as patriotic and consistent with protecting the status
quo—an alternative view they refer to as “system-sanctioned
change.”
In a conceptually related study, Feinberg and Willer
(2013, Study 3) were also able to increase environmental
concern among conservative participants in the United
States by presenting them with pro-environmental messages
couched in terms of purity-based morality. In line with these
findings, environmental sustainability can perhaps be fostered—at least to some extent—by translating myths that
justify and support harmony with nature to be more aligned
with specific morals connected to the current status quo of a
particular cultural milieu (e.g., conserving native forests can
generate jobs and economic growth by attracting more
tourism).

Future Directions and Conclusion
One main limitation of this research is the correlational
nature of the findings. Experimental and longitudinal designs
should be preferred in future studies to elucidate environmental dominance orientation. For example, experimental
studies could be designed in which priming social dominance should lead to environmental dominance, and vice
versa. Another limitation is the reliance on New Zealand
data. SDO has been shown to function differently in distinct
cultural contexts (e.g., Ferreira, Fischer, Porto, Pilati, &
Milfont, 2012; Henry, Sidanius, Levin, & Pratto, 2005), so
its associations with environmentalism at the individual level
of analysis should be explored across cultures in future
studies.
The present research is the first to explicitly test whether
a link exists between SDO and environmentalism, but this
research provides no explanation as to why greater levels of
SDO are associated with lower levels of environmentalism.
We argued that human dominance over nature is an extension
of SDO because both express similar basic motivations, such
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that the motivational goals of group power, dominance, and
superiority over others expressed by SDO translate into
dominance/superiority over nature. It seems to us that antienvironmentalism is thus a side effect of the motivational
goals SDO expresses.
According to Duckitt’s (2001, 2006) dual-process model,
the motivational goals expressed by SDO are likely generated by a combination of viewing the world as a “competitive jungle” and the predisposing personality dimension of
tough-mindedness (or lack of empathy). Therefore, the motivations of dominance and superiority expressed by SDO are
rooted in traits of being ruthless and unfeeling toward others,
rather than being compassionate, caring, and altruistic toward
others. In opposition to SDO, motivations of environmentalism are rooted in empathetic, tolerant, caring, and altruistic
values and traits (Boer & Fischer, in press; Kaiser & Byrka,
2011; Milfont & Sibley, 2012). While concern for others is
intertwined with concern for environmental issues, “concern
for others is the form of empathy that precludes the desire to
dominate other groups” indexed by SDO (Pratto et al., 1994,
p. 752; see also McFarland, 2010; Sidanius et al., 2013). The
opposition between the predisposing traits of SDO and environmentalism—in particular, empathy and altruism—might
partially explain why the two are intrinsically, negatively
related.
If we are to tackle environmental issues, then we must
understand the underpinnings of ideologies and social attitudes that enhance hierarchical views toward nature as well
as their effects on behaviors. The present research contributed to this undertaking by examining the association
between the social attitude dimension of SDO and environmentalism. The findings indicate that SDO is a primary motivation underlying human interaction with the natural
environment, and expands the extant literature by showing
that SDO is not only an important variable in explaining how
individuals approach intergroup relations but also how they
relate to the natural environment. We believe further understanding of orientations supporting environmental dominance is an important avenue for future studies.
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